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Uppsatsen ämnar till att bygga ett fysiskt likvärdigt system, som simulerar beteendet av verkliga 

tunga fordon, med LEGO Mindstorms som hårdvaruplattform och med Buckingham П teoremet 

som teoretisk grund from skalning av parametrar. Arbetet inkluderar mjukvaru- och hårdvaru- 

systemdesign samt teoretisk forskning för att kunna bevisa ett nyligen föreslaget koncept: Att 

använda LEGO för att bygga en skalad modell av verkliga fordon med specifika likartade fysiska 

egenskaper. För att implementera det ovan föreslagna arbetet, byggdes skalade modeller i LEGO 

samt ett kombinerat hård- och mjukvarusystem för att styra den skalade modellen. Tester 

utfördes på både riktiga lastbilar samt de skalade modellerna. För att kunna identifiera 

parametrar samt simulera och tyda fordonens beteende så adapterades en generell matematisk 
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and results. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Notations 

Symbol Description 

𝑢 Longitudinal velocity (m/s) 

𝑣 Lateral velocity (m/s)  

𝛾 Yaw rate (rad/s) 

𝐶𝛼 Tire cornering stiffness (N/rad) 

𝑙  Length (m) 

𝛿  Steering angle (rad) 

𝑚  Mass (kg) 

𝐼𝑥𝑥  Moment of Inertia about the roll axis (kg.m2) 

𝐼𝑥𝑧 Moment of Inertia about both the roll- and yaw axis (kg.m2) 

𝐼𝑧𝑧  Moment of Inertia about the yaw axis (kg.m2) 

П π parameters 

 

Abbreviations 

CoG  Center of Gravity 

HDV Heavy Duty Vehicle 

IDE Integrated Development Environment 

DoF Degree of Freedom 

PS2 PlayStation 2 

I2C Inter-Integrated Circuit 

RPM Rotations per Minute 

TC Test Case 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the background, the purpose, the limitations and the method used in this 

project. 

1.1 Background 

The LEGO Mindstorms EV3 platform is based around a block called the EV3 Brick. The EV3 

Brick is essentially an embedded system built around an ARM9 CPU at 300 MHz, with 64 MB 

RAM, running Linux (Wikipedia, 2018). The LEGO Mindstorms platform is restricted by the 

amount of input and output ports available (four each), and compatible hardware. There are 

however some third party suppliers who supply extended functionality (Mindsensors, 2018) and 

actuators (Actuonix, 2018). There exist multiple ways of programming the EV3 Brick, but one 

method is to use RobotC, an IDE which allows the EV3 Brick to be programmed using the C 

programming language. 

The Buckingham П theorem (Buckingham, 1914) explains that solutions to differential 

equations, no matter the order or non-linearity, are able to be invariant with respect to 

dimensional scaling as long as the right ratios of parameters are made. It is shown by grouping 

the parameters into several [𝑛 − 𝑚] independent dimensionless parameters, thus making it 

dimensionless. Here 𝑛 is the number of parameters and 𝑚 is the dimension of the unit space the 

parameters occupy. These are known as П groups and if two systems have the same П groups 

and are modeled by the same equations, then they can be said to be dynamically similar. If 

certain parameters, such as weight, height, COG, or width, are set, then the dynamic parameters, 

such as speed, turning speed, etc., can be used to match the frequency response of the П groups 

for both the real and scaled vehicles. This allows identifying how to scale the dynamic 

parameters to achieve a similar dynamic response. 

Research concerning building scaled models built with the purpose of simulating real vehicles 

are sparse. One such article (Lapapong, Gupta, Callejas, & Brennan, 2009) describes how to 

create a rolling road test bench for a scaled vehicle built to purposely simulate a specific car 

model. The researchers use the Buckingham П theorem when constructing the model and 

determining the parameters for the dynamic tests. The article details some of the different 

dynamic responses it is possible to evaluate and how they correspond to testing on a real vehicle. 

They conclude that mostly low-frequency dynamic responses correlate between the modeled and 

measured data. 

A newer paper (Chen & Chen, 2017) suggests implementing a scaled model of a bus using the 

Buckingham П theorem to find the correct relations between the dynamic parameters when 

performing testing of the implemented steering control system derived in the report. 

There have currently been no cases of using the LEGO Mindstorms platform in combination 

with LEGO Technic to build scaled models which mimic not only the functionality but the actual 

performance parameters (scaled) of real full-sized heavy-duty vehicles. There has been previous 

work regarding the accuracy and implementation of scaled systems (Lapapong, Gupta, Callejas, 

& Brennan, 2009) (Brennan & Alleyne, A Scaled Testbed for Vehicle Control: The IRS, 1999) 

(Verma, Del Vecchio, & Fathy, 2008) (Brennan & Alleyne, The Illinois Roadway Simulator: A 

Mechatronic Testbed for Vehicle Dynamics and Control, 2000) (Kuznietsov, 2011) (Chen & 

Chen, 2017), but these have not investigated using LEGO Technic for the structural part or 

LEGO Mindstorms EV3 as a controller. 
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Modeling of a multi-axle vehicles steering dynamics have been shown and proven several times 

already (Watanabe, Yamakawa, Tanaka, & Sasaki, 2007) (Wang, Zhang, & Li, 2008) (Hou, Hu, 

Hu, & Li, 2000) (Zhang, Khajepour, & Huang, 2018) (Ahmed, Azim, & Fatima, 2018). Work to 

generalize the definition and mathematical notation used, compared to the common text books, 

has led to a more generalized model which is adaptable to different combinations of rigid and 

steerable axles (Williams, 2012). 

1.2 Purpose 

This section describes the aims of our thesis. What is the problem? What questions do we have 

for our solution? What is the purpose and goals of the project? 

 
1.2.1 Problem Statement 

The Buckingham П theorem has recently acquired a greater interest within the automotive sector 

as researchers look for cheaper ways to implement test without relying on expensive testing on 

full-size vehicles and advanced simulators. It has been proposed as a solution for testing on 

specific vehicle models and types, there has however been no attempt to create a modular vehicle 

platform using the Buckingham П theorem to estimate the combined dynamic response of the 

components. This approach could allow for rapid prototyping which corresponds to actual 

implementations, making it possible to verify if proposed solutions are feasible, with regards to 

steering dynamics, without building a full-size prototype or making an advanced simulation. 

The number of different combinations and positions of the different base components also 

present a problem when trying to create a base platform able to represent any possible 

combination of said components. Thus it is of interest to clarify which if any of the systems 

dynamic responses with regard to steering is able to match the responses of all the different test 

configurations and suggests possible limitations, such as frequency or rate of change of dynamic 

variables, which are hindering the created scaled model from behaving as the full-size vehicle in 

any or some situations. 

Using the LEGO Mindstorms and LEGO Technic platforms would be a cheaper alternative 

compared to manufacturing custom parts for the scalable model, hence finding the limitations of 

the platform and specifying them would be part of the process. 

Construction of a scaled down model using the same modular approach as Scania employs on 

their products is desired. 

1.2.2 Research Question 

Prove or disprove the use of a N-axle generalized vehicle steering model combined with the 

Buckingham П theorem to accurately calculate the scaling of speed and turning radius for a 

physically similar modular scaled HDV platform built using LEGO Mindstorms. 

1.2.3 Goals 

After the project work, a complete test platform for steering algorithms will be carried out. The 

platform will help Scania to test new steering concepts and make it possible to see how the 

concept will affect the behavior of the vehicle. Further, the platform will be programmable 

through C using RobotC. 

The goals are described as follows: 
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• Create a modular scaled down model of an HDV using LEGO Technic and LEGO 

Mindstorms 

• Develop a method for using Scania’s C code and connect it with the development 

platform 

• Interactive startup interface 

o Choose components (engine, axles, steerable axles, articulation section, etc.) and 

place them numerically where they are desired with a configuration menu 

o The program initiates correct RobotC environment (number of inputs/outputs for 

steering controller, controllers for each motor and actuator needed) 

o The program calculates and generates an equivalence document which specifies 

how the dynamic parameters are scaled between the full-size HDV and the scaled 

model, these scale constants are derived using a Buckingham П theorem-based 

algorithm related to vehicle steering dynamics which we have developed 

• Create documentation on 

o Building instructions for physical components such as the frame, steerable axles, 

drive axles and engine 

o Handbook on how to use the development software platform to insert steering 

algorithm into model 

• Create control strategies and models needed for accurate simulation of real components 

using the structures modelled in LEGO 

Possible benefits for Scania are enhanced performance regarding testing and development of 

new steering algorithms, as well as the possibility for more custom projects and vehicles. 

1.3 Delimitations 

The limitations and restrictions which are listed below give fewer degrees of freedom when 

designing and matching the scaled components to the real ones, these limitations will be 

mentioned when motivating potential difficulties during the modeling and extraction of scale 

constants using the Buckingham П theorem. 

• During the testing of steering algorithms using LEGO Technic, the scaled model might 

have the following limitations: 

o The standardized parts available, set lengths and mounting positions 

o The strength and flexibility of the frame 

o The power and torque of the engine 

o The speed, torque, and length of the linear actuators 

o The friction of the tires 

o The spring and dampening of the suspension 

• The embedded system is also restricted by 

o A set processing power which limits the scope of the control system possible to 

build, number of axles etc. 

o A set memory size and speed which limits the data intensity possible for the 

control system 

o A set amount of input/output ports and available sensors/actuators which restricts 

the possible number of steerable axles and sensory information acquired 

o A limited amount of compatible extensions which limits the possibilities of 

adding peripherals. 
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1.4 Method 

This section describes in broad terms the research methodology and tools used for the project. 

1.4.1 Research Methodology 

When creating the structural models in LEGO Technic, performance tests will be used to ensure 

comparable parameter performance between the model and real-life components. When 

measuring the accuracy of the modular system, real life tests will be run on multiple vehicle 

combination, where data such as speed, steering angle of each axis, and vehicle position is 

logged over time. Using the data from the full-size and scaled model to simulate the frequency 

response of each П domain to determine what values (speed, turning ratio etc.) are dynamically 

equal, e.g. turning at 15 m/s for the full-size vehicle equals turning at 0.5 m/s for the scaled 

model. The project is limited to this method (frequency response simulation) because the 

simulation could thoroughly generate all the parameters (turning radius etc.) necessary to 

observe. The desired dynamic properties with regard to steering dynamics will be decided upon 

discussion with project sponsors at Scania and what they desire to use the platform to test. 

The method above is an applied research method, which suits this type of project well. The 

applied research method is to solve a problem of a specific industrial organization by developing 

a solution (Kothari, 2004). 

1.4.2 Tools 

The scaled models will be built using LEGO Technic and LEGO Mindstorms compatible 

actuators and sensors. LEGO Mindstorms EV3 will be used for both the hardware and software 

platforms since the processor of the scaled model will be the Mindstorms processor. Motors of 

the model will also be Mindstorms motors. For investigation of the source code for Mindstorms 

components, the Mindstorms EV3 software will be used. 

After investigation it was decided that the RobotC IDE will be used instead of LabVIEW or 

Simulink to implement the software platform. This due to the refined control of using the C 

programming language, but also for possible easier integration of existing code or structures 

from Scania. Microsoft Office and Overleaf.com will be used for documentation and reporting. 

MATLAB will be used for calculation of look-up tables and basic verification of models. 
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2  FRAME OF REFERENCE 

The reference frame is a summary of the existing knowledge and former performed research on 

the subject. This chapter presents the theoretical reference frame that is necessary for the 

performed research, design and product development. Mainly focusing on vehicle steering 

models and the Buckingham П theorem. 

2.1 Vehicle Steering Modeling  

This section will break down the different concepts used when modeling a vehicle’s steering. To 

start of explanations of the different basic vehicle models are presented. The concept of the 

Ackermann Angle is then given, which is used by many companies and institutions when 

creating steering models. With the aforementioned basics explained, a description of a 

generalized steerable multi-axle model as well as articulated vehicle model are presented. 

2.1.1 Basic Vehicle Models 

The basic vehicle model is based on a 2 DOF vehicle with 4 tires in each corner as seen in Figure 

1. There exist three main approaches when it comes to modeling the vehicle (geometric, 

kinematic and dynamic) (Snider, 2009), which are explained below. 

 

Figure 1. Basic Vehicle Model 

2.1.1.1 Bicycle Model 

To create an easier model, it is possible to think of the car as a bicycle (Rajamani, 2012). This 

means that the car is assumed to have equal load and force acting on both front and both rear 

tires, making it possible to view the vehicle as having one front and rear tire. Because of the size 

of turning radius compared to the width between the tires, the difference can be neglected. An 

example of the principle is seen in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Bicycle Model 

2.1.1.2 Ackermann Angle 

The Ackermann angle is the average angle of the inner and outer tire. To achieve a certain 

functional steering angle for an axle, the inner and outer tires should have different angles 

(Rajamani, 2012). To achieve this a trapezoidal geometry can be used for the crossbar 

connection between the tires. An example of this effect is shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Effects of a Trapezoid Geometry 

2.1.1.3 Geometric Model 

The simplest approach is through geometric modeling (Snider, 2009), where the turning angle 

can be defined as the geometric relationship between the length of the vehicle and the measured 

radian of a circle with the line as it’s outer boundary. This can be seen in Figure 4 and equation 
(2 − 1). 
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tan 𝛿𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐴𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 =
𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ

𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛
(2 − 1) 

 

 

Figure 4. Geometric Model 

 
2.1.1.4 Kinematic Model 

Using kinematic modeling the vehicles forward kinematic effects are accounted for and the 

model will as such also consider the speed of the vehicle while turning. In Figure 4, the angles of 

the front and back wheels, relative the longitudinal motion of the vehicle, are represented using 

𝛿𝑓 and 𝛿𝑟 respectively. It is possible to describe the vehicles position globally using three 

variables, these are 𝑋 and 𝑌 for positional information and 𝜓 for information about the heading 

of the vehicle. The center of vehicles velocity is represented by 𝑉, which angle compared to the 

longitudinal axis of the vehicle indicate the slip-angle 𝛽. The model assumes that the velocity 

vector of each wheel is in direction that the wheel is pointing, this can be assumed when driving 

at low speed since the lateral forces acting upon the wheels while turning are small. The point 𝑂 

represents the instantaneous rolling center of the vehicle and is the point around which, at the 

current instant, the vehicle is circulating. It is found by drawing perpendicular lines from the two 

wheels and observing where they intersect. The center of gravity can also represent the desired 

steering point of interest, which we want the vehicle to turn around.  Using geometric relations, it 

is possible to formulate multiple relations regarding the model’s attributes. Using the model 

show in Figure 5 (Wang & Qi, 2001). Then as suggested in (Rajamani, 2012), the relations in 

equation (2 − 2) can be deduced. 

 

�̇� = 𝑉 cos(𝜓 + 𝛽)

�̇� = 𝑉 sin(𝜓 + 𝛽)

�̇� =  
𝑉 cos 𝛽

𝑙𝑓 + 𝑙𝑟
(tan 𝛿𝑓 − tan 𝛿𝑟)

𝛽 = tan−1 (
𝑙𝑓 tan 𝛿𝑟 − 𝑙𝑟 tan 𝛿𝑓

𝑙𝑓 + 𝑙𝑟
)

(2 − 2) 
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Figure 5. Kinematic Model 

2.1.1.5 Dynamic Model 

Using dynamic modeling the inclusion of lateral forces upon the vehicle and tire properties are 

considered. The established model will be non-linear and thus will need to be linearized if a 

linear controller will be used. This model also lends itself to being expressed in state space form, 

similar to the kinematic model. It can be considered as an extension of the kinematic model. 

There are plenty of ways (Snider, 2009) (Rajamani, 2012) to define the dynamic model of a 

bicycle model. The consideration of using one front tire instead of two in the model can be 

justified since the difference of the inner and outer tire angles compared to the calculated angle 

evens out since cars have for a long time been built to give different angles at the inner and outer 

tire[2]. By not disregarding the slippage of the tires towards the road, a more comprehensive 

model can be built.  

 

Figure 6. Dynamic Bicycle Model 
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Based on (Rajamani, 2012) a dynamic model can be constructed such as seen in Figure 6. 

Applying Newton’s 2nd law of motion along the vehicles y-axis and ignoring the effects of bank 

angle, (2 − 3) presents the differential equation of lateral forces. 

𝑚𝑎𝑦 = 𝐹𝑦1 + 𝐹𝑦2 (2 − 3) 

Where the inertial acceleration at the center of gravity for the vehicle is 𝑎𝑦 = (
𝑑2𝑦

𝑑𝑡2
)
𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙

. 

The lateral forces on the front and rear tires are represented as 𝐹𝑦1 and 𝐹𝑦2. The acceleration �̈� 

along the y axis and the centripetal acceleration 𝑉𝑥ψ contribute to the inertial acceleration as 

such: 𝑎𝑦 = �̈� + 𝑉𝑥ψ, which we can substitute into the equation above. The mass of the vehicle is 

represented by 𝑚. 

To find out the yaw dynamics of the vehicle the balance of momentum around the z-axis can be 

defined as in (2 − 4).  

𝐼𝑧�̈� =  𝐿1𝐹𝑦1 − 𝐿2𝐹𝑦2 (2 − 4) 

Here 𝐿1 and 𝐿2 represent the distance from the center of gravity to the front and back tires 

respectively. Using the model in Figure 7 to describe the angles of the tire compared to the 

longitudinal direction of the vehicle we can establish the slip angles for the front and rear tires 

presented in (2 − 5). 

 

Figure 7. Dynamic Tire Angle Model 

𝛼𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡 = 𝛿 − 𝜃𝑉𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡
𝛼𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 = −𝜃𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘

(2 − 5) 

Where 𝛿 is the front wheel steering angle and 𝜃𝑉 is the tires velocity angle. The force on the tires 

is then given by (2 − 6). 

𝐹𝑦 = 2𝐶𝛼(𝛼) (2 − 6) 

Where 𝐶𝛼  is the cornering stiffness of each tire, thus the factor 2 is needed since each tire in the 

bicycle model represent two tires. To calculate 𝜃𝑉 for the front and back (2 − 7) is used. 

𝜃𝑉𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡 = tan
−1 (

𝑉𝑦 + 𝑙𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡�̇�

𝑉𝑥
)

𝜃𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 = tan
−1 (

𝑉𝑦 − 𝑙𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘�̇�

𝑉𝑥
)

(2 − 7) 

Putting all the equations above together and using the notation 𝑉𝑦 = �̇� produces the system in 

(2 − 8). 
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�̈� =
2

𝑚
(𝐶𝛼𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡 (δ − tan

−1 (
�̇� + 𝑙𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡�̇�

𝑉𝑥
)) + 𝐶𝛼𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 (−tan

−1 (
�̇� − 𝑙𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘�̇�

𝑉𝑥
))) − 𝑉𝑥𝜓

�̈� =
2

𝐼𝑧
(𝑙𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡𝐶𝛼𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡 (𝛿 − tan

−1 (
�̇� + 𝑙𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡�̇�

𝑉𝑥
)) − 𝑙𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝐶𝛼𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 (− tan

−1 (
�̇� − 𝑙𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘�̇�

𝑉𝑥
)))

(2 − 8) 

This is a non-linear system, but using small angle approximation, tan−1 𝛼 ≈ 𝛼, a state space 

model can be written as in (2 − 9). 

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
�̅� = 𝐴�̅� + 𝐵𝛿

𝐴 =

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
0 1 0 0

0 −
2𝐶𝛼𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡 + 2𝐶𝛼𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘

𝑚𝑉𝑥
0 −𝑉𝑥 −

2𝐶𝛼𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑙𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡 − 2𝐶𝛼𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑙𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘

𝑚𝑉𝑥
0 0 0 1

0 −
2𝐶𝛼𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑙𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡 − 2𝐶𝛼𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑙𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘

𝐼𝑧𝑉𝑥
0 −

2𝐶𝛼𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑙𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡
2 + 2𝐶𝛼𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑙𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘

2

𝐼𝑧𝑉𝑥 ]
 
 
 
 
 
 

𝐵 =

[
 
 
 
 
 

0
2𝐶𝛼𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡

𝑚
0

2𝑙𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡𝐶𝛼𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡

𝐼𝑧 ]
 
 
 
 
 

�̅� =  [

𝑦
�̇�
𝜓

�̇�

]

(2 − 9) 

2.1.2 Multi-Axle Steering Model 

 

Figure 8. Multi-Axle Steering Model 

An abstract multi-axle model is shown in Figure 8, where 𝑛 axles (drive/steer) are located along 

the central line of the vehicle. Side forces provided by the axles are noted with F1 to Fn. The 

center of gravity within the vehicle has a longitudinal velocity 𝑢 and a lateral velocity 𝑣. The 

yaw rate 𝑟 of the vehicle, and 𝑥1 to 𝑥𝑛 are the distances between axles and the centre of gravity. 

According to (Williams, 2012), side force provided by one axle is calculated by (2 − 10): 

F = 𝐶𝑖 (𝛿𝑖 −
𝑣 + 𝑥𝑖𝑟

𝑢
) (2 − 10) 
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Where 𝐶𝑖 is a coefficient of a specific tire and δi is the steer angle input. Regarding the whole 

vehicle, the total lateral force can be represented by lateral velocity’s derivative, yaw rate and 

longitudinal velocity, as shown in (2 − 11). 

∑𝐹𝑦 = 𝑚(�̇� + 𝑢𝑟) = 𝐹1 + 𝐹2 +⋯+ 𝐹𝑛 (2 − 11) 

Further, moment provided by all the axles is calculated by (2 − 12). 

∑𝑀 = 𝐼�̇� =  𝑥1𝐹1 + 𝑥2𝐹2 +⋯+ 𝑥𝑛𝐹𝑛 (2 − 12) 

Slip angle β is defined as the lateral velocity scaled by longitudinal velocity, shown in (2 − 5). 

β =
𝑣

𝑢
(2 − 13) 

By combining equations (2 − 10)(2 − 11)(2 − 12)(2 − 13), the resulting equation (2 − 14) is 

derived. 

[�̇�
�̇�
] =

[
 
 
 
 
−∑ 𝐶𝑛

𝑛
1

𝑚𝑢
(
−∑ 𝑥𝑛𝐶𝑛

𝑛
1

𝑚𝑢2
− 1)

−∑ 𝑥𝑛𝐶𝑛
𝑛
1

𝐼

−∑ 𝑥𝑛
2𝐶𝑛

𝑛
1

𝐼𝑢 ]
 
 
 
 

[
𝛽
𝑟
] + [

𝐶1
𝑚𝑢

…
𝐶𝑛
𝑚𝑢

𝑥1𝐶1
𝐼

…
𝑥𝑛𝐶𝑛
𝐼

] [
𝛿1
⋮
𝛿𝑛

] (2 − 14) 

Equation (2 − 14) is the core equation that describes the relation between steering angle input 

and yaw rate together with slip angle. It can be adapted to various of axle configurations. 

Further, from equation (2 − 14), a transfer function of slip angle 𝛽 relating to primary steering 

input 𝛿1 can be derived in (2 − 15). 

𝛽(𝑠)

𝛿1(𝑠)
=

𝑠𝐶1𝐼𝑢 + 𝐶1∑ 𝑥𝑛
2𝐶𝑛 − 𝑥1𝐶1∑ 𝑥𝑛

2𝐶𝑛 +𝑚𝑢
2𝑛

1
𝑛
1

𝑠2𝑚𝑢2𝐼 + 𝑠(𝑚𝑢∑ 𝐶𝑛 + 𝐼𝑢 ∑ 𝐶𝑛
𝑛
1

𝑛
1 ) + ((∑ 𝐶𝑛

𝑛
1 )(∑ 𝑥𝑛𝐶𝑛

𝑛
1 ) − (∑ 𝑥𝑛𝐶𝑛

𝑛
1 )2 −𝑚𝑢2∑ 𝑥𝑛𝐶𝑛

𝑛
1 )

(2 − 15) 

Similarly, transfer function of yaw rate 𝑟 relating to primary steering input 𝛿1 can be derived in 
(2 − 16). 

𝑟(𝑠)

𝛿1(𝑠)
=

𝑠𝑚𝑢2𝑥1𝐶1 − 𝐶1𝑢(∑ 𝑥𝑛𝐶𝑛 + 𝑢∑ 𝐶𝑛
𝑛
1

𝑛
1 )

𝑠2𝑚𝑢2𝐼 + 𝑠(𝑚𝑢∑ 𝐶𝑛 + 𝐼𝑢 ∑ 𝐶𝑛
𝑛
1

𝑛
1 ) + ((∑ 𝐶𝑛

𝑛
1 )(∑ 𝑥𝑛𝐶𝑛

𝑛
1 ) − (∑ 𝑥𝑛𝐶𝑛

𝑛
1 )2 −𝑚𝑢2∑ 𝑥𝑛𝐶𝑛

𝑛
1 )

(2 − 16) 
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2.1.3 Articulated Steering Model 

 

Figure 9. Simple Kinematic Model of an Articulated Vehicle 

Using the same principles as for the kinematic model we can create the model shown in Figure 9, 

where the bicycle model has been applied to each axle. Using an approach similar to (Altafini, 

Speranzon, & Wahlberg, 2001), a kinematic model can be deduced. (𝑥𝑟 , 𝑦𝑟) represent the 

absolute position of the rear-most axle and ∅ the absolute orientation angle. 𝛿𝑟 represents the 

relative articulation angle and 𝛿𝑓 represents the relative steering front tire angle. 𝐿1, 𝐿2, and 𝐿3 

represents the lengths of the various parts of the vehicle body. The inputs to the system are the 

longitudinal velocity of the second (driven) axle 𝑣 and the steering angle 𝛿𝑓. The kinematic 

model is given by the differential equations (2 − 17). 

�̇�𝑟 = 𝑣 cos 𝛿𝑟 (1 +
𝐿2
𝐿1
tan 𝛿𝑟 tan 𝛿𝑓) cos∅

�̇�𝑟 = 𝑣 cos 𝛿𝑟 (1 +
𝐿2
𝐿1
tan 𝛿𝑟 tan 𝛿𝑓) sin ∅

∅̇ = 𝑣
cos 𝛿𝑟
𝐿3

(1 +
𝐿2
𝐿1
tan 𝛿𝑟 tan 𝛿𝑓)

�̇�𝑟 = 𝑣 (
tan 𝛿𝑓

𝐿1
−
sin 𝛿𝑟
𝐿2

+
cos 𝛿𝑟 tan 𝛿𝑓

𝐿2
)

(2 − 17) 

This system is simple in design and very much approximated. To give a much better 

approximation of the kinematic behavior, a virtual wheel can be placed in the articulation, as 

seen in Figure 10, and has the relation to the steering angle given in (2 − 18). 
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Figure 10. More Accurate Kinematic Model of an Articulated Vehicle 

𝛿𝑣 = tan
−1 (

𝐿2
𝐿1
tan 𝛿𝑓) (2 − 18) 

We create a new angle 𝛿𝛼 = 𝛿𝑟 − 𝛿𝑣 for easier denotation when modeling. The kinematic model 

is in this case given by the differential equations (2 − 19). 

�̇�𝑟 = 𝑣 cos 𝛿𝛼 (1 +
𝐿2
𝐿1
tan 𝛿𝛼 tan 𝛿𝑓) cos ∅

�̇�𝑟 = 𝑣 cos 𝛿𝛼 (1 +
𝐿2
𝐿1
tan 𝛿𝛼 tan 𝛿𝑓) sin ∅

∅̇ = 𝑣
cos 𝛿𝛼
𝐿3

(1 +
𝐿2
𝐿1
tan 𝛿𝛼 tan 𝛿𝑓)

�̇�𝑟 = 𝑣 (
tan 𝛿𝑓

𝐿1
−
sin 𝛿𝛼
𝐿2

+
cos 𝛿𝛼 tan 𝛿𝑓

𝐿2
)

(2 − 19) 

 
2.2 Generalized Model for N Number of Axles and 
Articulations 

In (Zhang, Khajepour, & Huang, 2018) a reconfigurable model describing the dynamics of 

vehicle systems is developed. This model is also extended to consider articulated vehicles, and 

its efficiency is proven by the end. The following sections will shortly describe the construction 

of the model, linearizing the model and finally inclusion of articulation into the model. 

2.2.1 Constructing the Model 

The following sections will shortly describe the three main steps of constructing the model; 

Corner forces, Center of Gravity (CoG) forces, and Body Dynamics. 
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2.2.1.1 Corner Forces 

The basic assumptions are that each corner is equipped with both steering and torque/motor 

actuation. In Figure 11 (Zhang, Khajepour, & Huang, 2018), the lateral and longitudinal forces 

due to this are illustrated. The resulting equation of the corner forces are given in (2 − 20) and 
(2 − 21). 

𝐹𝑥𝑖 = (𝑓𝑥𝑖 + 𝑡𝑥𝑖∆𝑓𝑥𝑖) cos 𝛿𝑖 − (𝑓𝑦𝑖 + 𝛿𝑦𝑖∆𝑓𝑦𝑖) sin 𝛿𝑖 , (2 − 20) 

𝐹𝑦𝑖 = (𝑓𝑥𝑖 + 𝑡𝑥𝑖∆𝑓𝑥𝑖) sin 𝛿𝑖 + (𝑓𝑦𝑖 + 𝛿𝑦𝑖∆𝑓𝑦𝑖) cos 𝛿𝑖 , (2 − 21) 

 

 

Figure 11 Corner forces on arbitrary wheel number 𝑖 (Zhang, Khajepour, & Huang, 2018) 

Here 𝐹𝑥𝑖 and 𝐹𝑦𝑖 represent the longitudinal and lateral forces respectively, 𝑓𝑥𝑖 and 𝑓𝑦𝑖 represent 

the current local forces on the tires, while ∆𝑓𝑥𝑖 and ∆𝑓𝑥𝑖 represent the values applied by the 

actuators. The new symbols 𝑡𝑥𝑖 and 𝑡𝑦𝑖 are a Boolean representation of whether the tire has any 

longitudinal or lateral actuators. To simplify for the reconfiguration formula the model can be 

represented in vector and matric form as shown in (2 − 22),(2 − 23),(2 − 24), and (2 − 25). 
In (2 − 26) a mapping matrix from local tire forces to corner forces is given and is used when 

writing the matrix form of the equation describing the corner forces shown in (2 − 27). 

𝑓𝑖 = [𝑓𝑥𝑖 𝑓𝑦𝑖]𝑇 , 𝑓𝑖 ∈ 𝑅
2×1 (2 − 22) 

∆𝑓𝑖 = [∆𝑓𝑥𝑖 ∆𝑓𝑦𝑖]𝑇 , ∆𝑓𝑖 ∈ 𝑅
2×1 (2 − 23) 

𝐹𝑐𝑖 = [𝐹𝑥𝑖 𝐹𝑦𝑖]𝑇 , 𝐹𝑐𝑖 ∈ 𝑅
2×1 (2 − 24) 

𝑇𝑤𝑖 = [
𝑡𝑥𝑖 0
0 𝑡𝑦𝑖

] , 𝑇𝑤𝑖 ∈ 𝑅
2×2 (2 − 25) 

𝐿𝑤𝑖 = [
cos 𝛿𝑖 −sin 𝛿𝑖
sin 𝛿𝑖 cos 𝛿𝑖

] , 𝐿𝑤𝑖 ∈ 𝑅
2×2 (2 − 26) 

𝐹𝑐𝑖 = 𝐿𝑤𝑖(𝑓𝑖 + 𝑇𝑤𝑖∆𝑓𝑖), 𝐹𝑐𝑖 ∈ 𝑅
2×1 (2 − 27) 

To extend this model to work with a multi-axle vehicle with a range of 2 to 4 axles, the equations 

can be extended to eight wheels in the form of matrix equations (2 − 28). These extensions 

create the new system (2 − 29). 
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𝑓 = [𝑓1
𝑇⋯𝑓8

𝑇], 𝑓 ∈ 𝑅16×1

∆𝑓 = [∆𝑓1
𝑇⋯∆𝑓8

𝑇], ∆𝑓 ∈ 𝑅16×1

𝐹𝑐 = [𝐹𝑐1
𝑇 ⋯𝐹𝑐8

𝑇 ], 𝐹𝑐 ∈ 𝑅
16×1

𝑇𝑤 = diag(𝑇𝑤1⋯𝑇𝑤8), 𝑇𝑤 ∈ 𝑅
16×16

𝐿𝑤 = diag(𝐿𝑤1⋯𝐿𝑤8), 𝐿𝑤 ∈ 𝑅
16×16

(2 − 28) 

𝐹𝑐 = 𝐿𝑤(𝑓 + 𝑇𝑤∆𝑓), 𝐹𝑐 ∈ 𝑅
16×1 (2 − 29) 

2.2.1.2 CoG Forces and Momentum 

 

Figure 12 Corner forces in a global view (Zhang, Khajepour, & Huang, 2018) 

After identifying the corner forces of a single and all wheels, it is time to connect these corner 

forces to the CoG forces and momentum and describe it using matrix equations. This can be 

done by first summing all the corner forces to express the total CoG momentum, total lateral-, 

and total longitudinal forces. This is shown in (2 − 32), (2 − 31), and (2 − 30) respectively. 

Here �̅�𝑖 represents the displacement vector from CoG to the mounting point of wheel 𝑖. The 

symbols 𝑡𝑐𝑥𝑖 and 𝑡𝑐𝑦𝑖 are Boolean representations for the available longitudinal- and lateral force 

available on each axle and create the matrix equation (2 − 33) for one axle and the total matrix 

defined as in (2 − 34). 

𝐹𝑥 =∑𝑡𝑐𝑥𝑖𝐹𝑥𝑖

8

𝑖=1

(2 − 30) 

𝐹𝑦 =∑𝑡𝑐𝑦𝑖𝐹𝑦𝑖

8

𝑖=1

(2 − 31) 

𝑀𝑧 =∑�̅�𝑖 × (𝑇𝑐𝑖𝐹𝑐𝑖)

8

𝑖=1

(2 − 32) 

𝑇𝑐𝑖 = [
𝑡𝑐𝑥𝑖 0
0 𝑡𝑐𝑦𝑖

] (2 − 33) 
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𝑇𝑐 = diag(𝑇𝑐1⋯𝑇𝑐8), 𝑇𝑐 ∈ 𝑅
16×16 (2 − 34) 

Using the parameters identified in Figure 12 (Zhang, Khajepour, & Huang, 2018), and realizing 

that the restructuring of the vehicle is based on setting undesired axles to zero, then (2 − 74) can 

be expanded as in (2 − 35), where 𝑙𝑤 is the vehicle and it is assumed that all axles have a 

unified vehicle track. The distance between each axle and CoG is represented by 𝑙12, 𝑙34, 𝑙56, and 

𝑙78. 

𝑀𝑧 = ∑
𝑙𝑤
2
𝑡𝑥𝑖𝐹𝑥𝑖

𝑖=2,4,6,8

− ∑
𝑙𝑤
2
𝑡𝑥𝑖𝐹𝑥𝑖

𝑖=1,3,5,7

+ ∑ 𝑙12𝑡𝑦𝑖𝐹𝑦𝑖
𝑖=1,2

+ ∑ 𝑙34𝑡𝑦𝑖𝐹𝑦𝑖
𝑖=3,4

− ∑ 𝑙56𝑡𝑦𝑖𝐹𝑦𝑖
𝑖=5,6

− ∑ 𝑙78𝑡𝑦𝑖𝐹𝑦𝑖
𝑖=7,8

(2 − 35) 

The Force matrix can be presented in matrix form as in (2 − 36). However, if a matrix 𝐿𝑐 is 

created such as in (2 − 37), then the force vector on the CoG 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝐺 can be described as in 
(2 − 38). 

𝐹𝐶𝑜𝐺 = [𝐹𝑥 𝐹𝑦 𝑀𝑧]𝑇 , 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝐺 ∈ 𝑅
3×1 (2 − 36) 

𝐿𝑐 = [

1 0 1
0 1 0

−
𝑙𝑤
2

𝑙12
𝑙𝑤
2

0 1 0
1 0 1

𝑙12 −
𝑙𝑤
2

𝑙34

1 0 1
0 1 0
𝑙𝑤
2

𝑙34 −
𝑙𝑤
2

0 1 0
1 0 1

−𝑙56
𝑙𝑤
2

−𝑙56

1 0 1
0 1 0

−
𝑙𝑤
2

−𝑙78
𝑙𝑤
2

0
1

−𝑙78

] , 𝐿𝑐 ∈ 𝑅
3×16 (2 − 37) 

𝐹𝐶𝑜𝐺 = 𝐿𝑐𝑇𝑐𝐹𝑐 (2 − 38) 

2.2.1.3 Body Dynamics 

 

Figure 13 Longitudinal, lateral, yaw and roll dynamics (Zhang, Khajepour, & Huang, 2018) 

Observing the parameters shown in Figure 13 (Zhang, Khajepour, & Huang, 2018), a dynamic 

model with four kinematic variables can be created. These variables are: the longitudinal motion 

𝑥, the lateral motion 𝑦, the yaw angle 𝜓, and the roll angle 𝜑. The yaw rate is defined as 𝛾. The 

Newton-Euler equations of motion for the model is presented in (2 − 39),(2 − 40),(2 − 41), 
and (2 − 42). 

𝐹𝑥 = 𝑚(�̇� − 𝛾𝑣) − 𝑚𝑠ℎ𝑠(𝜑�̇� + 2𝛾�̇�) +
1

2
𝐶𝑑𝐴𝑓𝜌𝑎𝑢

2 (2 − 39) 

𝐹𝑦 = 𝑚(�̇� + 𝛾𝑢) + 𝑚𝑠ℎ𝑠(�̈� − 𝛾
2𝜑) (2 − 40) 

𝑀𝑧 = 𝐼𝑧𝑧�̇� − 𝐼𝑥𝑧�̈� − 𝑚𝑠ℎ𝑠(�̇� − 𝛾𝑣)𝜑 (2 − 41) 

𝑀𝑥 = (𝐼𝑥𝑥 +𝑚𝑠ℎ𝑠
2)�̈� + 𝑚𝑠ℎ𝑠(�̇� + 𝛾𝑢) − 𝐼𝑥𝑧�̇� − (𝑚𝑠ℎ𝑠

2 + 𝐼𝑦𝑦 − 𝐼𝑧𝑧)𝛾
2𝜑 (2 − 42) 
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Except for the already defined CoG forces (2 − 38) the external rolling moment which is added 

to the rolling moment in (2 − 42) is given in (2 − 43). 

𝑀𝑥 = −𝐾𝜑𝜑 − 𝐶𝜑�̇� + 𝑚𝑠𝑔 ∙ ℎ𝑠𝜑 (2 − 43) 

The parameters for the whole model are presented in Table 1. The complete model is presented 

in (2 − 44) and the final generalized nonlinear vehicle model made by combining the three 

aforementioned layers of equations (2 − 29), (2 − 38), and (2 − 44), is presented in (2 − 45). 

�̇� = 𝑓(�̇�, 𝑋) + 𝐵𝐹𝐹𝐶𝑜𝐺 (2 − 44) 

Where the vehicle states are defined as 𝑋 = [𝑢 𝑣 𝛾 𝜑 �̇�]𝑇, 

𝑓(�̇�, 𝑋) =

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 𝑣𝑟 +

[2𝑚𝑠ℎ𝑠(𝜑�̇� + 𝛾�̇�) − 𝐶𝑑𝐴𝑓𝜌𝑎𝑢
2]

2𝑚

−𝛾𝑢 −
𝑚𝑠ℎ𝑠(�̈� − 𝛾

2𝜑)

𝑚

𝐼𝑥𝑧�̈� +
𝑚𝑠ℎ𝑠(�̇� − 𝛾𝑣)𝜑

𝐼𝑧𝑧
�̇�

{−[𝑚𝑠ℎ𝑠(�̇� + 𝛾𝑢) − 𝐼𝑥𝑧�̇� − (𝑚𝑠ℎ𝑠
2 + 𝐼𝑦𝑦 − 𝐼𝑧𝑧)𝛾

2𝜑

+(𝐾𝜑 −𝑚𝑠𝑔ℎ𝑠)𝜑 + 𝐶𝜑�̇�]

(𝐼𝑥𝑥 +𝑚𝑠ℎ𝑠2)
}

]
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

, 

𝐵𝐹 =

[
 
 
 
 
1/𝑚
0
0
0
0

0
1/𝑚
0
0
0

0
0

1/𝐼𝑧𝑧
0
0 ]

 
 
 
 

 and 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝐺 = [

𝐹𝑥
𝐹𝑦
𝑀𝑧

]. 

�̇� = 𝑓(�̇�, 𝑋) + 𝐵𝐹𝐿𝑐𝑇𝑐𝐿𝑤(𝑓 + 𝑇𝑤∆𝑓) (2 − 45) 

In (Zhang, Khajepour, & Huang, 2018) a non-linear tire model for modelling the 𝑓𝑥𝑖 and 𝑓𝑦𝑖 tire 

forces is presented. Due to the scope of this thesis it will not be summarized here. 

Table 1 Parameters of Non-Linear Model 

Symbol Description 

𝛿𝑖 Steering angle of wheel 𝑖 

𝑥 Longitudinal motion 

𝑦 Lateral motion 

𝜓 Yaw angle 

𝜑 Roll angle 

𝛾 Yaw rate 

𝑢 Vehicles longitudinal velocity 
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𝑣 Vehicles lateral velocity 

𝑙𝑤 Vehicle track width 

𝑙𝑖𝑗 Distance from axle with tires 𝑖 and 𝑗 to CoG 

𝑚 Vehicles total mass 

𝑚𝑠 Vehicles sprung mass 

ℎ𝑠 Distance between sprung mass and CoG 

𝐼𝑥𝑥 Moment of Inertia about the roll axis 

𝐼𝑦𝑦 Moment of Inertia about the pitch axis 

𝐼𝑧𝑧 Moment of Inertia about the yaw axis 

𝐾𝜑 Roll stiffness coefficient 

𝐶𝜑 Roll damping coefficient 

𝐶𝑑𝐴𝑓𝜌𝑎𝑢
2/2 Aerodynamic drag force 

𝐶𝑑 Aerodynamic drag coefficient 

𝐴𝑓 Vehicles frontal area 

𝜌𝑎 Mass density of air 

 

2.2.2 Linearizing the Model 

This section describes the linearization of the non-linear model (2 − 45). This is done by first 

linearizing the tire model, then the vehicle dynamics and finally assembling the full model for 

reconfiguration. 

2.2.2.1 Linearized Tire Model 

The tire forces have been proven through plenty experimental results (Zhang, Khajepour, & 

Huang, 2018) to be proportional to the slip ratio at small slip ratios. For the longitudinal tire 

force this relation is as in (2 − 46), where 𝑄𝑖 represents the torque input of the tire and 𝑅𝑤 the 

effective radius of the tire. The effective radius 𝑅𝑤 is related to the unloaded radius 𝑅𝑔 

differently depending on if the tire is non-radial, 𝑅𝑤 ≈ 0.96𝑅𝑔, or radial, 𝑅𝑤 ≈ 0.98𝑅𝑔. 

𝑓𝑥𝑖 ≈
𝑄𝑖
𝑅𝑤

(𝑖 = 1,⋯ ,8) (2 − 46) 

For the lateral tire forces, it is feasible to assume that the force is linear to the slip angle at low 

levels of lateral acceleration. The linear tire model is presented in (2 − 47) and (2 − 48), where 
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𝐶𝛼 is the cornering stiffness and 𝛼𝑖 is the tire slip angle of tire number 𝑖 and can be written as 
(2 − 49). 

𝑓𝑦𝑖 = −𝐶𝛼𝑖𝛼𝑖(𝑖 = 1,⋯ ,8) (2 − 47) 

𝐶𝛼𝑖 = − lim
𝛼𝑖→0

𝜕𝑓𝑦𝑖

𝜕𝛼𝑖
(𝑖 = 1,⋯ ,8) (2 − 48) 

𝛼𝑖 = 𝛿𝑖 −
𝑣 + 𝛾𝑙𝑖
𝑢

, (2 − 49) 

where 𝑙𝑖 =

{
 

 
𝑙12 (𝑖 = 1,2)

𝑙34 (𝑖 = 3,4)

−𝑙56 (𝑖 = 5,6)

−𝑙78 (𝑖 = 7,8)

. 

The linearized tire force of a tire is given in matrix form in (2 − 50). The matrix equation can be 

written as (2 − 51) where the vector 𝐷𝑖 is the driver’s inputs on the wheel. The combined matrix 

equation is given in (2 − 52). 

[
𝑓𝑥𝑖
𝑓𝑦𝑖
] = [

0 0

0 −
𝐶𝛼𝑖
𝑢

0 0 0

−
𝑙𝑖𝐶𝛼𝑖
𝑢

0 0
]

[
 
 
 
 
𝑢
𝑣
𝛾
𝜑
�̇�]
 
 
 
 

+ [

1

𝑅𝑤
0

0 𝐶𝛼𝑖

] [
𝑄𝑖
𝛿𝑖
] (2 − 50) 

𝑓𝑖 = 𝐴1𝑖𝑋 + 𝐵1𝑖𝐷𝑖(𝑖 = 1,⋯ ,8) (2 − 51) 

where, 

𝐴1𝑖 = [
0 0

0 −
𝐶𝛼𝑖
𝑢

0 0 0

−
𝑙𝑖𝐶𝛼𝑖
𝑢

0 0
],   𝐵1𝑖 = [

1/𝑅𝑤 0
0 𝐶𝛼𝑖

],   𝐷𝑖 = [
𝑄𝑖
𝛿𝑖
], 

giving, 

𝑓 = 𝐴1𝑋 + 𝐵1𝐷 (2 − 52) 

where, 

𝐴1 = [𝐴11
𝑇 𝐴12

𝑇 𝐴13
𝑇 𝐴14

𝑇 𝐴15
𝑇 𝐴16

𝑇 𝐴17
𝑇 𝐴18

𝑇 ]𝑇 , 𝐴1 ∈ 𝑅
16×5 

𝐵1 = diag(𝐵11, 𝐵12, 𝐵13, 𝐵14, 𝐵15, 𝐵16, 𝐵17, 𝐵18) , 𝐵1 ∈ 𝑅
16×16 

𝐷 = [𝐷1
𝑇 𝐷2

𝑇 𝐷3
𝑇 𝐷4

𝑇 𝐷5
𝑇 𝐷6

𝑇 𝐷7
𝑇 𝐷8

𝑇]𝑇 , 𝐷 ∈ 𝑅16×1 

To add support for the controller the same linearized concept can be used on the forces generated 

by the active controllers. The linearization can be described such as in (2 − 53), where 𝑈𝑖 =

[
∆𝑄𝑖
∆𝛿𝑖

] represents the correction torque and steering axle from the controller. The combined 

equation in matrix form is presented in (2 − 54), where 𝑈 =
[𝑈1

𝑇 𝑈2
𝑇 𝑈3

𝑇 𝑈4
𝑇 𝑈5

𝑇 𝑈6
𝑇 𝑈7

𝑇 𝑈8
𝑇]𝑇. The complete linearization of tire forces is given 

in (2 − 55). 

[
∆𝑓𝑥𝑖
∆𝑓𝑦𝑖

] = [

1

𝑅𝑤
0

0 𝐶𝛼𝑖

] [
∆𝑄𝑖
∆𝛿𝑖

] , (𝑖 = 1,⋯ ,8) (2 − 53) 
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∆𝑓 = 𝐵1𝑈 (2 − 54) 

𝑓 + 𝑇𝑤∆𝑓 ≈ 𝐴1𝑋 + 𝐵1𝐷 + 𝑇𝑤𝐵1𝑈 (2 − 55) 

2.2.2.2 Linearized Vehicle Dynamics 

The linear integrated vehicle model for lateral, yaw and roll motions can be defined as in 
(2 − 56), (2 − 57), and (2 − 58) respectively. The equations can be rearranged into a 

continuous time state-space model as in (2 − 59). 

𝐹𝑦 = 𝑚(�̇� + 𝛾𝑢) − 𝑚𝑠ℎ𝑠�̈� (2 − 56) 

𝑀𝑧 = 𝐼𝑧𝑧�̇� − 𝐼𝑥𝑧�̈� (2 − 57) 

−𝐾𝜑𝜑 − 𝐶𝜑�̇� + 𝑚𝑠𝑔 ∙ ℎ𝑠𝜑 = 𝐼𝑥𝑥�̈� + 𝑚𝑠ℎ𝑠(�̇� + 𝛾𝑢) − 𝐼𝑥𝑧�̇� (2 − 58) 

�̇� = 𝐴𝑋 + 𝐵𝐹𝐶𝑜𝐺, (2 − 59) 

where the vehicle states are defined as 𝑋 = [𝑢 𝑣 𝛾 𝜑 �̇�]𝑇 and 

𝐴 =

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
−𝑢
0
0
0

0

−
𝑚𝑠ℎ𝑠𝐼𝑧𝑧(𝐾𝜑 −𝑚𝑠𝑔ℎ𝑠)

(𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑥𝐼𝑧𝑧 + 𝐼𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑠
2ℎ𝑠2 −𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑧2 )

−
𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑥(𝐾𝜑 −𝑚𝑠𝑔ℎ𝑠)

(𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑥𝐼𝑧𝑧 + 𝐼𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑠
2ℎ𝑠2 −𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑧2 )

0

−
𝑚𝐼𝑧𝑧(𝐾𝜑 −𝑚𝑠𝑔ℎ𝑠)

(𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑥𝐼𝑧𝑧 + 𝐼𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑠
2ℎ𝑠2 −𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑧2 )

 

 
0

−
𝑚𝑠ℎ𝑠𝐼𝑧𝑧𝐶𝜑(𝐾𝜑 −𝑚𝑠𝑔ℎ𝑠)

(𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑥𝐼𝑧𝑧 + 𝐼𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑠
2ℎ𝑠2 −𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑧2 )

−
𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑥𝐶𝜑(𝐾𝜑 −𝑚𝑠𝑔ℎ𝑠)

(𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑥𝐼𝑧𝑧 + 𝐼𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑠
2ℎ𝑠2 −𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑧2 )

1

−
𝑚𝐼𝑧𝑧𝐶𝜑(𝐾𝜑 −𝑚𝑠𝑔ℎ𝑠)

(𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑥𝐼𝑧𝑧 + 𝐼𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑠
2ℎ𝑠2 −𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑧2 )]

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

, 

 

𝐵 =

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
1/𝑚
0
0
0
0

0
(𝐼𝑥𝑥𝐼𝑧𝑧−𝐼𝑥𝑧

2 )

(𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑥𝐼𝑧𝑧+𝐼𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑠
2ℎ𝑠

2−𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑧
2 )

−𝐼𝑥𝑧𝑚𝑠ℎ𝑠

(𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑥𝐼𝑧𝑧+𝐼𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑠
2ℎ𝑠

2−𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑧
2 )

0
−𝐼𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑠ℎ𝑠

(𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑥𝐼𝑧𝑧+𝐼𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑠
2ℎ𝑠

2−𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑧
2 )

0
𝐼𝑥𝑧𝑚𝑠ℎ𝑠

(𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑥𝐼𝑧𝑧+𝐼𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑠
2ℎ𝑠

2−𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑧
2 )

(𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑥+𝑚𝑠
2ℎ𝑠

2)

(𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑥𝐼𝑧𝑧+𝐼𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑠
2ℎ𝑠

2−𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑧
2 )

0
𝐼𝑥𝑧𝑚

(𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑥𝐼𝑧𝑧+𝐼𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑠
2ℎ𝑠

2−𝑚𝐼𝑥𝑧
2 )]
 
 
 
 
 
 

, and 𝐹𝐶𝐺 = [

𝐹𝑥
𝐹𝑦
𝑀𝑧

] 

2.2.2.3 Full Linearized Reconfigurable Vehicle Model 

Using the derived linearized models of the tire forces and vehicle dynamics the complete linear 

model is defined in (2 − 60), which can be rewritten in standard state space form as in (2 − 61). 
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The mapping matrix from local tire forces to corner forces 𝐿𝑤 is linearized using the small angle 

approximation (Zhang, Khajepour, & Huang, 2018), which states that in areas close to 0 and 2𝜋 

then sin(𝛿𝑖) ≈ 𝛿𝑖 and cos(𝛿𝑖) ≈ 1 −
𝛿𝑖
2

2
. The vehicle matrix 𝐴𝑣 = 𝐴 + 𝐵𝐿𝑐𝑇𝑐𝐿𝑤𝐴1, the driver 

matrix 𝑃𝑣 = 𝐵𝐿𝑐𝑇𝑐𝐿𝑤𝐵1, and the control matrix 𝐵𝑣 = 𝐵𝐿𝑐𝑇𝑐𝐿𝑤𝑇𝑤𝐵1, are introduced. 

�̇� = 𝐴𝑋 + 𝐵𝐿𝑐𝑇𝑐𝐿𝑤(𝐴1𝑋 + 𝐵1𝐷 + 𝑇𝑤𝐵1𝑈) (2 − 60) 

�̇� = 𝐴𝑣𝑋 + 𝑃𝑣𝐷 + 𝐵𝑣𝑈 (2 − 61) 

2.3 Buckingham П Theorem  

One task of the project is to determine the parameters of the model in order to appropriately 

simulate the real-life vehicle. When investigating how to let the scaled LEGO model and the 

real-life vehicle behave similarly, there are obstacles of defining what aspects within the system 

we should consider about and what equations should be constructed when simulating the steering 

behavior. In this case, it is necessary to investigate what essential conditions the model should 

satisfy to be a physically similar steering system compared with the real-life vehicle. 

Buckingham П theorem is a theory that describes the common feature of a group of physically 

similar systems, with a mathematical description. 

2.3.1 The Theory 

Buckingham П theorem states that any physically meaningful equations involving several 

physical quantities can be described with an equation constructed with a group of П parameters. 

2.3.2 Introduction of π Parameters 

We claim that (2 − 62), which is a general form of physical equation, describes a physical 

system with the relations between several physical quantities (𝑄1 to 𝑄𝑛). If we take all the 

variables related to this physical phenomenon into (2 − 62), then it is a complete description of 

the relations between the involved physical quantities within the physical phenomenon. 

𝑓(𝑄1, 𝑄2, …𝑄𝑛) = 0 (2 − 62) 

According to (Buckingham, 1914), there are not any operands other than addition, subtraction, 

multiplication and division. As a result, (2 − 62) could be rewritten to (2 − 63): 

∑𝑀𝑄1
𝑎1𝑄2

𝑎2 …𝑄𝑛
𝑎𝑛 = 0 (2 − 63) 

Equation (2 − 63) indicates that the relations between these specific physical quantities can be 

described by several polynomials with basic operands.  

If (2 − 63) describes a physical phenomenon, both sides of the equation should have the same 

dimensions. Because 0 is dimensionless, the left side of the equation should be dimensionless, 

which means we have (2 − 64).  

[∑𝑀𝑄1
𝑎1𝑄2

𝑎2 …𝑄𝑛
𝑎𝑛] = [0] (2 − 64) 

Further, all the separate polynomials are dimensionless, which means we have (2 − 65). 

[𝑄1
𝑎1𝑄2

𝑎2 …𝑄𝑛
𝑎𝑛] = [0] (2 − 65) 
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As a result, we can have a conclusion: (2 − 62) can be formed into a combination of several 

dimensionless polynomials. These polynomials are П parameters. Because of (2 − 65), all the П 

parameters are dimensionless. Therefore, П parameters have the form of (2 − 66): 

П = 𝑄1
𝑏1𝑄2

𝑏2 …𝑄𝑛
𝑏𝑛

[П] = [𝑄1
𝑏1𝑄2

𝑏2 . . . 𝑄𝑛
𝑏𝑛]

(2 − 66) 

According to the derivation above, (2 − 64) could be formed into a combination of П 

parameters and constants (because П parameters should involve at least one physical quantity 

instead of pure constants), which is (2 − 67). 

∑𝑀П1
𝑐1П2

𝑐2 …П𝑘
𝑐𝑘 + 𝑏 = 0 (2 − 67) 

Where 𝑏 is a constant. In (2 − 67), the symbol ∑ actually has lost its original meaning and 

represents a combination method instead. To be more general, Buckingham П theorem could be 

mathematically described with (2 − 68). 

ф(П1, П2, …П𝑚) = 0 (2 − 68) 

2.3.3 Derivation of π parameters 

According to (Buckingham, 1914), within the involved 𝑛 physical quantities, if we take 𝑘 

quantities among them as fundamental units(none of them should have the same dimensions with 

each other), then the other (𝑛 − 𝑘) quantities could be derived from the fundamental units. For 

each time, we take one non-fundamental quantity from the (𝑛 − 𝑘) quantities and combine it 

with the fundamental units and make the combination dimensionless, so that we have (2 − 69). 

[𝑄1
𝑎1𝑄2

𝑏1 …𝑄𝑘
𝑘1𝑄𝑘+1

𝑥1 ] = [0] (2 − 69) 

Where we assume 𝑄1 to 𝑄𝑘 are fundamental units, 𝑄(k+1) is a non-fundamental unit. We 

consider the left side of the (2 − 69) a П parameter, so that we have (2 − 70): 

П𝑖 = 𝑄1
𝑎𝑖𝑄2

𝑏𝑖 …𝑄𝑘
𝑘𝑖𝑄𝑘+𝑐

𝑥𝑖 (2 − 70) 

From (2 − 70) we can see that the derivation of a П parameter always involves all the 

fundamental units and one non-fundamental unit. Since there are (𝑛 − 𝑘) non fundamental 

quantities in total, there are (𝑛 − 𝑘) П parameters needed to complete the function. In 

conclusion, a group of П parameters could be derived from the procedure described above, so 

that we have a group of (2 − 71). 

{
 
 

 
 [П1] = [𝑄1

𝑎1𝑄2
𝑏1…𝑄𝑘

𝑘1𝑄𝑘+1
𝑥1 ] = [0]

[П2] = [𝑄1
𝑎2𝑄2

𝑏2…𝑄𝑘
𝑘2𝑄𝑘+2

𝑥2 ] = [0]
…

[П𝑛−𝑘−1] = [𝑄1
𝑎𝑛−𝑘−1𝑄2

𝑏𝑛−𝑘−1 …𝑄𝑘
𝑘𝑛−𝑘−1𝑄𝑛−1

𝑥𝑛−𝑘−1] = [0]

[П𝑛−𝑘] = [𝑄1
𝑎𝑛−𝑘𝑄2

𝑏𝑛−𝑘 …𝑄𝑘
𝑘𝑛−𝑘𝑄𝑛

𝑥𝑛−𝑘] = [0]

(2 − 71) 

For one specific physical relation between quantities, and one specific set of fundamental units, 

there is only one group of П parameters that would represent the physical phenomenon and vice 

versa, which means there is a 1-1 correspondence. (Hanche-Olsen, 2004) provides proof for that. 

Further, we can have the conclusion that if two physical systems share one set of П parameters, 

they have the same physical relation with respect to a set of specific physical quantities. In other 
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words, with respect to the specific set of physical quantities, the two systems are physically 

similar systems.  

2.3.4 Using Buckingham π Theorem to Build Physically Similar 
Systems 

The derivation above provides support for building systems with specific physical similarities. 

The method is to take all the physical quantities involved and construct a group of П parameters 

and thus form a function which is a complete description of the physical phenomenon. 

The first step is to determine the physical quantities that should be involved into the phenomenon 

of interest. To precisely describe a phenomenon, a complete set of physical quantities is 

necessary. ‘Complete’ means all the physical quantities related to the physical phenomenon 

should be considered. If some related quantities are missing, the feature of the system would be 

arbitrary. We take six quantities 𝑄1, 𝑄2, 𝑄3, 𝑄4, 𝑄5and 𝑄6 as an example. Assume that these five 

physical quantities completely describe a physical phenomenon. The five quantities have the 

measurement units described in (2 − 72). 

{
 
 
 

 
 
 𝑄1 = 𝑈1

𝑎1𝑈2
𝑏1…𝑈𝑛

𝑛1

𝑄2 = 𝑈1
𝑎2𝑈2

𝑏2…𝑈𝑛
𝑛2

𝑄3 = 𝑈1
𝑎3𝑈2

𝑏3…𝑈𝑛
𝑛3

𝑄4 = 𝑈1
𝑎4𝑈2

𝑏4…𝑈𝑛
𝑛4

𝑄5 = 𝑈1
𝑎5𝑈2

𝑏5…𝑈𝑛
𝑛5

𝑄6 = 𝑈1
𝑎6𝑈2

𝑏6…𝑈𝑛
𝑛6

(2 − 72) 

In (2 − 72), 𝑈 are a set of basic measurement units such as mass 𝑚, time 𝑡, or length 𝑙. 
Measurement units of 𝑄1to 𝑄6are combinations of these basic measurement units. 

After determining the quantities involved, several quantities with different dimensions among 

them should be taken as fundamental units. In this case we take 𝑄1 to 𝑄3 as fundamental units. It 

is obvious that there are 3 П parameters involved. The П parameters are calculated with 
(2 − 73). 

{

[𝛱1] = [𝑄1
𝑥1𝑄2

𝑦1𝑄3
𝑧1𝑄4] = [0]

[𝛱2] = [𝑄1
𝑥2𝑄2

𝑦2𝑄3
𝑧2𝑄5] = [0]

[𝛱3] = [𝑄1
𝑥3𝑄2

𝑦3𝑄3
𝑧3𝑄6] = [0] 

(2 − 73) 

By combining (2 − 72) and (2 − 73) together, we have (2 − 74). 

{

𝑈1
𝑎1𝑥1+𝑎2𝑦1+𝑎3𝑧1+𝑎4𝑈2

𝑏1𝑥1+𝑏2𝑦1+𝑏3𝑧1+𝑏4 …𝑈𝑛
𝑛1𝑥1+𝑛2𝑦1+𝑛3𝑧1+𝑛4 = 1

𝑈1
𝑎1𝑥2+𝑎2𝑦2+𝑎3𝑧2+𝑎5𝑈2

𝑏1𝑥2+𝑏2𝑦2+𝑏3𝑧2+𝑏5 …𝑈𝑛
𝑛1𝑥2+𝑛2𝑦2+𝑛3𝑧2+𝑛5 = 1

𝑈1
𝑎1𝑥3+𝑎2𝑦3+𝑎3𝑧3+𝑎6𝑈2

𝑏1𝑥3+𝑏2𝑦3+𝑏3𝑧3+𝑏6 …𝑈𝑛
𝑛1𝑥3+𝑛2𝑦3+𝑛3𝑧3+𝑛6 = 1

(2 − 74) 

To make the left side of the equations equal to the right side, all the exponents in the equation 

should be 0, which is described in (2 − 75). 
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{

𝑎1𝑥1 + 𝑎2𝑦1 + 𝑎3𝑧1 + 𝑎4 = 0
𝑏1𝑥1 + 𝑏2𝑦1 + 𝑏3𝑧1 + 𝑏4 = 0

…
𝑛1𝑥3 + 𝑛2𝑦3 + 𝑛3𝑧3 + 𝑛6 = 0

(2 − 75) 

By solving the equations, the exact value of the exponents in (2 − 73) are known, thus the П 

parameters are completely derived. 

To build physical similar systems, the goal is to make the systems follow the same П function. In 

this project, Buckingham П is a feasible theoretical basis for estimating the scaled effects of the 

steering model and how the steady state outcomes are scaled for it to have similar behaviour as 

the real-life vehicle. 
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3 MODELING 

In this chapter the modeling part of the thesis is presented. To be able to control the steering 

axles a model of the steerable axle is needed to know the relationship between the actuator and 

steering angle. 

Secondly the n-axle generalized vehicle steering model to be used with the Buckingham П 

theorem to estimate the scale factors of vehicle speed and turning radius is developed and 

simulated. 

3.1 Steering Axle Model 

The point of this document is to present and show the steering model needed to find the 

relationship between the length of the actuator and the Ackermann angle. The right and left 

wheels are connected using a trapezoid setup and thus the inner wheel will have a greater angle, 

regarding the lateral direction, compared to the outer wheel. This is shown in section 2.1.1.2, 

Figure 3. 

3.1.1 Model Design 

The modeling will be done in steps, where Step 1 Is finding the connection between the length of 

the actuator and the angle of the right wheel regarding the lateral direction. Step 2 is defining the 

connection between the right wheel angle and the left wheel angle, considering the trapezoidal 

geometry. Step 3 is defining the Ackermann angle depending on the angles of the  right and left 

wheel. 

3.1.1.1 Step 1 – Right Wheel Angle Equations 

 

Figure 14. Steering Axle Layout 

 

Figure 15. Flipped and Simplified Steering Axle Geometry 

First, we setup the environment within which we will be working. Observing Figure 14 and 

Figure 15 (which is flipped with the right wheel on the left side) will result in the variables and 

constants presented in Table 2.  
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Table 2. Variables and Constants regarding Actuator Length to Right Angle relation 

𝑙 
Variable actuator 

length 

𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶 Varying angles 

𝐿, 𝑙𝛼1, 𝑙𝛼2, 𝑙𝑑 Static lengths 

α Static Angle 

𝛿𝑟 

Right wheel 

turning angle, 

positive angle 

indicates turning to 

the right. 

𝛿𝑟 =
𝜋

2
− 𝐴 

Relation between A 

angle and turning 

angle 

3.1.1.2 Step 1.1 – Simplification of Model Geometry 

 

Figure 16. Simplification of Crossbar Geometry 

As seen in Figure 16 we can simplify the model around the alpha extension which will give us 

the relations in (3 − 1). 

𝑙𝛼 = (𝑙𝛼1 + 𝑙𝛼2) sin (
𝛼

2
)

𝐴∗ = 𝐴 −
𝜋

2
+
𝛼

2

𝐵∗ = 𝐵 −
𝜋

2
+
𝛼

2

(3 − 1) 
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3.1.1.3 Step 1.3 – Define Relation between  𝜹𝒓 and 𝒍 

 

Figure 17. Polar and Cartesian Representation of the Relation as a Vector Algebra Problem 

Using the fact that the right wheel is moving in a polar plane with a set radius 𝑙𝛼 and that the 

actuator has a fixed point of attachment, it is possible to set up the problem as finding the length 

between two vectors, as seen in Figure 17. The problem has the basic definitions as in (3 − 2). 

�̅� = 𝑙𝛼�̂�𝑟 + 𝐴
∗�̂�𝜑

�̅�′ = 𝐿�̂�𝑥 + 𝑙𝑑�̂�𝑦
|�̅� − �̅�′| = 𝑙

(3 − 2) 

To convert from the polar plane to the cartesian plane the relations in (3 − 3) can be used. 

�̅�(𝑟, 𝜑) →  �̅�(𝑥, 𝑦) ∶  
�̂�𝑥 = 𝑟 cos𝜑
�̂�𝑦 = 𝑟 sin𝜑

(3 − 3) 

Which results in (3 − 4). 

�̅� = 𝑙𝛼1 cos 𝐴 �̂�𝑥 + 𝑙𝛼1 sin 𝐴 �̂�𝑦 (3 − 4) 

It is now possible to solve for 𝛿𝑟 as shown in (3 − 5). 

|�̅� − �̅�′| = √(𝑙𝛼1 cos 𝐴 − 𝐿)2 + (𝑙𝛼1 sin 𝐴 − 𝑙𝑑)2 = 𝑙

→  𝑙2 = 𝑙𝛼1
2 cos2 𝐴 − 2𝑙𝛼1𝐿 cos 𝐴 + 𝐿

2 + 𝑙𝛼1
2 sin2 𝐴 − 2𝑙𝛼1𝑙𝑑 sin 𝐴 + 𝑙𝑑

2

→ 2𝑙𝛼1(𝐿 cos 𝐴 + 𝑙𝑑 sin 𝐴) = 𝑙𝛼1
2 + 𝑙𝑑1

2 + 𝐿2 − 𝑙2

→ 𝐿 cos 𝐴 + 𝑙𝑑 sin 𝐴 =
𝑙𝛼1
2 + 𝑙𝑑

2 + 𝐿2 − 𝑙2

2𝑙𝛼1
= 𝐷

{
cos 𝐴 = cos (

𝜋

2
− 𝛿𝑟) = sin(𝛿𝑟)

sin 𝐴 = sin (
𝜋

2
− 𝛿𝑟) = cos(𝛿𝑟)

}

 

→  𝐿 sin 𝛿𝑟 + 𝑙𝑑 cos 𝛿𝑟 = 𝐷 (3 − 5) 

 

Using WolframAlpha© to solve the equation for 𝛿𝑟, the solutions in (3 − 6) are given. 
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𝛿𝑟 =

{
 
 

 
 2 ∗ tan−1 (

𝐿 + √−𝐷2 + 𝑙𝑑
2 + 𝐿2

𝐷 + 𝑙𝑑
)

2 ∗ tan−1 (
𝐿 − √−𝐷2 + 𝑙𝑑

2 + 𝐿2

𝐷 + 𝑙𝑑
)

(3 − 6) 

Using real data from the steering axle built, it is show that the top solution is correct thus (3 − 7) 
is the relation between 𝑙 and 𝛿𝑟. 

𝛿𝑟 = 2 ∗ tan−1 (
𝐿 + √−𝐷2 + 𝑙𝑑

2 + 𝐿2

𝐷 + 𝑙𝑑
) (3 − 7) 

3.1.1.4 Step 2 – Define relation between 𝜹𝒓 and 𝜹𝒍 

 

Figure 18. Simplified Layout for finding relation between 𝛿𝑟 and 𝛿𝑙 

The problem is now to connect the angle of the right wheel to the angle of the left wheel using a 

crossbar. A model of the problem can be seen in Figure 18 where all the trapezoids side lengths 

are set and only the angles are variable. 

 

Figure 19. Vector realization of problem to connect 𝛿𝑟 and 𝛿𝑙. 
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A simplified model in the polar plane is shown in Figure 19. From the figure the relations in 
(3 − 8) are extracted. 

𝐸∗ = 𝐸 +
𝜋

2
−
𝛼

2

𝐸 =
𝜋

2
− 𝛿𝑙

�̅� = 𝑙𝛼 cos 𝐴
∗ �̂�𝑥 + 𝑙𝛼 sin 𝐴

∗ �̂�𝑦
�̅�′ = (𝐿 + 𝐿𝑒 + 𝑙𝛼 cos 𝐸

∗)�̂�𝑥 + 𝑙𝛼 sin 𝐸
∗ �̂�𝑦

|�̅� − �̅�′| = 𝐿𝑐

(3 − 8) 

Using the relations in (3 − 8) it is possible to derive the relation between 𝛿𝑟 and 𝛿𝑙 shown in 

(3 − 9). 

Using WolframAlpha© to solve the equation for 𝛿𝑙, the solutions in (3 − 10) are given. 

𝛿𝑙 =

{
 
 

 
 2 ∗ tan−1 (

𝑄 + √−𝑂2 + 𝑃2 + 𝑄2

𝑂 + 𝑃
)

2 ∗ tan−1 (
𝑄 − √−𝑂2 + 𝑃2 + 𝑄2

𝑂 + 𝑃
)

(3 − 10) 

Using real data from the steering axle built, it is show that the top solution is correct thus 
(3 − 11) is the relation between 𝑙 and 𝛿𝑙. 

𝛿𝑙 =  2 ∗ tan
−1 (

𝑄 + √−𝑂2 + 𝑃2 + 𝑄2

𝑂 + 𝑃
) (3 − 11) 

3.1.1.5 Step 3 – Calculate the Ackermann Steering Angle 

The Ackermann steering angle can be found by the relation in (3 − 12). 

|�̅� − �̅�′| = √(𝑙𝛼 cos 𝐴∗ − 𝐿 − 𝐿𝑒 − 𝑙𝛼 cos 𝐸∗)2 + (𝑙𝛼 sin 𝐴𝐴∗ − 𝑙𝛼 sin 𝐸∗)2 = 𝐿𝑐

൜
𝑀 = 𝑙𝛼 cos 𝐴

∗ − 𝐿 − 𝐿𝑒
𝑁 = 𝑙𝛼 sin 𝐴

∗ ൠ → 𝐿𝑐
2 = (𝑀 − 𝑙𝛼 cos 𝐸

∗)2 + (𝑁 − 𝑙𝛼 sin 𝐸
∗)2

→ 𝐿𝑐
2 = 𝑀2 − 2𝑙𝛼𝑀cos𝐸∗ + 𝑙𝛼

2 cos2 𝐸∗ + 𝑁2 − 2𝑙𝛼𝑁 sin 𝐸
∗ + 𝑙𝛼

2 sin2 𝐸∗

→  𝑀 cos 𝐸∗ +  𝑁 sin𝐸∗ =
𝑀2 + 𝑙𝛼

2 + 𝑁2 − 𝐿𝑐
2

2𝑙𝛼

{
 
 

 
 𝑂 =

𝑀2 + 𝑙𝛼
2 + 𝑁2 − 𝐿𝑐

2

2𝑙𝛼

cos𝐸∗ = cos (𝐸 +
𝜋

2
−
𝛼

2
) = cos (

𝜋

2
− 𝛿𝑙 +

𝜋

2
−
𝛼

2
) = ቄ𝑍 = 𝜋 −

𝛼

2
ቅ = cos(𝑍 − 𝛿𝑙) = cos𝑍 cos 𝛿𝑙 + sin 𝑍 sin 𝛿𝑙

sin𝐸∗ = sin (𝐸 +
𝜋

2
−
𝛼

2
) = sin (

𝜋

2
− 𝛿𝑙 +

𝜋

2
−
𝛼

2
) = sin(𝑍 − 𝛿𝑙) = sin 𝑍 cos 𝛿𝑙 − cos 𝑍 sin 𝛿𝑙 ۙ

 
ۘ

 
ۗ

→ 𝑀 cos 𝑍 cos 𝛿𝑙 +𝑀 sin𝑍 sin 𝛿𝑙 + 𝑁 sin 𝑍 cos 𝛿𝑙 − 𝑁 cos𝑍 sin 𝛿𝑙 = 𝑂

→ cos 𝛿𝑙 (𝑀 cos 𝑍 + 𝑁 sin 𝑍) + sin 𝛿𝑙 (𝑀 sin 𝑍 − 𝑁 cos 𝑍) = 𝑂

൜
𝑃 = 𝑀 cos 𝑍 + 𝑁 sin 𝑍
𝑄 = 𝑀 sin 𝑍 − 𝑁 cos 𝑍

ൠ → 𝑃 cos 𝛿𝑙 +𝑄 sin 𝛿𝑙 = 𝑂

 

(3 − 9) 
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𝛿 =
𝛿𝑟 + 𝛿𝑙
2

(3 − 12) 

3.1.2 Summary of Equations 

Table 3. Summary of Equations for Calculating the Ackermann Angle Depending on the Actuator Length 𝑙 

Ackermann Steering angle 

of axle, 𝛿 
𝛿 =

𝛿𝑟 + 𝛿𝑙
2

 

Right wheel angle, 𝛿𝑟 𝛿𝑟 =  2 ∗ tan−1 (
𝐿 + √−𝐷2 + 𝑙𝑑

2 + 𝐿2

𝐷 + 𝑙𝑑
) 

Left wheel angle, 𝛿𝑙 𝛿𝑙 =  2 ∗ tan
−1 (

𝑄 + √−𝑂2 + 𝑃2 + 𝑄2

𝑂 + 𝑃
) 

Substitutive variables 

D 𝐷 =
𝑙𝛼
2 + 𝑙𝑑

2 + 𝐿2 − 𝑙2

2𝑙𝛼
 

O 𝑂 =
𝑀2 + 𝑙𝛼

2 + 𝑁2 − 𝐿𝑐
2

2𝑙𝛼
 

P 𝑃 = 𝑀 cos𝑍 + 𝑁 sin 𝑍 

Q 𝑄 = 𝑀 sin 𝑍 − 𝑁 cos 𝑍 

M 𝑀 = 𝑙𝛼 cos 𝐴
∗ − 𝐿 − 𝐿𝑒 

N 𝑁 = 𝑙𝛼 sin 𝐴
∗ 

Z 𝑍 = 𝜋 −
𝛼

2
 

 

3.2 Connecting a Generalized Vehicle Model with N number 
of Axles to the Buckingham Π theorem 

This section will present the use of a generalized vehicle model with N number of steerable 

axles, described in Section 2.2, and adapted from (Zhang, Khajepour, & Huang, 2018). A test 

case describing a standard 6x2*2 configured truck (3 axles; 1 drive axle and 1 steerable axle 

behind the drive axle) will be used to find the connection with the Π-domains in Buckingham Π 

theorem and how to define the scaling factors on speed and turning radius for the corresponding 

model. The connection will then be extended to a generalized version.  
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3.2.1 Writing the Model in a N Generalized Form 

In Section 2.2 the model is described using a 4-axle truck where different configurations are 

made by setting different axles Boolean constants to only 0’s. The first section defines how to 

rewrite the generalized form without articulation. The following section will describe the 

necessary changes to generalize the model including articulation.  

3.2.1.1 Generalizing the Basic Truck Model 

To make the model, without articulation, more general for N number of axles the redefinition of 

matrix equations and their domain can be defined as in Table 4. The domain for tires is defined 

as 𝑖 ∈ Ω𝑡𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑠 ∈ ℵ where Ω𝑡𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑠 = {1,⋯ ,2𝑁}. We can then define the two subdomains for the 

tires as Ω𝑓𝐶𝑜𝐺 and Ω𝑏𝐶𝑜𝐺, representing tires in front and behind CoG respectively. 

 

Table 4 Redefined Matrix Equations for Linear Dynamic Vehicle Model with N number of Axles, without 

Articulation 

Original Generalized 
Non-linear Model 

𝑓 = [𝑓1
𝑇⋯𝑓8

𝑇], 𝑓 ∈ 𝑅16×1

∆𝑓 = [∆𝑓1
𝑇⋯∆𝑓8

𝑇], ∆𝑓 ∈ 𝑅16×1

𝐹𝑐 = [𝐹𝑐1
𝑇 ⋯𝐹𝑐8

𝑇 ], 𝐹𝑐 ∈ 𝑅
16×1

𝑇𝑤 = diag(𝑇𝑤1⋯𝑇𝑤8), 𝑇𝑤 ∈ 𝑅
16×16

𝐿𝑤 = diag(𝐿𝑤1⋯𝐿𝑤8), 𝐿𝑤 ∈ 𝑅
16×16

(2 − 28)

 

𝑓 = [𝑓1
𝑇⋯𝑓2𝑁

𝑇 ], 𝑓 ∈ 𝑅2𝑁×1

∆𝑓 = [∆𝑓1
𝑇⋯∆𝑓2𝑁

𝑇 ], ∆𝑓 ∈ 𝑅2𝑁×1

𝐹𝑐 = [𝐹𝑐1
𝑇 ⋯𝐹𝑐2𝑁

𝑇 ], 𝐹𝑐 ∈ 𝑅
2𝑁×1

𝑇𝑤 = diag(𝑇𝑤1⋯𝑇𝑤2𝑁), 𝑇𝑤 ∈ 𝑅
2𝑁×2𝑁

𝐿𝑤 = diag(𝐿𝑤1⋯𝐿𝑤2𝑁), 𝐿𝑤 ∈ 𝑅
2𝑁×2𝑁

(3 − 15)

 

𝐹𝑐 = 𝐿𝑤(𝑓 + 𝑇𝑤∆𝑓), 𝐹𝑐 ∈ 𝑅
16×1 (2 − 29) 𝐹𝑐 = 𝐿𝑤(𝑓 + 𝑇𝑤∆𝑓), 𝐹𝑐 ∈ 𝑅

2𝑁×1 (3 − 13) 

𝐹𝑥 =∑𝑡𝑐𝑥𝑖𝐹𝑥𝑖

8

𝑖=1

(2 − 30) 

𝐹𝑦 =∑𝑡𝑐𝑦𝑖𝐹𝑦𝑖

8

𝑖=1

(2 − 31) 

𝐹𝑥 =∑𝑡𝑐𝑥𝑖𝐹𝑥𝑖

2𝑁

𝑖=1

(3 − 14) 

𝐹𝑦 =∑𝑡𝑐𝑦𝑖𝐹𝑦𝑖

2𝑁

𝑖=1

(3 − 15) 

𝑀𝑧 =∑�̅�𝑖 × (𝑇𝑐𝑖𝐹𝑐𝑖)

8

𝑖=1

(2 − 32) 𝑀𝑧 =∑�̅�𝑖 × (𝑇𝑐𝑖𝐹𝑐𝑖)

2𝑁

𝑖=1

(3 − 16) 

𝑇𝑐 = diag(𝑇𝑐1⋯𝑇𝑐8), 𝑇𝑐 ∈ 𝑅
16×16 (2 − 34) 𝑇𝑐 = diag(𝑇𝑐1⋯𝑇𝑐2𝑁), 𝑇𝑐 ∈ 𝑅

2𝑁×2𝑁 (3 − 17) 

𝑀𝑧 = ∑
𝑙𝑤
2
𝑡𝑥𝑖𝐹𝑥𝑖

𝑖=2,4,6,8

− ∑
𝑙𝑤
2
𝑡𝑥𝑖𝐹𝑥𝑖

𝑖=1,3,5,7

+ ∑ 𝑙12𝑡𝑦𝑖𝐹𝑦𝑖
𝑖=1,2

+ ∑ 𝑙34𝑡𝑦𝑖𝐹𝑦𝑖
𝑖=3,4

− ∑ 𝑙56𝑡𝑦𝑖𝐹𝑦𝑖
𝑖=5,6

− ∑ 𝑙78𝑡𝑦𝑖𝐹𝑦𝑖
𝑖=7,8

(2 − 35)

 

 

𝑀𝑧 = ∑

(

 
 

𝑙𝑤
2
𝑡𝑥(2𝑛)𝐹𝑥(2𝑛) −

𝑙𝑤
2
𝑡𝑥(2𝑛−1)𝐹𝑥(2𝑛−1)

൜
+ , 2𝑛 ∈ Ω𝑓𝐶𝑜𝐺
− , 2𝑛 ∈ Ω𝑏𝐶𝑜𝐺

ൠ ∑ 𝑙(2𝑛−1)(2𝑛)𝑡𝑦𝑖𝐹𝑦𝑖

2𝑛

𝑖=2𝑛−1 )

 
 

𝑁

𝑛=1

 

(3 − 18) 
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(2 − 37) 

𝐿𝑐 = [

1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 ⋯

−
𝑙𝑤

2
𝑙12

𝑙𝑤

2
𝑙12

1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1

−
𝑙𝑤

2
−𝑙(2𝑁−1)(2𝑁)

𝑙𝑤

2
−𝑙(2𝑁−1)(2𝑁)

] , 𝐿𝑐 ∈ 𝑅
3×(2𝑁)

 

(3 − 19) 
Linearized Model 

𝛼𝑖 = 𝛿𝑖 −
𝑣 + 𝛾𝑙𝑖
𝑢

, (2 − 49) 

where 𝑙𝑖 =

{
 

 
𝑙12 (𝑖 = 1,2)

𝑙34 (𝑖 = 3,4)

−𝑙56 (𝑖 = 5,6)

−𝑙78 (𝑖 = 7,8)

 

𝛼𝑖 = 𝛿𝑖 −
𝑣 + 𝛾𝑙𝑖
𝑢

, (3 − 20) 

where 𝑙𝑖

=

{
 
 

 
 
𝑙𝑖(𝑖+1) (𝑖 = 𝑜𝑑𝑑  and 𝑖 ∈ Ω𝑓𝐶𝑜𝐺)

𝑙(𝑖−1)𝑖 (𝑖 = 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛  and 𝑖 ∈ Ω𝑓𝐶𝑜𝐺)

−𝑙𝑖(𝑖+1) (𝑖 = 𝑜𝑑𝑑  and 𝑖 ∈ Ω𝑏𝐶𝑜𝐺)

−𝑙(𝑖−1)𝑖 (𝑖 = 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛  and 𝑖 ∈ Ω𝑏𝐶𝑜𝐺)

 

𝑓𝑖 = 𝐴1𝑖𝑋 + 𝐵1𝑖𝐷𝑖(𝑖 = 1,⋯ ,8) (2 − 51) 𝑓𝑖 = 𝐴1𝑖𝑋 + 𝐵1𝑖𝐷𝑖(𝑖 = 1,⋯ ,2𝑁) (3 − 21) 

[
∆𝑓𝑥𝑖
∆𝑓𝑦𝑖

] = [

1

𝑅𝑤
0

0 𝐶𝛼𝑖

] [
∆𝑄𝑖
∆𝛿𝑖

] , (𝑖 = 1,⋯ ,8)

(2 − 53)

 
[
∆𝑓𝑥𝑖
∆𝑓𝑦𝑖

] = [

1

𝑅𝑤
0

0 𝐶𝛼𝑖

] [
∆𝑄𝑖
∆𝛿𝑖

] , (𝑖 = 1,⋯ ,2𝑁)

(3 − 22)

 

3.2.2 Basic Truck Model 

This section will describe the procedure for which we use an arbitrary truck in a 6x2*2 

configuration to first define an applicable dynamic model, then identify the П-domains and 

finally extending the relations to apply for a more general case. 

3.2.2.1 Linearized Vehicle Model 

The section starts of by describing the limitations set by available parameter information, 

followed by the generated model. 

3.2.2.1.1 Limitations 

Since the truck will not be used for controller inputs but static torque and steering angles, the 

controller vector 𝑈 and the controller matrix 𝐵𝑣 can be removed from (2 − 61). This leads to the 

vehicle model presented in (3 − 23). 

�̇� = (𝐴 + 𝐵𝐿𝑐𝑇𝑐𝐿𝑤𝐴1)𝑋 + (𝐵𝐿𝑐𝑇𝑐𝐿𝑤𝐵1)𝐷 (3 − 23) 

Further necessary simplifications are due to the limited information on the truck and scalable 

model, as parameters coupled to the roll are unknown or non-existent. Thus, the parameters 𝑚𝑠, 

ℎ𝑠, 𝐾𝜑, and 𝐶𝜑 are all set to 0. Since the simulation and verification is done with a steady 

longitudinal speed, the torque inputs in the 𝐷 matrix are set to 0. In the 𝑇𝑤 configuration matrix 

the component representing steerability needs to be set to 1 even if the axle is not steerable and 
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the angle is constantly 0, this is due to an angle of zero being equal to 1 when used with the 

cosine function. Since the angle will be constant during simulation and verification the 

reconfiguration matrix 𝐿𝑤 will not be linearized to achieve a more accurate result. 

3.2.2.1.2 Mathematical Model 

Setting 𝑁 = 3, Ω𝑓𝐶𝑜𝐺 = {1,2}, and Ω𝑏𝐶𝑜𝐺 = {3,4,5,6}, the generalized equations (3 − 15)-
(3 − 22) result in the expanded system based on (3 − 23) shown in (3 − 24). 

�̇�
�̇�
�̇�
�̇�
�̈�

=

0
1∗

2∗

�̇�
0

(3 − 24) 

Where, 

1∗

=

−(
𝐶𝛼1 cos 𝛿1 + 𝐶𝛼2 cos 𝛿2 + 𝐶𝛼3 + 𝐶𝛼4 + 𝐶𝛼5 cos 𝛿5 + 𝐶𝛼6 cos 𝛿6

𝑚 ∗ 𝑢
) 𝑣

+ (
−𝐶𝛼1𝑙12 cos 𝛿1 − 𝐶𝛼2𝑙12 cos 𝛿2 + 𝐶𝛼3𝑙34 + 𝐶𝛼4𝑙34 + 𝐶𝛼5𝑙56 cos 𝛿5 + 𝐶𝛼6𝑙56 cos 𝛿6

𝑚 ∗ 𝑢
− 𝑢) 𝛾

+
𝐶𝛼1𝛿1 cos(𝛿1) + 𝐶𝛼2𝛿2 cos(𝛿2) + 𝐶𝛼5𝛿5 cos(𝛿5) + 𝐶𝛼6𝛿6 cos(𝛿6)

𝑚

 

2∗

=

(
−𝐶𝛼1𝑙12 cos 𝛿1 − 𝐶𝛼2𝑙12 cos 𝛿2 + 𝐶𝛼3𝑙34 + 𝐶𝛼4𝑙34 + 𝐶𝛼5𝑙56 cos 𝛿5 + 𝐶𝛼6𝑙56 cos 𝛿6

𝐼𝑧𝑧 ∗ 𝑢
) 𝑣

−(
𝐶𝛼1𝑙12

2 cos 𝛿1 + 𝐶𝛼2𝑙12
2 cos 𝛿2 + 𝐶𝛼3𝑙34

2 + 𝐶𝛼4𝑙34
2 + 𝐶𝛼5𝑙56

2 cos 𝛿5 + 𝐶𝛼6𝑙56
2 cos 𝛿6

𝐼𝑧𝑧 ∗ 𝑢
− 𝑢)𝛾

+
𝐶𝛼1𝑙12𝛿1 cos(𝛿1) + 𝐶𝛼2𝑙12𝛿2 cos(𝛿2) − 𝐶𝛼5𝑙56𝛿5 cos(𝛿5) − 𝐶𝛼6𝑙56𝛿6 cos(𝛿6)

𝐼𝑧𝑧

 

The parameters 𝑙12, 𝑙34, 𝑙56, 𝐼𝑧𝑧, and 𝑚 can be rewritten (shown in section 3.3) to depend on the 

lengths between axles (𝐿1 and 𝐿2 for this model) and mass load on each axle (𝑚1, 𝑚2, and 𝑚3 

for this model). 

3.2.2.2 Buckingham Π-domains 

According to section 2.3 scale parameters for each base unit are defined as 𝑚2 for mass, 𝐿1 for 

axle lengths, 𝑢 for speed, and the 𝛿 parameters are ignored as these will not be scaled for the 

model. The available П-domains for the model are shown in  

Table 5, where the domains for 𝐶𝛼2, 𝐶𝛼4, and 𝐶𝛼6 are omitted due to them being equal to 

𝐶𝛼1, 𝐶𝛼3, and 𝐶𝛼5 respectively. The goal is to optimize the scaled parameters in such a way that 

the calculated values for the П-domains are equal or as close to equal as possible between the 

full-size truck and scaled model.  

Table 5 Model Π-Domains 

Π-domain Equation Π-domain Equation 
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1 𝑳𝟐
𝑳𝟏

 
4 𝑪𝜶𝟏𝑳𝟏

𝒎𝟐𝒖
𝟐
 

2 𝒎𝟏

𝒎𝟐
 

5 𝑪𝜶𝟑𝑳𝟏
𝒎𝟐𝒖𝟐

 

3 𝒎𝟑

𝒎𝟐
 

6 𝑪𝜶𝟓𝑳𝟏
𝒎𝟐𝒖𝟐

 

  

3.2.2.3 Extending the Π-domains to a generalized case 

The method for extending the П-domains to a generalized model’s case is to define them in three 

steps. Before these steps two things need to be considered, which is to decide which axle 

distance (𝐿𝑙_𝑟𝑒𝑓) and axle mass (𝑚𝑚_𝑟𝑒𝑓) will be the unit reference. The first step is then to create 

a П-domain for each axle distance, which are not the unit reference distance. The second step is 

to define a П-domain for each mass, which are not the unit reference mass. Thirdly is to create a 

П-domain for each axles cornering stiffness parameter. This process is mathematically defined in 
(3 − 25) for when there are 2 axles and for the other cases in (3 − 26). 

П𝑖 = 
𝑚𝑗

𝑚𝑚_𝑟𝑒𝑓
, 𝑖 = {1,2}, 𝑗 = {1,2}\{𝑚_𝑟𝑒𝑓}

П𝑘 = 
𝐶𝛼𝑙𝐿𝑙_𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑚𝑚_𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑈2
, 𝑘 = {3,4}, 𝑙 = {1,3} 

(3 − 25) 

and for 𝑁 > 2, 

П𝑖 =
𝐿𝑗

𝐿𝑙_𝑟𝑒𝑓
, 𝑖 =  {1, … ,𝑁 − 2}, 𝑗 = {1, … , 𝑁 − 1}\{𝑙_𝑟𝑒𝑓}

П𝑘 = 
𝑚𝑙

𝑚𝑚_𝑟𝑒𝑓
, 𝑘 = {𝑁 − 1, … ,2𝑁 − 3}, 𝑙 = {1, … , 𝑁}\{𝑚_𝑟𝑒𝑓}

П𝑚 = 
𝐶𝛼𝑛𝐿𝑙_𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑚𝑚_𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑈2
, 𝑚 = {2𝑁 − 2,… ,3𝑁 − 2}, 𝑛 = odd({1,… ,2𝑁})

(3 − 26) 

 

3.3 Unknown Parameters: Calculation and Estimation 

Stated in section 3.2.2.1, the parameters 𝑙12, 𝑙34, 𝑙56, 𝐼𝑧𝑧, and 𝑚 need to be estimated as these are 

unknown and not commonly available. The cornering stiffness parameters 𝐶𝛼𝑖 are also unknown 

for different vehicle and tire setups but can also be estimated. The total mass 𝑚 is defined as the 

sum of all axle masses 𝑚𝑖. 

3.3.1 Estimating Center-of-Gravity and Inertia Parameters 

The first task is to define the CoG coordinate for the truck, using the center of the truck as the 

origin as suggested in (Zhang, Khajepour, & Huang, 2018) and shown in Figure 12. The most 

generic method explained in (Feynman, Leighton, & Sands, 2011) is to use the summation 

formula show in (3 − 27). To simplify the calculation the vehicle can be assumed to have the 𝑦-
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component in the origin while the 𝑧-component is assumed to be 1 meter, allowing for only 

taking the displacement along the 𝑥-axis into account. 

𝐶𝑜𝐺 = 
1

𝑚
∑𝑚𝑖𝒓𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

(3 − 27) 

where 𝒓𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖�̂�𝑥. 

The displacement along the 𝑥-axis of the 𝐶𝑜𝐺 is defined as 𝑙𝐶𝑜𝐺 and used in conjunction with the 

origin being in the center of the vehicle (𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑑), the relation in (3 − 28) can be deduced for 

defining the mass to center of gravity distances, this is the second task. 

𝑙𝑖−1,𝑖 = 

{
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑑 − 𝑙𝐶𝑜𝐺 𝑖 = 2

𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑑 −∑𝐿𝑘

𝑖
2

𝑘=1

− 𝑙𝐶𝑜𝐺 ∑𝐿𝑘

𝑖
2

𝑘=1

< 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑑

∑𝐿𝑘

𝑖
2

𝑘=1

− 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑑 + 𝑙𝐶𝑜𝐺 ∑𝐿𝑘

𝑖
2

𝑘=1

> 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑑

𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑑 + 𝑙𝐶𝑜𝐺 𝑖 = 2𝑁

, 𝑖 = even({2,… ,2𝑁}) (3 − 28) 

The third task is to use the mass-points’ relations to the 𝐶𝑜𝐺 to estimate the inertia effects on the 

truck. This can be done using an Inertia tensor (Gobbi, Mastinu, & Previati, 2014) and in 
(3 − 29) the components relevant for the chosen model are presented, simplified according to 

previously set limitations. 

𝐼𝑥𝑥 =∑𝑚𝑘

𝑁

𝑘=1

𝐼𝑧𝑧 =∑𝑚𝑘𝑥𝑘
2

𝑁

𝑘=1

𝐼𝑥𝑧 = −∑𝑚𝑘𝑥𝑘

𝑁

𝑘=1

(3 − 29) 

3.3.2 Estimating Cornering Stiffness Coefficient 

A vehicle’s tires cornering stiffness coefficients are hard to measure and usually unknown from 

the factory. Researched in (Gillespie, 1992) and summarized in (MSMAC, 2019), a typical value 

of 16-17% of the load on a tire can be used to estimate the Cornering Stiffness Coefficient. The 

coefficient depends on degrees and force, thus a factor transforming the load to newtons (gravity 

coefficient 𝑔) and one for radians is used as in (3 − 30). 

𝐶𝛼(2𝑖+1) = 𝐶𝛼(2𝑖+2) = 𝑔 ∗
𝑚𝑖

2
∗
360

2𝜋
∗ 0.165, 𝑖 = {0,… ,𝑁 − 1} (3 − 30) 
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4  IMPLEMENTATION 

This chapter explains the implementation of the project platform in three levels. First the 

software needed to control the platform is implemented, followed by the design and 

implementation of the hardware constructs, then the user software which gets the desired model 

layout from the user and supplies building information for the scaled model, lastly the testing 

and verification methods are discussed. 

4.1 Software Implementation 

When implementing the software, a modular system design was used. This was to make the 

software easier to update and to isolate the steering algorithm so that it can be changed by the 

user. 

4.1.1 Software System Design 

The overall function of the software system is driving the LEGO model by correctly controlling 

the motors and the actuators. During implementation, modular programming method was 

applied. The software consists of six modules: Task Manager, Wireless Controller, Actuator 

Control, Steering Algorithm, Motor Control and Voltage Check. Relations and communications 

between separate modules are shown in Figure 20.  

 

Figure 20 Software Overview 

Wireless Controller: A PS2 wireless controller and a PVNX4 sensor are used to control the 

motion of the model. Wireless Controller block is responsible for interpreting the I2C signal sent 
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by the wireless controller and output the desired vehicle speed and front wheel angle, which are 

stored in a global register shared by all the modules. 

Steering Algorithm: The function of Steering Algorithm block is to calculate reference angles 

of rear TAG-axles using vehicle speed and front wheel angle. This block was implemented using 

the algorithm provided by Scania in order to ensure the rear axles have the same responses as 

those on the real Scania trucks. 

Actuator Control: This block reads reference wheel angles from Wireless Controller block and 

Steering Algorithm block. Actuator Control block make comparisons between references and 

current status of the actuators, then send signals to actuators in order to reduce the differences 

between references and current values. 

Motor Control: Motor Control block is the block that directly control the motors and on the 

vehicle model. Input signals to this block are reference vehicle speed sent by Wireless 

Controller. According to the input signals, Motor Control block calculates the correct signals 

which goes to the motors. 

Voltage Check: Value of maximum RPM of EV3 motors is a parameter involved in motor 

control signal calculation, it varies with different voltage level of the EV3 processor. To 

regularly check the voltage level of the processor and then calculate the current maximum RPM 

that the motors could provide, Voltage Check block was implemented and is activated every 

certain time period. 

Task Manager: This block integrates all the separate modules into one task and handle essential 

initializations to global variables. 

4.1.2 Module Descriptions 

The construction process for the different modules are listed in this section. 

4.1.2.1 Wireless Controller 

The wireless controller module includes multiple functions for operating the platform. 

Function Specification 

A PSP-Nx v4 sensor and wireless controller are used to control the model, including actuators 

and motors. The general requirement is that the wireless controller should have two control 

modes: analog control and digital control. Analog control means that the wireless controller 

sends analog signals using joystick to the PSP-Nx sensor to control the motors and the actuator. 

Digital control means controlling the components by setting a specific reference speed/angle. 

The layout of the wireless controller is seen in Figure 21. 
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Figure 21 Layout of the Wireless Controller 

Switching Modes 

L1 and R1 are involved in this function. If L1 is pressed, the controller will be set to digital 

control mode. If R1 is pressed, the controller will be set to analog control mode. Analog mode 

and digital mode are mutual exclusive. 

Analog Control -- moving forward and backward 

Y axle of Left Analog Stick (L3) in Figure 21 is responsible for controlling the speed of the 

model by controlling the motors. Y-axle offset of L3 corresponds to the speed, positive offset 

means going forward,  negative offset means going backward. In addition, speed has a linear has 

a linear relation with the offset. 

Analog Control – steering 

 X axle of Right Analog Stick (R3) in Figure 21 is for steering the model by controlling the 

actuator in the front TAG axle. X-axle offset of R3 corresponds to the angle, positive offset 

means turning right, negative offset means turning left. 

Digital Control -- speed and steering angle 

The Directional Pad in Figure 21 is for digital angle and speed input. The top button has the 

function of accelerating, the bottom button has the function of decelerating. The left button is for 

left steering and the right button is for right steering. For each button, pressing once indicates a 

digital step (unit) of the corresponding function. 

Digital Control -- Confirmation of configuration 
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A button is needed for confirming the digital configuration. This function is operated by the 

circle button in Figure 21. When the Digital configuration is down,  the circle button will 

confirm the configuration and apply it to the physical components. 

Digital Control – Reset 

The cross button in Figure 21 has the function of erasing all the digital configuration and set all 

the parameters to zero. After pressing the cross button, users will be able to configure the speed 

an angle from the initial state without considering about previous operations. 

Environment Setup 

The driver file of PSP-Nx v4 is provided by Botbench. ‘common.h’, ‘mindsensors-ps2ctrl-v4.h’ 

are included when coding the wireless controller. ‘common.h’ provides pre-defined functions for 

drivers’ programs, ‘mindsensors-ps2ctrl-v4.h’ provides functions and data types specific for 

PSP-Nx v4 sensor and its wireless controller. After including the ‘mindsensors-ps2ctrl-v4.h’ into 

the program, it is necessary to change the port configuration of Mindstorms processor inside 

RobotC IDE. Select ‘Motors and Sensors Setup’ and map the PSP-Nx v4 sensor to the physically 

connected port. Then configure the sensor type to ‘I2C Custom’ and the sensor setup is finished. 

Program Description 

In ‘mindsensors-ps2ctrl-v4.h’, a struct is defined to map each button on the wireless controller to 

an element inside the struct, thus all the signals sent by the wireless controller can be a new value 

of an element in the struct. Source code of the wireless controller is implemented as a block 

within the software platform. The name of the block is ‘Wireless controller’, it reads signals sent 

by the PSP-NX v4 sensor and, according to the inputs, updates the shared struct which contains 

reference speed and reference angle. 

The block first decide the mode (analog/digital) of the controller. Each mode is controlled by a 

global variable, where ‘1’ means the corresponding mode is switched on and ‘0’ means the 

corresponding mode is switched off. The two modes are mutual exclusive, which means when 

one mode is on, the other mode is forced to switch off. 

If analog mode is on, the only components related to this mode are the joysticks. The signals sent 

by the joysticks are directly converted into speed and angle variables in the global struct. 

If digital mode is on, the program will then read the signal from the pressed button. Two global 

registers are created in order to store the digital configurations operated by the joypad. One 

registers stores the speed configuration and the other stores the angle configuration. The cross 

button on the wireless controller has the function of reset. If the cross button is on, speed and 

angle values in the global struct will be set to 0. The circle button on the wireless controller 

confirms the configuration of the joypad. If the circle button is pressed, the digital signals will be 

converted into speed and angle elements in the global struct. 

Motor Control & Voltage Check 

There was a sensor on the motor that could measure the encoder value of the motor in real time. 

Speed of the LEGO model could be calculated with the encoder values and diameter of the tyres, 

which is shown in (4 − 1). 

𝑣𝑐[
𝑚𝑚

𝑠⁄ ] =  
(
𝑒𝑛𝑐(1) − 𝑒𝑛𝑐(0)

360 ) ∗  𝜋𝐷

𝑡
(4 − 1) 
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Where 𝑒𝑛𝑐(0) and 𝑒𝑛𝑐(1) are the encoder value of the previous iteration and current iteration; 𝐷 

is the diameter of the tyres, which is 94.3 millimeters; 𝑡 is the time interval between two 

iterations. 

A PI controller was implemented because the integrated PID controller in RobotC cannot 

maintain the speed as desired. In order to find the best PI parameters combination, a test was 

performed, which let the motor runs at a certain speed and observed the RPM with different PI 

configurations. The result showed that when 𝑃 parameter equalled to 1.1 and 𝐼 parameter is 

equal to 0.1, RPM of the motor was in the most stable status and closest to the reference RPM. 

After finding the feasible PI parameters, the speed control algorithm was derived as (4 − 2). 

{
 
 

 
 

𝑃 = 1.1
𝐼 = 0.1

𝑒 = 𝑣𝑟 − 𝑣𝑐(0)
𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑡(1) = 𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑡(0) + 𝑒

𝑣𝑐(1) = 𝑣𝑐(0) +𝑃 ∗ 𝑒 + 𝐼 ∗ 𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑡(1)

(4 − 2) 

Where 𝑒 is the error of the current speed,𝑣𝑟 is the reference speed, 𝑣𝑐(0) and 𝑣𝑐(1) are actual 

motor speed of the previous iteration and the current iteration, 𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑡(0) and 𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑡(1) are the 

integrated errors of the previous iteration and the current iteration. 

Before sending signals to the motors, desired current speed should be converted into percentage 

of power. To find the relation between speed and percentage of power, the relation between 

speed and RPM needs to be established, which is shown in (4 − 3). 

𝑅𝑃𝑀 = 
𝑣

𝐷 ∗  𝜋
60⁄

(4 − 3) 

Percentage of power applied to motors is linearly related to 𝑅𝑃𝑀. The relation is shown in 
(4 − 4). 

𝑃𝑜𝑤 = (
1

𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓
) ∗ 𝑅𝑃𝑀 (4 − 4) 

Where 𝑃𝑜𝑤 varies from 0 to 100. When setting power percentage to 100, the motor runs at 

maximum 𝑅𝑃𝑀. Since maximum 𝑅𝑃𝑀 varies due to different battery voltage, 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓 in (4 − 4) 
is related to battery voltage. In order to derive the desired power percentage of motors from 

𝑅𝑃𝑀, relation between 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓 and battery voltage needs to be investigated.  

An experiment was performed for establishing a formula describing the relation. In the 

experiment, a motor always ran at maximum percentage of power, which is 100. Parameters that 

could be observed were current battery voltage and 𝑅𝑃𝑀. Battery voltage of EV3 processor was 

different for each set of data. After 7 times of measurements with identical procedure and 

different voltages, data collected is shown in Table 6. 

Table 6 Maximum RPM of motors with different battery voltage 

Experiment NO. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Max RPM 130 135 145 150 160 168 168 

Voltage(mV) 6700 7100 7520 7910 8315 8700 9045 
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From Table 6 we can see that when voltage is 8700 mV or higher, 𝑅𝑃𝑀 reaches its upper limit. 

Due to the insufficient number of data, the minimum voltage where maximum 𝑅𝑃𝑀 reaches its 

limit is not clear. Before the limit, relation between maximum 𝑅𝑃𝑀 and voltage is close to 

linear, to find the coefficient relating them, linear regression was applied to the first five sets of 

data. As a result, relation between maximum 𝑅𝑃𝑀 and battery voltage was derived in 

(4 − 5).(4 − 6) 

𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝑅𝑃𝑀) = 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 ∗ 0.0186 + 4.5219 (4 − 5) 

Using (4 − 5), a linear range of voltage could be calculated, which is 8789 mV (higher than 

8700 because of multiple errors: measurement error, error generated by linear regression). Since 

maximum 𝑅𝑃𝑀 always represents maximum power, 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓 in (4 − 4) can be calculated with 
(4 − 6), giving rise to (4 − 7). 

𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓 =
𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝑅𝑃𝑀)

100
(4 − 6) 

𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓 =
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 ∗ 0.0186 + 4.5219

100
(4 − 7) 

The Voltage Check module reads the current voltage level every 5 seconds and calculates the 

maximum 𝑅𝑃𝑀 coefficient, then sends it to Motor Control module. Motor Control module runs 

every 100 milliseconds and updates the current speed of the vehicle. 

By combining equation (4 − 3), (4 − 4) and (4 − 7), a function which calculates the percentage 

of power applied to the motors is created in (4 − 8). 

𝑃𝑜𝑤 =
1

(
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 ∗ 0.0186 + 4.5219

100 )

∗  
𝑣𝑐(1)

(
𝐷 ∗  𝜋
60 )

(4 − 8)
 

Steering Algorithm 

The Steering Algorithm module uses the steering angle of the front axle to calculate angles of all 

the other TAG-axles. The core algorithm was provided by Scania. For the current 

implementation, we simplified the algorithm to the one shown in (4 − 9). 

waest = AckermannRatio ∗ AckermannFactor ∗ wa ∗

(1 + (1 − AckermannRatio) ∗
(𝑤𝑎 ∗  𝜋)2

97200
) (4 − 9)

 

Where 𝑤𝑎𝑒𝑠𝑡  is the estimated wheel angle, 𝑤𝑎 is the front wheel angle, 𝐴𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑛𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 and 

𝐴𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 are constant parameters for each configuration. After calculating the 

reference wheel angles, the module converts the angles to the corresponding encoder values 

using a look-up table. 

Actuator Control 

Actuators are connected to Mindsensors multiplexers. Driver files of the multiplexers are 

provided by Botbench. The reason of using the multiplexers to drive the actuators is that the 

corresponding driver files are able to read the encoder values of the actuators correctly. The 

environment setup procedure is similar with that of the Wireless Controller module 

implementation. The reference angle signals sent to this module are reference encoder values in 

the program. When starting the program, the actuators retract all the way in and reset the encoder 
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value to 0, which is called calibration. For every 100 milliseconds, the module read the current 

encoder values from the actuators and make comparisons between the reference encoder values 

and the current ones. If there are differences, the module drive the actuators to extend or retract 

in order to get close to the references. 

4.2 Hardware Implementation 

The construction of the physical model can be separated into three different modules; TAG-axle, 

Drive-axle, and Frame. 

4.2.1 TAG-Axle 

The scale of the TAG-axle was determined by the size of the actuator. For a TAG-axle, the end 

of the actuator’s screw is connected to one wheel of the axle. The two wheels are connected by a 

stick, which forms an Ackermann structure. When the actuator retracts, the wheels turn right and 

turn left when the actuator extends. The inner wheel angle is always less than the outer wheel 

angle because of the Ackermann structure. Overview of the TAG-axle is shown in Figure 22. 

4.2.2 Drive-Axle 

For regular driven-axles, there are four LEGO motors connected to the LEGO Mindstorms 

processor in order to provide enough torque to drive the scaled model on surfaces with high 

friction. Direction of every two motors next to each other are different in order to reduce the 

width of the frame. Figure 23 shows the structure of a regular driven-axle. 

Figure 22 TAG-Axle Design, At an angle (left) and from behind (right) 

Figure 23 Drive-Axle Design, At an angle (left) and from behind (right) 
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Structure of the tandem driven-axle is different: Each axle is connected with two motors which 

are in the same direction, while motors connected to different axles have different directions. 

Tandem driven-axle is shown in Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24 Tandem-Axle Design 

4.2.3 Frame 

Three aspects were considered when designing the frame of the scaled model: strength, weight 

and length. The frame should have enough strength to support all the other components and 

make them stable enough. When considering weight, since it is a parameter that is involved in 

the Π parameter calculation, the frame should be light enough to make the weight configuration 

more flexible. 

Length of the models was not fully configurable, LEGO bricks made the available length of the 

models discrete. The smallest unit of length was 0.8cm. When deciding the lengths between 

axles, several restrictions were considered. First, proportion between width and length of the 

models should be the same as the corresponding full-sized vehicles, or at least be similar. 

Second, Π parameters of the models with length involved should be the same as those of the 

corresponding full-sized vehicles, or as close as possible if being the same is not achievable. A 

typical frame section is shown in Figure 25. 

Figure 25 Typical Frame Section 
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4.3 Scaling, Estimating and Instruction Software 
Once the Hardware and Software parts of the platform have been established, the need for a 

streamlined configuration interface is established. The configuration interface asks the user to 

identify what vehicle is to be built by identifying basic vehicle parameters such as number of 

axles (𝑁), which axles are steerable and drivable, vehicle width (𝑙𝑤), approximated height 

center-of-gravity (ℎ𝐶𝑜𝐺), axle mass (𝑚𝑖), and axle distance (𝐿𝑖). 

4.3.1 Software Implementation 

The software will require a language and environment with strong capabilities towards 

computation and simulation possibilities. 

4.3.1.1 Choice of environment 

Due to the project being requested by Scania, the number of available environments are limited 

to their software licenses and agreements. The two main contenders are using Python and 

MATLAB for the software interface and calculations. 

Pythons pros are the availability of the NumPy package for mathematical programming and the 

platform portability. The cons however are the lack of simple simulation building and the 

complexity of vector and matrix math operations. 

MATLABs pros is the ease of use for mathematical programming and the possibility of using 

Simulink to create the simulation in an intuitive way. The cons are the licenses required for both 

MATLAB and Simulink. 

Due to Scania already owning licenses for MATLAB and Simulink, these software environments 

will be used to implement the configuration interface. 

4.3.1.2 Implementation of base software functions 

The design of the basic function is to ask the user about the basic parameters necessary to create 

a mathematical model for the desired vehicle. The MATLAB code needed to run the basic 

functions are presented in Appendix A. 

The base interacts with the user using the command line interface and asks the user questions in 

a straightforward manner. The proposed model does not support axles which are both steerable 

and drivable, thus it only asks if the axle is drivable when the answer is no for the steerable 

question. Each question has a preset value if left blank and will give an error unless a correct 

formatted answer is given. The data is used to generate a data structure containing necessary 

values of the model, which is then used to estimate static performance parameters (such as 

turning radius for specific speeds and angles) of the full-size model through simulation as well as 

defining the scaled model parameter values based on the П-domains defined in section 3.2.2.3. 

Finally, the scaled model data is used to estimate the same performance parameters for the scaled 

model after which the construction requirements (component distance in LEGO pegs, additional 

mass on each axle) and scaling factors are presented to the user. 

4.3.1.3 Data structure: Model data 

The model data structure contains the variables presented in Table 5, with data fields only 

available for the scaled model structure marked with an (*). 
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Table 7 Model Data structure parameters and use 

Parameter  Type Function Parameter  Type Function 

N 𝑅1 > 2 Number of axles L_CoG 𝑅1 Distance from 

center of gravity to 

mid of vehicle 

AxleLength 𝑅𝑁−1 Length between 

axles 

H_CoG 𝑅1 Approximated 

height of CoG 

VehicleWidth 𝑅1 Width of vehicle MassDistLength 𝑅𝑁 Distance between 

each axle and CoG 

Mass 𝑅𝑁 Mass load on each 

axle 

C_a 𝑅𝑁 Cornering Stiffness 

for each tire 

MassTot 𝑅1 Total mass PI_Length 𝑅1 Axle distance used 

for the П-domains 

Steering 𝑅𝑁 Boolean vector 

indicating 

steerability 

PI_Length_pos 𝑅1 Position in vector 

of distance used for 

the П-domains 

Drive 𝑅𝑁 Boolean vector 

indicating 

drivability 

PI_Mass 𝑅1 Axle load mass 

used for the П-

domains 

I_xx 𝑅1 Inertia about x-

axis 

PI_Mass_pos 𝑅1 Position in vector 

of load mass used 

for the П-domains 

I_xz 𝑅1 Inertia about x- 

and z-axis 

PI_Speed 𝑅1 Reference speed 

used for simulation 

and the П-domains 

I_zz 𝑅1 Inertia about z-

axis 

PI_Speed_coeff 𝑅1 Coefficient used to 

scale reference 

speed. 

Radius 𝑅𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 Radius for 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 
number of 

simulations 

*BaseMass 𝑅𝑁 Unloaded mass of 

constructed scaled 

model 

PI_Params 𝑅3𝑁−2 Values for models 

П-domains 

   

4.3.2 Model Estimation 

The MATLAB function calculateModelData calculates the estimated parameters MassTot, C_a, 
PI_Length, PI_Length_pos, PI_Mass, PI_Mass_pos, L_CoG, MassDistLength, I_xx, I_xz, and I_zz. 

This is done using the methods described in section 3.3, while PI_Length and PI_Length_pos are 
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chosen as the longest axle distance, and PI_Mass and PI_Mass_pos are chosen as the first drive-

axle, since this component is the heaviest for the scaled model. 

The MATLAB function generateAndSimModel in conjunction with the Simulink model 

truckSimulations are then used to create the mathematical model presented in section 3.2 for a 

set number of test cases and run each test case on the Simulink model, saving the resulting 

radius. 

For the Ackermann steering angle relation between the left and right wheel during turning a 

second-degree relation (4 − 10) is used. The values were interpolated from provided simulation 

data from Scania; the resulting coefficient values are presented in (4 − 11). 

𝐴𝛿𝑖
2 + 𝐵𝛿𝑖 + 𝐶 (4 − 10) 

𝐴 = 5.749 ∗ 10−5

𝐵 = 1.055 ∗ 10−3

𝐶 = 9 ∗ 10−4
(4 − 11) 

To compensate for the lack of roll parameters in the simplified model, the 𝐴 matrix is multiplied 

by 1.075 to minimize error in simulated radius compared to the measured data. Since the scaled 

model does not have any suspension and thus no suspended weight, then there is no need for this 

compensation factor when creating the model for the scaled vehicle. 

The MATLAB function scalePIparams creates the scaled model data structure by using the 

component data presented in Appendix B to construct the model first with unloaded mass and 

then using the П-domains of the full-size model data to scale the desired mass load on each axle 

to achieve the exact same П-domains. The function tries to match the axle length П-domains to 

be as small of an error as possible compared to the full-size model and uses the 𝐶𝛼 П-domains to 

find the best scaling factor for the vehicles longitudinal speed. 

4.3.3 Configuration output 

The user is at the end presented with the following information about the scaled model; Distance 

between axle centers in LEGO pegs, Mass to add to each axle, Speed scaling coefficient, and 

Radius scaling coefficient. This is printed in the command window. 

4.4 Testing and Verification 

To test and verify the accuracy of the model compared to real vehicles, 5 different vehicle 

configurations were chosen. This section explains the vehicle configurations and choice thereof, 

the test cases for full-size as well as scaled vehicle, and finally the measurement method used. 

The measurement data and test case definitions are available in Appendix C. 

4.4.1 Test vehicle configurations 

The test vehicle configurations need to test different scenarios of wheel configurations, as well as 

be available for testing. Three of the most common configurations are 4x2, 6x2\4 and 6x2*4. 

They indicate two axles with one steerable (front) axle, three axles with two steerable (front and 

boogie in front of drive axle), and the axles with two steerable (front and boogie behind drive 

axle) respectively. A more uncommon configuration is 8x2\*6, which is four axles with three 

steerable (front and in triple boogie both in front of and behind drive axle). Lastly the test vehicle 

with most axles that was available was a 10x4*6, which has five axles, three steerable (two front 

axles and one in triple boogie behind tandem drive axles). 
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4.4.2 Test Cases 

The test cases for the full-size and scaled vehicle are slightly different due to the discreet choices 

of steering angles of the scaled model, as well as the limitation due to torque and speed of 

motors. 

4.4.2.1 Full-size Vehicle Test Cases 

The test cases for the full-size vehicle are based on two variables changed in three way. These 

variables are steering angle and vehicle longitudinal speed. The speed variations chosen are 

2.5, 5, and 7.5 m/s, while the front Ackermann steering wheel angle is set to 45, 35, and 20 

degrees. It is not possible to safely test a front Ackerman steering angle of 45 or 35 degrees 

when driving with a speed of 7.5 m/s. Thus, there are seven test cases for each vehicle 

configuration. The axle masses and axle distance lengths are weighed/measured on the vehicle as 

well as cross-referenced with available technical information from Scania. 

The seven test cases are defined for each model in Table 8. 

Table 8 Definition of Speed and Angle parameters for each test case and axle configuration 

 

4.4.2.2 Scaled Vehicle Test Cases 

The test cases for the scaled vehicle are limited due to the possible discreet number of steering 

angles. Another limitation is that the maximum motor speed is 120 rpm, which is lower than the 

desired scaled speed. Thus, the test cases will be for three different front axle angles, which are 

as close as possible to the steering wheel angle. The total number of rotations, as well as the 

duration of the test. This is to enable calculation of an average longitudinal speed for each test 

case. 

 The test cases are defined for each model in Table 9, test case 4 and 5 where conducted on 

slippery tile floors and determined unnecessary for future vehicle testing. 

Table 9 Definition of Speed and Angle parameters for each scaled test case and axle configuration 

 

Configuration Parameter TC1 TC2 TC3 TC4 TC5 TC6 TC7

Speed [m/s] 2.5 2.5 2.5 5 5 5 7.5

Angles [degrees] -45 -35 -20 -45 -35 -20 -20

Speed [m/s] 2.5 2.5 2.5 5 5 5 7.5

Angles [degrees] -45 | 18.3 -35 | 13.46 -20 | 7.3 -45 |18.3 -35 | 13.46 -20 | 7.3 -20 | 3.4

Speed [m/s] 2.5 2.5 2.5 5 5 5 7.5

Angles [degrees] -45 | -19.17 -35 | -14.17 -20 | -7.58 -45 | -19.17 -35 | -14.17 -20 | -7.58 -20 | -7.58

Speed [m/s] 2.5 2.5 2.5 5 5 5 7.5

Angles [degrees] -45 | -19.17 | 18.3 -35 | -14.17 | 13.46 -20 | -7.58 | 7.3 -45 | -19.17 | 18.3 -35 | -14.17 | 13.46 -20 | -7.58 | 7.3 -20 | -7.58 | 3.4

Speed [m/s] 2.5 2.5 2.5 5 5 5 7.5

Angles [degrees] -45 | -31.69 | 15.8 -35 | -24.65 | 15.73 -20 | -14.09 | 8.52 -45 | -31.69 | 15.8 -35 | -24.65 | 15.73 -20 | -14.09 | 8.52 -20 | 8.52

TestCase

4x2

6x2\4

8x2\*6

10x4*6

6x2*4
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4.4.3 Measurement Method 

The measurement method for both full-size and scaled vehicles is the same; Set the vehicles 

steering angles to desired positions, accelerate to a certain speed and maintain speed and angle. 

While the truck is driving in a loop, one person marks out the position of the inner primary drive 

axle using road chalk. The driver of the truck is responsible to maintain a steady steering wheel 

angle and speed, while double checking that the inner foremost drive axle passes over the 

markings each loop. 

4.4.3.1 Measurement Tools 

One of the markings is then chosen as the origin point and an angle measurer (Figure 26) is used 

to measure the angle between the other markings and the origin, while a 50 m long tape measure 

is used to measure the distance between each marking and the chosen origin. The front 

Ackermann steering angle as well as the steerable axels steering angles were read from the 

vehicles CAN-bus using Scania proprietary software. 

4.4.3.2 Measurement reliability 

When marking and measuring the distance and angle for each marking, the points to keep track 

of are the human errors in both making the mark on the ground as well as measuring the angle 

and distance for each non-origin marking. If the marking process is assumed to have a worst-

case scenario of about plus minus 10 cm, then based on an assumed smallest turning radius of 4 

m the marking reliability is at most equal to 97.5 %. The use of the angle measurer also carries a 

potential of measuring with a reliability of about 90%. For the full-size trucks there is another 

reliability point to consider, which is the driver’s ability to keep the steering angle and speed 

constant. This point has at average about a 95% reliability rating. Due to these reliability 

concerns being independent of one another the total reliability is equal to 99.995% according to 

(Råde & Westergren, 2010). 

4.4.4 Modification of Software for Testing 

When testing the system on a rough surface, several obstacles appeared. The first problem was 

that even with four motors, the models still cannot run with desired speed, i.e., there was a 

unavoidable difference between the reference RPM and the actual RPM when the model was 

running on a rough surface. To solve the problem, the PID controller was removed from the 

motor control module and the motors only provide maximum torque. Since the speed were not 

able to be calculated, another module was introduced to sense the actual RPM and calculates the 

average RPM using the collected set of data. The average RPM is calculated using (4 − 12). 

Figure 26 Choosing origin point and base angle (left), measuring distance to marking (centre), and measuring angle 

(right) 
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𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =
𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡
(4 − 12) 

Where 𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑡  is the 𝑅𝑃𝑀 integrated over time, i.e. every time the module sense the current 

𝑅𝑃𝑀, the value is added to 𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑡. The variable 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 in (4 − 12) is a counter value, which 

increases by 1 when the module senses the current 𝑅𝑃𝑀 once. When running the test, the 

counter could record the times of software reading the RPM. 

Another problem was time consumption of the test procedure. When setting up the 

configurations for the model, using the wireless controller to set the desired angles was 

inconvenient. Since the test cases were already determined, a wireless controller module 

dedicated to the test cases were implemented. The module has the following functions: 

Test case switches: There are three buttons for test case switch, L1(test case 1), L2(test case 2), 

and R3(test case 3) in Figure 2. For example, when L1 is pressed, the model stops the previous 

motion and starts to calibrate and initializes the whole system, the reference angles are set to the 

ones corresponding to test case 1. The other two buttons work similarly. The three test cases are 

mutual exclusive. 

Start-to-Steer and Start-to-Move: The square button on the wireless controller oversees 

steering. When the square button is pressed, the axles steer to the reference angles. The circle 

button is the Start-to-Move button. When the circle button is pressed, the motors start to rotate 

with maximum power and thus drive the scaled model.  
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5  RESULTS  

This chapter will present the tests results and accuracy of each test case for the full-size and 

scaled model vehicle. The results will be presented using graphs and tables accompanied by text 

explaining the meaning in greater detail. The graphs showing the measurement points and circle 

interpolation of each measurement can be found in Appendix D. 

5.1 Model Accuracy 

In Table 10 the simulated full-size truck model is compared to the measured radiuses for each 

test case. The average relative error is also calculated using the formula in (5 − 1). 

𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑙 = 100% ∗
|𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 − 𝑅𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙|

𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠
(5 − 1) 

The average error is 2.06% for all models, with 6x2/4 being the worst with an average error of 

4.04%. The same configuration also has by far the biggest errors per test case, with TC1, TC2, 

TC4, and TC7 all being more than 5% off. 

Table 10 Comparison of Simulated Full-Size Vehicle Model and Measured Data regarding turning radius 

 

The П-domain values for the full-size vehicle model and scaled model are represented in Table 

11. The average divergence between them is also calculated. Which is to be expected, the only 

П-domains with a difference is the discretized axle length П-domains. The mass and tire 

cornering stiffness П-domains have a high resolution in its changeability, thus equivalent 

performance is possible. An interesting aspect is that 6x2/4 and 8x2*/6 configurations give a 

bigger speed scaling coefficient. 
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Table 11 Comparison of П-domains between full-size model and scaled model 

 

5.2 Scaled Model Accuracy 

In Table 12 the simulated full-size truck model is compared to the measured radiuses for each 

test case. The average relative error is also calculated. The average relative error for all tests is 

3.47%, with a maximum relative error of 9.44% with most of the other errors staying around 3-

6% or lower than 1%. 

Table 12 Comparison of Simulated Scaled Vehicle Model and Measured Data regarding turning radius 

 
  

Configuration П1 П2 П3 П4 П5 П6 П7 П8 П9 П10 П11 П12 Average Divergence Speed Scaling Coefficient

Truck 1,082031 9,131808 8,439505

Scaled 1,082031 9,131808 8,439505

Difference 0 0 0

Truck 0,2967 1,8885 0,5912 15,9381 8,4395 4,9896

Scaled 0,2982 1,8885 0,5912 15,9381 8,4395 4,9896

Difference -0,0015 0 0 0 0 0

Truck 0,4219 1,3324 0,5706 7,9085 3,387 5,9355

Scaled 0,425 1,3324 0,5706 7,9085 3,387 5,9355

Difference -0,0031 0 0 0 0 0

Truck 0,421875 0,421875 2,21371 0,53629 0,572581 13,13942 3,183138 5,935476 3,398539

Scaled 0,425 0,425 2,21371 0,53629 0,572581 13,13942 3,183138 5,935476 3,398539

Difference -0,00312 -0,00312 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Truck 0,769231 0,519231 0,519231 0,606061 0,69697 0,988636 0,691288 2,922772 3,361188 4,822574 4,767772 3,333787

Scaled 0,757576 0,515152 0,515152 0,606061 0,69697 0,988636 0,691288 2,922772 3,361188 4,822574 4,767772 3,333787

Difference 0,011655 0,004079 0,004079 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0,3193

0,3166

0,4186

0,4318

0,3187

0,000516667

0,000694444

10x4*6

0,001651127

6x2/4

8x2*/6

0

0,00025

4x2

6x2*4
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6  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

A discussion of the results and the conclusions that the authors have drawn during the Master of 

Science thesis are presented in this chapter.  

6.1 Discussion 

In Section 5.1 it is clear to see that the developed N-axle generalized vehicle steering model can 

model any type of vehicle configuration with an average relative error of 2.06% and worst-case 

relative error of 7.17%. This amount of error is acceptable since the measurements have a human 

aspect to them which raises the risk of faulty measurements taking place. The speed coefficient 

has small variations, except for two of the test cases. This is probably due to the weight 

distribution of the full-size vehicle and the correlation with the base weight distribution of the 

scaled model. 

In Section 5.2 the scaled model is shown to follow suite and provides an average relative error of 

about 3.47% and a worst-case relative error of 9.44%. The differences between the model and 

the measured data could be because of multiple factors; Measurement errors due to the chosen 

method, Inconsistency in steering angles due to the plastic material being put under strain and 

joints allowing for some movement/vibrations, Non-exact steering angles due to inconsistencies 

in encoder information from the actuator (mitigated by measuring, but exactness could be 

doubted), Grip and Cornering Stiffness of LEGO tires not living up to the proven estimation 

values used for the model, and the speed used for testing still corresponding to low speeds. To 

compare the behaviors of the model on different surfaces, the model was run on a slippery floor, 

a rough surface without gravel and a rough surface with gravel. When the model was running on 

the slippery floor, it drifted due to insufficient lateral friction. The model could hardly move 

when there was gravel on the surface, because if we scale the gravel, it is like driving over big 

rocks for the full-size trucks. Finally, we decided that a rough surface without any gravel would 

be the best option to run the tests with the scaled models. 

Taking the worst-case relative reliability into account and treating them as dependent errors, as 

according to (Råde & Westergren, 2010), the worst-case relative reliability for estimating a 

scaling for properties such as speed and turning radius is 88.75% while the average relative 

reliability would be 94.54%. If the errors instead are treated as independent (Råde & 

Westergren, 2010), the worst-case relative reliability would be 99.3% and average relative 

reliability would be 99.9 %. 

Due to the LEGO motors limited speed range the scaled model was only able to drive at around 

0.5 m/s at most, which is equal to about 1.6 m/s for three configurations and about 2.1 m/s for 

the other two configurations. The desired performance would have been to achieve speeds of 2.5 

m/s to equal the fastest test on the real truck of 7.5 m/s. Higher speed on the scaled model would 

also but more stress on the plastic LEGO parts and tires, this could produce errors in the scaled 

models accuracy with regard to radius and steering behavior. 

6.2 Conclusions 

With regard to the research question of being able to prove or disprove the use of a N-axle 

generalized vehicle steering model combined with the Buckingham П theorem to accurately 

calculate the scaling of speed and turning radius for a physically similar modular scaled HDV 

platform built using LEGO Mindstorms, we conclude that we can reliably prove that the scaled 

model would operate with an average relative reliability of 93.94% if we consider the modelling 

errors as dependent on each other, which is the more conservative view-point. This proof is 
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however only for lower speed observations and a conclusion of the scaled platforms reliability at 

higher velocity has not been proven. If we choose to view the two models’ errors as independent, 

then the worst-case reliability of calculated scale factors rises to 99.2%. 

Viewing the summarized dependent and independent reliability for the radius scaling factor 

dependent on configuration and wheel angles in Table 13, we can observe that the errors for the 

different test cases does not always correlate for the same angles and configuration. The worst-

case reliability for the radius scaling factor is dependent and marked in bold and has a value of 

87.78% and 89.03%. The average dependent reliability based on our data is 94.68%. 

To summarize, the use of the N-axle generalized vehicle model to estimate a scaling factor for 

turning radius by simulating both the full-size and scaled model has an average reliability of 

94.68% (for lower testing speeds). Considering the possibilities of measurement errors the 

reliability could be considered acceptable and should be able to help identify improvements 

when using different steering algorithms and also turning radius for potential new axle 

combinations. 

The use of the Buckingham П theorem simplified the optimization of parameters such as length 

and weight and gives a reliable estimation of how to scale the speed from full-size to scaled 

vehicle. 

 

Table 13 Dependent and Independent Reliability for Radius Scaling Factor due to Configuration and Wheel Angle 

  

Configuration TC1 TC2 TC3 TC4 TC5 TC6 TC7

Full-Size Error [%] 2.543419 2.040119 3.958201 2.859949 1.061306 2.127675 0.270481

Scaled Error [%] 3.254654 0.39181 2.724013 3.254654 0.39181 2.724013 2.724013

Dependent Reliability [%] 94.28471 97.57606 93.42561 93.97848 98.55104 95.20627 97.01287

Independent Reliability [%] 99.91722 99.99201 99.89218 99.90692 99.99584 99.94204 99.99263

Full-Size Error [%] 1.155179 1.514904 0.740647 1.101936 2.241101 2.151628 1.385734

Scaled Error [%] 0.420528 5.917177 0.937325 0.420528 5.917177 0.937325 0.937325

Dependent Reliability [%] 98.42915 92.65756 98.32897 98.48217 91.97433 96.93122 97.68993

Independent Reliability [%] 99.99514 99.91036 99.99306 99.99537 99.86739 99.97983 99.98701

Full-Size Error [%] 6.151467 6.716595 0.352162 5.341236 1.449804 1.098809 7.178813

Scaled Error [%] 3.674812 5.897353 0.550112 3.674812 5.897353 0.550112 0.550112

Dependent Reliability [%] 90.39978 87.78215 99.09966 91.18023 92.73834 98.35712 92.31057

Independent Reliability [%] 99.77395 99.6039 99.99806 99.80372 99.9145 99.99396 99.96051

Full-Size Error [%] 2.246296 3.395439 0.283755 1.864477 1.471105 1.563326 0.292032

Scaled Error [%] 5.901375 0.689721 7.46953 5.901375 0.689721 7.46953 7.46953

Dependent Reliability [%] 91.98489 95.93826 92.26791 92.34418 97.84932 91.08392 92.26025

Independent Reliability [%] 99.86744 99.97658 99.9788 99.88997 99.98985 99.88323 99.97819

Full-Size Error [%] 2.304204 0.173 1.124193 0.903597 1.683263 0.191443 1.163198

Scaled Error [%] 4.238927 9.440858 0.611515 4.238927 9.440858 0.611515 0.611515

Dependent Reliability [%] 93.55454 90.40247 98.27117 94.89578 89.03479 99.19821 98.2324

Independent Reliability [%] 99.90233 99.98367 99.99313 99.9617 99.84109 99.99883 99.99289

6x2/4

8x2*/6

10x4*6

4x2

6x2*4
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7  RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

7.1 Recommendations 

For this project we have divided the recommendations into 3 sections; Motors, Actuators and 

LEGO Bricks. 

Motors 

As mentioned in previous chapters: when driving the scaled model on a rough surface or with a 

heavy load, the motors were not able to provide sufficient torque. One consequence was that the 

scaled model was not able to reach the desired speed for testing, so that we had to compromise 

and re-design the tests. Another was that since the actual RPM of the motors could not reach the 

reference values, the PID controller integrated in the system was not applicable because the 

compensation factors would keep increasing when running the model and the PID controller 

would lose its function. To get rid of the problems, some modifications of the software were 

made as mentioned in chapter 4.4.4. However, sufficient speed and stability still could not be 

achieved. To actually solve the problems above, motors with higher maximum torque and speed 

could be introduced. If stronger motors are integrated, more accurate tests could be achieved and 

more test scenarios could be introduced because of higher speed.  What’s more, number of the 

motors could be reduced and it will make the structure of the driven-axles more compact. 

Actuators 

There were several shortcomings with the Actuonix actuator: LEGO Mindstorms processor was 

not able to read the encoder value from the actuators correctly. The only driver function we 

found that could read the correct encoder values were implemented for a Mindsensors 

Multiplexer, provided by Botbench. This feature made the development procedure time 

consuming because it took time to find a way to read the correct values from the actuators. 

What’s more, even reading the encoders in a correct way, the actuators sent faulty values at some 

points when the screw point was moving, which was supposed to be the error of the encoder. 

Except for the errors, Actuonix actuators lacked accuracy as well. When setting a specific target 

encoder value, the actuators sometimes extend/retract to different positions, which means the 

behavior of the actuators were not always stable. As a result, with the current actuators, accurate 

control over steering wheel angles were not achievable, which meant lots of extra measuring of 

the wheel angles to ensure test reliability. One recommendation would be changing the actuators 

to more accurate ones and if possible with more software support by LEGO. 

LEGO Bricks 

Since LEGO bricks are made of plastic, their stiffness is limited. It would introduce some errors 

and extra factors that affect the behavior of the scaled model. Some of these were visible, some 

were not. For example, when the TAG-axle started to steer, the position of the actuator drifted 

slightly, because the plastic bricks could not handle the force generated by the actuator. The 

recommendation is: part of some core components could be built with more stiff materials, such 

as metals in order to improve the stiffness of the model. 
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7.2 Future work 

More complex configurations could also be built in the future. For example, the current project 

did not involve articulated structures. It would be of interest to design scaled articulated 

structures with LEGO and test their features, especially since there the modular mathematical 

model has a proposed extension for articulated vehicles. 

A more user-friendly interface could be developed in the future. Currently, the configuration 

interface is a MATLAB script. It has the necessary basic functions but not user-friendly. A more 

graphical interface will be helpful for users to see all the configurable parameters and all the 

options more clearly. For example: all the configurable parameters can be indicated with 

different icons which link to menus or spaces for manual inputs. After all the settings, the result 

can be shown as a picture of the chassis. 

Since the focus of the project was proving the concept instead of new steering algorithms, the 

steering algorithm module was not complete. The current steering algorithm block is only a 

simplification of one of Scania’s current steering algorithm, it could not handle switching 

between multiple algorithms. One future work could be implementing a better algorithm 

interface which is able to handle multiple algorithms. 

The concept of this study could be used to build more advanced models, if components and 

parameter values are available. These models could include suspension and torque input for 

more dynamic tests. The principles of Buckingham П-theorem allow for easier automated 

scaling when using the П-domains. 
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APPENDIX A: MATLAB CODE 

 

LegoCreator.m 

 

clear; close all; clc; 

 

N = input('\nNumber of Axles? >2 [2]: '); 

if N < 2 

    disp('\nError! Invalid input (<2)'); 

    return; 

end 

if isempty(N) 

    N = 2; 

end 

% Initiate Internal Variables 

ModelData = initiateModelData(N); 

% Continue questioning 

 

ModelData.VehicleWidth = input('\nVehicle Width? [2.55]: '); 

if isempty(ModelData.VehicleWidth) 

    ModelData.VehicleWidth = 2.55; 

end 

if ModelData.VehicleWidth <= 0 

   disp('\nError! Invalid Number (<= 0)'); 

   return; 

end 

 

ModelData.H_CoG = input('\nVehicle CoG Height? [1]: '); 

if isempty(ModelData.H_CoG) 

    ModelData.H_CoG = 1; 

end 

if ModelData.VehicleWidth <= 0 

   disp('\nError! Invalid Number (<= 0)'); 

   return; 

end 

 

ModelData.PI_Speed = input('\nDesired Truck Speed? [5](m/s): '); 

if isempty(ModelData.PI_Speed) 

    ModelData.PI_Speed = 5; 

end 

if ModelData.PI_Speed <= 0 

   disp('\nError! Invalid Number (<= 0)'); 

   return; 

end 

 

for i=1:ModelData.N 

   steer = input(strcat(strcat('\nAxle #', num2str(i)),' Steerable? Y/N [N]: '), 's'); 

   if isempty(steer) 

       steer = 'N'; 

   end 

   switch steer 

       case {'y', 'Y'} 

           ModelData.Steering(i) = 1; 

       case {'n', 'N'} 

           ModelData.Steering(i) = 0; 
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       otherwise 

           disp('\nInvalid input, not Y or N'); 

           return; 

   end 

   if steer == 'n' || steer == 'N' 

       drive = input(strcat(strcat('\nAxle #', num2str(i)),' Driveaxle? Y/N [N]: '), 's'); 

       if isempty(drive) 

           drive = 'N'; 

       end 

       switch drive 

           case {'y', 'Y'} 

               ModelData.Drive(i) = 1; 

           case {'n', 'N'} 

               ModelData.Drive(i) = 0; 

           otherwise 

               disp('\nInvalid input, not Y or N'); 

               return; 

       end 

   end 

   ModelData.Mass(i) = input(strcat(strcat('\nMass of Axle #', num2str(i)),'? [kg]: ')); 

   if ModelData.Mass(i) <= 0 

      disp('\nError! Invalid input (<=0)'); 

      return; 

   end 

   if i < N 

      ModelData.AxleLength(i) = input(strcat(strcat(strcat(strcat('\nLength between axle #', 

num2str(i)),' and #'),num2str(i+1)),'? (>1.1)[m]: ')); 

      if ModelData.AxleLength(i) < 1.1 

         disp('\nError! Invalid input (< 1.1)'); 

         return; 

      end 

   end 

end 

 

ModelData = calculateModelData(ModelData); 

 

global A B C D l_startX l_startY l_change delta u_curr v V X Y Xrear Yrear YawAngle gamma; 

 

ModelData = generateAndSimModel(ModelData); 

 

[scaledModelData, ModelData] = scalePIparams(ModelData) 

 

scaledModelData = generateAndSimModelScaled(scaledModelData); 

 

InitiateModelData.m 

 

function [ ModelData ] = initiateModelData( N ) 

%INITIATEMODELDATA Summary of this function goes here 

%   Detailed explanation goes here 

ModelData.N = N; 

ModelData.AxleLength = zeros(1,N-1); 

ModelData.VehicleWidth = 0; 

ModelData.Mass = zeros(1,N); 

ModelData.MassTot = 0; 
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ModelData.Steering = zeros(1,N); 

ModelData.Drive = zeros(1,N); 

ModelData.I_xx = 0; 

ModelData.I_xz = 0; 

ModelData.I_zz = 0; 

ModelData.Radius = 0; 

ModelData.PI_Params = []; 

ModelData.L_CoG = 0; 

ModelData.H_CoG = 0; 

ModelData.MassDistLength = zeros(1,N); 

ModelData.C_a = zeros(1,2*N); 

ModelData.PI_Length = 0; 

ModelData.PI_Length_pos = 0; 

ModelData.PI_Mass = 0; 

ModelData.PI_Mass_pos = 0; 

ModelData.PI_Speed = 0; 

end 

 

CalculateModelData.m 

 

function [ ModelData ] = calculateModelData( ModelData, H_CoG, L_width ) 

%CALCULATEMODELDATA Summary of this function goes here 

%   Detailed explanation goes here 

    if nargin < 2   % if the number of inputs equals 2 

      H_CoG = ModelData.H_CoG; % then make the third value, z, equal to my default value, 5. 

      L_width = ModelData.VehicleWidth; 

    end 

    ModelData.H_CoG = H_CoG; 

    ModelData.VehicleWidth = L_width; 

    g = 9.81; 

    ModelData.MassTot = sum(ModelData.Mass); 

    ModelData.PI_Speed_coeff = 1; 

    for i = 1:(2*ModelData.N) 

       if mod(i,2) == 1 

           ModelData.C_a(i) = g*ModelData.Mass(ceil(i/2))*0.5*0.165*360/2/pi; 

       else 

           ModelData.C_a(i) = ModelData.C_a(i-1); 

       end 

    end 

 

    [ModelData.PI_Length, ModelData.PI_Length_pos] = max(ModelData.AxleLength); 

     ModelData.PI_Mass_pos = find(ModelData.Drive > 0, 1); 

     ModelData.PI_Mass = ModelData.Mass(ModelData.PI_Mass_pos); 

 

    L_mid = sum(ModelData.AxleLength)/2; 

    l_cog = ModelData.Mass(1)*L_mid; 

    for i = 2:ModelData.N 

        if i == ModelData.N 

           l_cog = l_cog - ModelData.Mass(i)*L_mid; 

        else 

            if sum(ModelData.AxleLength(1:i-1)) < L_mid 

                l_cog = l_cog + ModelData.Mass(i)*(L_mid-sum(ModelData.AxleLength(1:i-1))); 

            else 

                l_cog = l_cog - ModelData.Mass(i)*(sum(ModelData.AxleLength(1:i-1))-L_mid); 
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            end 

        end 

    end 

    ModelData.L_CoG = l_cog/ModelData.MassTot; 

    ModelData.MassDistLength(1) = L_mid - ModelData.L_CoG; 

    for i = 2:ModelData.N 

        if i == ModelData.N 

            ModelData.MassDistLength(i) = L_mid+ModelData.L_CoG; 

        else 

            if sum(ModelData.AxleLength(1:i-1)) < L_mid 

                ModelData.MassDistLength(i) = L_mid-sum(ModelData.AxleLength(1:i-1))-

ModelData.L_CoG; 

            else 

                ModelData.MassDistLength(i) = sum(ModelData.AxleLength(1:i-1))-

L_mid+ModelData.L_CoG; 

            end 

        end 

    end 

 

    ModelData.I_xx = (ModelData.H_CoG^2)*(ModelData.MassTot); 

    ModelData.I_zz = (ModelData.MassDistLength(1)^2)*ModelData.Mass(1); 

    for i = 2:ModelData.N 

       ModelData.I_zz = ModelData.I_zz + (ModelData.MassDistLength(i)^2)*ModelData.Mass(i); 

    end 

    ModelData.I_xz = -ModelData.H_CoG*ModelData.Mass(1)*ModelData.MassDistLength(1); 

    for i = 2:ModelData.N 

       if sum(ModelData.AxleLength(1:i-1)) < L_mid 

           ModelData.I_xz = ModelData.I_xz - 

ModelData.H_CoG*ModelData.Mass(i)*ModelData.MassDistLength(i); 

       else 

           ModelData.I_xz = ModelData.I_xz + 

ModelData.H_CoG*ModelData.Mass(i)*ModelData.MassDistLength(i); 

       end 

    end 

    if abs(ModelData.I_xz)<1e-4 

        ModelData.I_xz = 0; 

    end 

end 

 

generateAndSimModel.m 

 

function [ ModelData ] = generateAndSimModel( ModelData ) 

% generateAndSimModel Summary of this function goes here 

%   Detailed explanation goes here 

% Test Parameters 

    u = [2.5, 5, 7.5]; 

    delta_front = [-45, -35, -20]*2*pi/360; % Positive direction is left turn 

    delta_EST   = [-19.17, -14.17, -7.58]*2*pi/360; 

    delta_ESTA  = [18.3, 13.46, 7.3, 3.4]*2*pi/360; % Positive direction is left turn 

    delta_ESTA_twin  = [15.8, 15.73, 8.52]*2*pi/360; % Positive direction is left turn 

    global l_startX l_startY l_change; 

    l_startX = ModelData.MassDistLength(find(ModelData.Drive, 1)); 

    l_startY = ModelData.VehicleWidth/2; 

    l_change = sqrt(l_startX)^2+(l_startY)^2; 
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% Simplified Vehicle Dynamics Matrices 

    denom = ModelData.MassTot*ModelData.I_xx*ModelData.I_zz-ModelData.MassTot*ModelData.I_xz^2; 

    b11 = 1/ModelData.MassTot; 

    b22 = (ModelData.I_xx*ModelData.I_zz-ModelData.I_xz^2)/denom; 

    b23 = 0;%(ModelData.I_xz*ModelData.M_s*ModelData.H_s)/denom; 

    b32 = 0;%(-ModelData.I_xz*ModelData.M_s*ModelData.H_s)/denom; 

    b33 = (ModelData.MassTot*ModelData.I_xx)/denom; 

    b52 = 0;%(-ModelData.I_zz*ModelData.M_s*ModelData.H_s)/denom; 

    b53 = (ModelData.I_xz*ModelData.MassTot)/denom; 

    Bd = [b11 0 0; 

         0 b22 b23; 

         0 b32 b33; 

         0 0 0; 

         0 b52 b53]; 

 

% Simplified Tire Force Model 

 

% Simulate and generate plots for each scenario of speed u and angle 

% delta_front (along with its accompanying delta_rear) 

    Rindex = 0; 

    global delta; 

 

    for i = 1:length(u) 

        for j = 1:length(delta_front) 

            if u(i) > 5 && j<length(delta_front) 

                continue; 

            end 

            Rindex = Rindex + 1; 

            global u_curr; 

            u_curr = u(i)*ModelData.PI_Speed_coeff; 

% Setup Angles 

            shift_factorA = 5.749e-5; 

            shift_factorB = 0.001055; 

            shift_factorC = 0.0009; 

            delta = zeros(1,(2*ModelData.N)); 

            for k = 1:2:(2*ModelData.N-1) 

                if k == 1 

                   delta(k) = 

(1+sign(delta_front(j))*(shift_factorA*delta_front(j)^2+shift_factorB*delta_front(j)+shift_factor

C))*delta_front(j); 

                   delta(k+1) = (1-

sign(delta_front(j))*(shift_factorA*delta_front(j)^2+shift_factorB*delta_front(j)+shift_factorC))

*delta_front(j); 

                else 

                   if ModelData.Drive(round(k/2)) == 1 

                        delta(k) = 0; 

                        delta(k+1) = 0; 

                   else 

                       if round(k/2) < find(ModelData.Drive == 1 ) 

                           if sum(ModelData.AxleLength(1:floor(k/2))) < 

(sum(ModelData.AxleLength)/2 - ModelData.L_CoG) 

                            delta(k) = 

(0.71795+0.01365*sign(delta_front(j)))*(1+sign(delta_front(j))*(shift_factorA*delta_front(j)^2+sh

ift_factorB*delta_front(j)+shift_factorC))*delta_front(j); 

                            delta(k+1) = (0.71795+0.01365*sign(delta_front(j)))*(1-

sign(delta_front(j))*(shift_factorA*delta_front(j)^2+shift_factorB*delta_front(j)+shift_factorC))

*delta_front(j); 

                           else 

                            delta(k) = 
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(1+sign(delta_EST(j))*(shift_factorA*delta_EST(j)^2+shift_factorB*delta_EST(j)+shift_factorC))*de

lta_EST(j); 

                            delta(k+1) = (1-

sign(delta_EST(j))*(shift_factorA*delta_EST(j)^2+shift_factorB*delta_EST(j)+shift_factorC))*delta

_EST(j); 

                           end 

                       else 

                            if ModelData.N == 5 

                                delta(k) = 

(1+sign(delta_ESTA_twin(j))*(shift_factorA*delta_ESTA_twin(j)^2+shift_factorB*delta_ESTA_twin(j)+

shift_factorC))*delta_ESTA_twin(j); 

                                delta(k+1) = (1-

sign(delta_ESTA_twin(j))*(shift_factorA*delta_ESTA_twin(j)^2+shift_factorB*delta_ESTA_twin(j)+shi

ft_factorC))*delta_ESTA_twin(j); 

                            else 

                                if i == length(u) 

                                delta(k) = 

(1+sign(delta_ESTA(end))*(shift_factorA*delta_ESTA(end)^2+shift_factorB*delta_ESTA(end)+shift_fac

torC))*delta_ESTA(end); 

                                delta(k+1) = (1-

sign(delta_ESTA(end))*(shift_factorA*delta_ESTA(end)^2+shift_factorB*delta_ESTA(end)+shift_factor

C))*delta_ESTA(end); 

                                else 

                                    delta(k) = 

(1+sign(delta_ESTA(j))*(shift_factorA*delta_ESTA(j)^2+shift_factorB*delta_ESTA(j)+shift_factorC))

*delta_ESTA(j); 

                                    delta(k+1) = (1-

sign(delta_ESTA(j))*(shift_factorA*delta_ESTA(j)^2+shift_factorB*delta_ESTA(j)+shift_factorC))*de

lta_ESTA(j); 

                                end 

                            end 

                       end 

                   end 

                end 

            end 

% Setup Tire Dynamic equations 

            g = 9.81; 

            Ad = zeros(5); 

%             nume = -ModelData.M_s*g*ModelData.H_s; 

            Ad(2,3) = -u(i); 

            Ad(2,4) = 0;%-(ModelData.M_s*ModelData.H_s*ModelData.I_zz*nume)/denom; 

            Ad(3,4) = 0;%-ModelData.MassTot*ModelData.I_xx*nume/denom; 

            Ad(4,5) = 1; 

            Ad(5,4) = 0;%-ModelData.MassTot*ModelData.I_zz*nume/denom; 

 

            L_mid = sum(ModelData.AxleLength)/2; 

            A1 = zeros(2*2*ModelData.N, 5); 

            A1(2,2) = -ModelData.C_a(1)/u(i); 

            A1(2,3) = -(ModelData.C_a(1)*ModelData.MassDistLength(1))/u(i); 

            A1(4,2) = -ModelData.C_a(2)/u(i); 

            A1(4,3) = -(ModelData.C_a(2)*ModelData.MassDistLength(1))/u(i); 

            for k = 6:2:(2*2*ModelData.N) 

                A1(k, 2) = -ModelData.C_a(round(k/2))/u(i); 

                if sum(ModelData.AxleLength(1:ceil((k-4)/4))) < L_mid - ModelData.L_CoG 

                    A1(k, 3) = -

(ModelData.C_a(ceil(k/2))*ModelData.MassDistLength(ceil(k/4)))/u(i); 

                else 

                    A1(k, 3) = 

(ModelData.C_a(ceil(k/2))*ModelData.MassDistLength(ceil(k/4)))/u(i); 

                end 
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            end 

            B1 = zeros(2*2*ModelData.N); 

            for k = 2:2:(2*2*ModelData.N) 

                B1(k,k) = ModelData.C_a(k/2); 

            end 

            Lc = zeros(3,2*2*ModelData.N); 

            switcher = -1; 

            Lc(1,1) = 1; 

            Lc(2,2) = 1; 

            Lc(3,1) = -ModelData.VehicleWidth/2; 

            Lc(3,2) = ModelData.MassDistLength(1); 

            Lc(1,3) = 1; 

            Lc(2,4) = 1; 

            Lc(3,3) = ModelData.VehicleWidth/2; 

            Lc(3,4) = ModelData.MassDistLength(1); 

            for k = 5:2:(2*2*ModelData.N) 

                Lc(1,k) = 1; 

                Lc(2,k+1) = 1; 

                Lc(3,k) = switcher*ModelData.VehicleWidth/2; 

                switcher = switcher*-1; 

                if sum(ModelData.AxleLength(1:ceil((k-4)/4))) < L_mid - ModelData.L_CoG 

                    Lc(3, k+1) = ModelData.MassDistLength(ceil(k/4)); 

                else 

                    Lc(3, k+1) = -ModelData.MassDistLength(ceil(k/4)); 

                end 

            end 

            Tc = zeros(2*2*ModelData.N); 

            for k = 1:4:(2*2*ModelData.N) 

               if ModelData.Drive(ceil(k/4)) == 1 

                   Tc(k,k) = 1; 

                   Tc(k+2, k+2) = 1; 

               end 

               Tc(k+1,k+1) = 1; 

               Tc(k+3,k+3) = 1; 

            end 

            Lw = zeros(2*2*ModelData.N); 

            for k = 1:2:(2*2*ModelData.N) 

                Lw(k,k)     = cos(delta(ceil(k/2))); 

                Lw(k,k+1)   = -sin(delta(ceil(k/2))); 

                Lw(k+1,k)   = sin(delta(ceil(k/2))); 

                Lw(k+1,k+1) = cos(delta(ceil(k/2))); 

%                 Lw(k,k)     = 1-delta(ceil(k/2))^2; 

%                 Lw(k,k+1)   = -delta(ceil(k/2)); 

%                 Lw(k+1,k)   = delta(ceil(k/2)); 

%                 Lw(k+1,k+1) = 1-delta(ceil(k/2))^2; 

            end 

            Dd = zeros(2*2*ModelData.N,1); 

            for k = 2:2:(2*2*ModelData.N) 

                Dd(k) = delta(k/2); 

            end 

            global A B C D; 

            A = (Ad+Bd*Lc*Tc*Lw*A1); 

            B = (Bd*Lc*Tc*Lw*B1)*Dd; 

            C = [0 1 0 0 0; 0 0 1 0 0]; 

            D = [0;0]; 

 

            A=1.075*A; 

            B(2) = 1.0*B(2); 

            B(3) = 1.0*B(3); 
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            global v V X Y Xrear Yrear YawAngle gamma; 

 

            sim truckSimulations 

%             figure('Name',strcat('4x2, ', strcat(num2str(u(i)),strcat(' m/s, 

',strcat(num2str(delta_front(j)/2/pi*360),' deg'))))) 

%             plot(X.data, Y.data) 

%             hold on 

%             plot(Xrear.data, Yrear.data) 

%             %R = u(i)/mean(gamma.data(end-30:end)); 

%              R_CoG = (max(X.data)-min(X.data))/2; 

%              R = (max(Xrear.data)-min(Xrear.data))/2; 

%              Rall(Rindex) = R; 

%              Rall_CoG(Rindex) = R_CoG; 

%             title(strcat('4x2, ', strcat(num2str(u(i)),strcat(' m/s, 

',strcat(num2str(delta_front(j)/2/pi*360),strcat(' deg, R=',num2str(R))))))); 

%             hold off 

            R = (max(Xrear.data)-min(Xrear.data))/2; 

            Rall(Rindex) = R; 

        end 

    end 

    ModelData.Radius = Rall; 

end 

 

ScalePIparams.m 

 

function [ scaledModelData, ModelData ] = scalePIparams( ModelData ) 

%SCALEPIPARAMS Summary of this function goes here 

%   Detailed explanation goes here 

 

        scaledModelData = initiateModelData(ModelData.N); 

    scaledModelData.Steering = ModelData.Steering; 

    scaledModelData.Drive = ModelData.Drive; 

    scaledModelData.H_CoG = 0.1; 

    scaledModelData.VehicleWidth = 0.260; 

    scaledModelData.PI_Length_pos = ModelData.PI_Length_pos; 

    scaledModelData.PI_Speed = ModelData.PI_Speed; 

    scaledModelData.PI_Mass_pos = ModelData.PI_Mass_pos; 

    % Calculate PI-parameters for TRUCK; 

    % Order: Axle Lengths, Masses and lastly SlipAngles 

    paramCount = 1; 

    % Lengths 

    for i = 1:length(ModelData.AxleLength) 

       if i ~= ModelData.PI_Length_pos 

           ModelData.PI_Params(paramCount) = ModelData.AxleLength(i)/ModelData.PI_Length; 

           paramCount = paramCount + 1; 

       end 

    end 

    % Masses 

    for i = 1:length(ModelData.Mass) 

       if i == ModelData.PI_Mass_pos 

           continue; 

       end 

       ModelData.PI_Params(paramCount) = ModelData.Mass(i)/ModelData.PI_Mass; 

       paramCount = paramCount + 1; 
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    end 

    % SlipAngle coeff Params 

    for i = 1:2:length(ModelData.C_a) 

        ModelData.PI_Params(paramCount) = 

(ModelData.C_a(i)*ModelData.PI_Length)/(ModelData.PI_Mass*ModelData.PI_Speed^2); 

        paramCount = paramCount + 1; 

    end 

    % Scale Length Parameters 

    paramCount = 1; 

    Lengths_Available = 14*0.008:0.008:2; 

 

    if ModelData.N > 2 

        scaledLCount = 1; 

        for i = 1:length(ModelData.AxleLength) 

           if i ~= ModelData.PI_Length_pos 

               scaledLength = 

ModelData.AxleLength(i)*scaledModelData.VehicleWidth/ModelData.VehicleWidth; 

               [~,Lpos]= min(abs(Lengths_Available-scaledLength)); 

               scaledLengths(scaledLCount) = Lpos; 

               scaledLCount = scaledLCount + 1; 

           end 

        end 

 

        scaledPILengths = []; 

        for i = 1:scaledLCount-1 

           scaledLength = Lengths_Available(scaledLengths(i))/ModelData.PI_Params(i); 

           [~, scaledPILengths(i)] = min(abs(Lengths_Available-scaledLength)); 

        end 

        [chosenPILength, PILamount] = mode(scaledPILengths); 

        if PILamount < scaledLCount/2 

            chosenPILength = round(sum(scaledPILengths)/length(scaledPILengths)); 

        end 

        scaledModelData.AxleLength(ModelData.PI_Length_pos) = Lengths_Available(chosenPILength); 

        scaledModelData.PI_Length = Lengths_Available(chosenPILength); 

 

        for i = 1:length(ModelData.AxleLength) 

           if i ~= ModelData.PI_Length_pos 

               scaledLength = ModelData.PI_Params(paramCount)*Lengths_Available(chosenPILength); 

               [~, Lpos] = min(abs(Lengths_Available-scaledLength)); 

               scaledModelData.AxleLength(i) = Lengths_Available(Lpos); 

               scaledModelData.PI_Params(paramCount) = 

scaledModelData.AxleLength(i)/scaledModelData.PI_Length; 

               paramCount = paramCount + 1; 

           end 

        end 

    else % If the model is a 4x2 

        scaledLength = 

ModelData.AxleLength(1)*scaledModelData.VehicleWidth/ModelData.VehicleWidth; 

        [~,Lpos]= min(abs(Lengths_Available-scaledLength)); 

        scaledModelData.AxleLength(1) = Lengths_Available(Lpos); 

    end 

 

    % Scale Mass 

 

    % Define component data 

    ComponentData.SteeringAxle.Width = 0.26; 

    ComponentData.SteeringAxle.Height = 0.072; 

    ComponentData.SteeringAxle.Length = 0.072; 

    ComponentData.SteeringAxle.Weight = 0.27; 

    ComponentData.SteeringAxle.WeightPerMeter = 3.75; 
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    ComponentData.DriveAxle.Width = 0.262; 

    ComponentData.DriveAxle.Height = 0.12; 

    ComponentData.DriveAxle.Length = 0.088; 

    ComponentData.DriveAxle.Weight = 0.769; 

    ComponentData.DriveAxle.WeightPerMeter = 7.954545; 

    ComponentData.DriveAxleTandem.Width = 0.262; 

    ComponentData.DriveAxleTandem.Height = 0.12; 

    ComponentData.DriveAxleTandem.Length = 0.088; 

    ComponentData.DriveAxleTandem.Weight = 1.058/2; 

    ComponentData.DriveAxleTandem.WeightPerMeter = 7.954545; 

    ComponentData.FrameExt.Width = 0.096; 

    ComponentData.FrameExt.Height = 0.048; 

    ComponentData.FrameExt.Length = 0.152; 

    ComponentData.FrameExt.Weight = 0.104; 

    ComponentData.FrameExt.WeightPerMeter = 0.8;%0.684211; 

    ComponentData.Brick.Width = 0.072; 

    ComponentData.Brick.Height = 0.04; 

    ComponentData.Brick.Length = 0.11; 

    ComponentData.Brick.Weight = 0.400; 

    ComponentData.Brick.WeightPerMeter = 3.018182; 

    % Calculate mass of needed extensions between axles 

    extensionWeight = zeros(1, length(ModelData.AxleLength)); 

    for i = 1:length(ModelData.AxleLength) 

        extLength = scaledModelData.AxleLength(i); 

        if scaledModelData.Steering(i) == 1 

            extLength = extLength - ComponentData.SteeringAxle.Length/2; 

        elseif scaledModelData.Drive(i) == 1 

            extLength = extLength - ComponentData.DriveAxle.Length/2; 

        end 

        if scaledModelData.Steering(i+1) == 1 

            extLength = extLength - ComponentData.SteeringAxle.Length/2; 

        elseif scaledModelData.Drive(i+1) == 1 

            extLength = extLength - ComponentData.DriveAxle.Length/2; 

        end 

        extensionWeight(i) = extLength*ComponentData.FrameExt.WeightPerMeter; 

    end 

    % Calculate base mass of scaled vehicle 

    scaledModelData.BaseMass = zeros(1, scaledModelData.N); 

    for i = 1:length(ModelData.Mass) 

       if scaledModelData.Steering(i) == 1 

           scaledModelData.BaseMass(i) = scaledModelData.BaseMass(i) + 

ComponentData.SteeringAxle.Weight; 

       elseif scaledModelData.Drive(i) 

           if i ~= length(ModelData.Mass) 

               if (scaledModelData.Drive(i+1) == 1 || scaledModelData.Drive(i-1) == 1) 

                   scaledModelData.BaseMass(i) = scaledModelData.BaseMass(i) + 

ComponentData.DriveAxleTandem.Weight; 

               else 

                   scaledModelData.BaseMass(i) = scaledModelData.BaseMass(i) + 

ComponentData.DriveAxle.Weight; 

               end 

           else 

               if (scaledModelData.Drive(i-1) == 1) 

                   scaledModelData.BaseMass(i) = scaledModelData.BaseMass(i) + 

ComponentData.DriveAxleTandem.Weight; 

               else 

                   scaledModelData.BaseMass(i) = scaledModelData.BaseMass(i) + 

ComponentData.DriveAxle.Weight; 

               end 

           end 
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       end 

       if i == length(ModelData.Mass) 

           scaledModelData.BaseMass(i) = scaledModelData.BaseMass(i) + extensionWeight(i-1)/2; 

       elseif i == 1 

           scaledModelData.BaseMass(i) = scaledModelData.BaseMass(i) + extensionWeight(i)/2; 

           if scaledModelData.AxleLength(i) > 2*ComponentData.Brick.Length 

               scaledModelData.BaseMass(i) = scaledModelData.BaseMass(i) + 

ComponentData.Brick.Weight; 

           else 

               scaledModelData.BaseMass(i) = scaledModelData.BaseMass(i) + 

ComponentData.Brick.Weight*(ComponentData.Brick.Length/scaledModelData.AxleLength(i)); 

               scaledModelData.BaseMass(i+1) = scaledModelData.BaseMass(i+1) + 

ComponentData.Brick.Weight*(1-ComponentData.Brick.Length/scaledModelData.AxleLength(i)); 

           end 

       else 

           scaledModelData.BaseMass(i) = scaledModelData.BaseMass(i) + extensionWeight(i-1)/2 + 

extensionWeight(i)/2; 

       end 

    end 

    % Calculate necessary mass for model likeness, difference taken from 

    % Mass-baseMass also update PI_param 

    paramCount_Repeat = paramCount; 

    adjust = 0; 

    while (1) 

        for i = 1:length(ModelData.Mass) 

           if i == scaledModelData.PI_Mass_pos 

               scaledModelData.Mass(i) = scaledModelData.BaseMass(i)+adjust; 

           else 

           scaledModelData.Mass(i) = 

ModelData.PI_Params(paramCount)*(scaledModelData.BaseMass(scaledModelData.PI_Mass_pos)+adjust); 

           scaledModelData.PI_Params(paramCount) = ModelData.PI_Params(paramCount); 

           paramCount = paramCount + 1; 

           end 

        end 

        if isempty(find(scaledModelData.Mass-scaledModelData.BaseMass < 0)) 

            break; 

        else 

           adjust = adjust + 0.05; 

           paramCount = paramCount_Repeat; 

        end 

    end 

 

    scaledModelData = calculateModelDataScaled(scaledModelData); 

    % Calculate and scale speed coeff. Uscaled = coeff*Utruck 

    coeff = zeros(1, ModelData.N); 

    for i = 1:ModelData.N 

        

coeff(i)=sqrt((scaledModelData.C_a(2*i)*scaledModelData.PI_Length)/(scaledModelData.Mass(scaledMo

delData.PI_Length_pos+1)*ModelData.PI_Params(i+paramCount-1)))/ModelData.PI_Speed; 

    end 

    scaledModelData.PI_Speed_coeff = sum(coeff)/length(coeff); 

    % Calculate PI-Params 

    for i = 1:ModelData.N 

       scaledModelData.PI_Params(paramCount) = 

(scaledModelData.C_a(i*2)*scaledModelData.AxleLength(scaledModelData.PI_Length_pos))/(scaledModel

Data.Mass(scaledModelData.PI_Length_pos+1)*(scaledModelData.PI_Speed_coeff*scaledModelData.PI_Spe

ed)^2); 

       paramCount = paramCount + 1; 

    end 

end 
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generateAndSimModelScaled.m 

 

function [ ModelData ] = generateAndSimModelScaled( ModelData, TestCase ) 

% generateAndSimModel Summary of this function goes here 

%   Detailed explanation goes here 

% Test Parameters 

    u = TestCase.u;%[2.5, 5, 7.5]; 

    delta_front = TestCase.delta_front*2*pi/360;%[-45, -35, -20]*2*pi/360; % Positive direction 

is left turn 

    delta_EST   = TestCase.delta_EST*2*pi/360; 

    delta_ESTA  = TestCase.delta_ESTA*2*pi/360; % Positive direction is left turn 

    delta_ESTA_twin  = TestCase.delta_ESTA_twin*2*pi/360; % Positive direction is left turn 

    global l_startX l_startY l_change; 

    l_startX = ModelData.MassDistLength(find(ModelData.Drive, 1)); 

    l_startY = ModelData.VehicleWidth/2; 

    l_change = sqrt(l_startX)^2+(l_startY)^2; 

 

% Simplified Vehicle Dynamics Matrices 

    denom = ModelData.MassTot*ModelData.I_xx*ModelData.I_zz-ModelData.MassTot*ModelData.I_xz^2; 

    b11 = 1/ModelData.MassTot; 

    b22 = (ModelData.I_xx*ModelData.I_zz-ModelData.I_xz^2)/denom; 

    b23 = 0;%(ModelData.I_xz*ModelData.M_s*ModelData.H_s)/denom; 

    b32 = 0;%(-ModelData.I_xz*ModelData.M_s*ModelData.H_s)/denom; 

    b33 = (ModelData.MassTot*ModelData.I_xx)/denom; 

    b52 = 0;%(-ModelData.I_zz*ModelData.M_s*ModelData.H_s)/denom; 

    b53 = (ModelData.I_xz*ModelData.MassTot)/denom; 

    Bd = [b11 0 0; 

         0 b22 b23; 

         0 b32 b33; 

         0 0 0; 

         0 b52 b53]; 

 

% Simplified Tire Force Model 

 

% Simulate and generate plots for each scenario of speed u and angle 

% delta_front (along with its accompanying delta_rear) 

    global delta; 

 

 

    for i = 1:length(u) 

        global u_curr; 

        u_curr = u(i); 

% Setup Angles 

        shift_factorA = 6.5631e-5; 

        shift_factorB = 0.0012; 

        shift_factorC = -2.524e-4; 

        delta = zeros(1,(2*ModelData.N)); 

        for k = 1:2:(2*ModelData.N-1) 

            if k == 1 

               delta(k) = 

(1+sign(delta_front(i))*(shift_factorA*delta_front(i)^2+shift_factorB*delta_front(i)+shift_factor

C))*delta_front(i); 

               delta(k+1) = (1-

sign(delta_front(i))*(shift_factorA*delta_front(i)^2+shift_factorB*delta_front(i)+shift_factorC))

*delta_front(i); 

            else 

               if ModelData.Drive(round(k/2)) == 1 
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                    delta(k) = 0; 

                    delta(k+1) = 0; 

               else 

                   if round(k/2) < find(ModelData.Drive == 1 ) 

                       if sum(ModelData.AxleLength(1:floor(k/2))) < (sum(ModelData.AxleLength)/2 

- ModelData.L_CoG) 

                        delta(k) = 

(0.71795+0.01365*sign(delta_front(i)))*(1+sign(delta_front(i))*(shift_factorA*delta_front(i)^2+sh

ift_factorB*delta_front(i)+shift_factorC))*delta_front(i); 

                        delta(k+1) = (0.71795+0.01365*sign(delta_front(i)))*(1-

sign(delta_front(i))*(shift_factorA*delta_front(i)^2+shift_factorB*delta_front(i)+shift_factorC))

*delta_front(i); 

                       else 

                        delta(k) = 

(1+sign(delta_EST(i))*(shift_factorA*delta_EST(i)^2+shift_factorB*delta_EST(i)+shift_factorC))*de

lta_EST(i); 

                        delta(k+1) = (1-

sign(delta_EST(i))*(shift_factorA*delta_EST(i)^2+shift_factorB*delta_EST(i)+shift_factorC))*delta

_EST(i); 

                       end 

                   else 

                        if ModelData.N == 5 

                            delta(k) = 

(1+sign(delta_ESTA_twin(i))*(shift_factorA*delta_ESTA_twin(i)^2+shift_factorB*delta_ESTA_twin(i)+

shift_factorC))*delta_ESTA_twin(i); 

                            delta(k+1) = (1-

sign(delta_ESTA_twin(i))*(shift_factorA*delta_ESTA_twin(i)^2+shift_factorB*delta_ESTA_twin(i)+shi

ft_factorC))*delta_ESTA_twin(i); 

                        else 

                            if i == length(u) 

                            delta(k) = 

(1+sign(delta_ESTA(end))*(shift_factorA*delta_ESTA(end)^2+shift_factorB*delta_ESTA(end)+shift_fac

torC))*delta_ESTA(end); 

                            delta(k+1) = (1-

sign(delta_ESTA(end))*(shift_factorA*delta_ESTA(end)^2+shift_factorB*delta_ESTA(end)+shift_factor

C))*delta_ESTA(end); 

                            else 

                                delta(k) = 

(1+sign(delta_ESTA(i))*(shift_factorA*delta_ESTA(i)^2+shift_factorB*delta_ESTA(i)+shift_factorC))

*delta_ESTA(i); 

                                delta(k+1) = (1-

sign(delta_ESTA(i))*(shift_factorA*delta_ESTA(i)^2+shift_factorB*delta_ESTA(i)+shift_factorC))*de

lta_ESTA(i); 

                            end 

                        end 

                   end 

               end 

            end 

        end 

% Setup Tire Dynamic equations 

        g = 9.81; 

        Ad = zeros(5); 

%             nume = -ModelData.M_s*g*ModelData.H_s; 

        Ad(2,3) = -u(i); 

        Ad(2,4) = 0;%-(ModelData.M_s*ModelData.H_s*ModelData.I_zz*nume)/denom; 

        Ad(3,4) = 0;%-ModelData.MassTot*ModelData.I_xx*nume/denom; 

        Ad(4,5) = 1; 

        Ad(5,4) = 0;%-ModelData.MassTot*ModelData.I_zz*nume/denom; 

 

        L_mid = sum(ModelData.AxleLength)/2; 
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        A1 = zeros(2*2*ModelData.N, 5); 

        A1(2,2) = -ModelData.C_a(1)/u(i); 

        A1(2,3) = -(ModelData.C_a(1)*ModelData.MassDistLength(1))/u(i); 

        A1(4,2) = -ModelData.C_a(2)/u(i); 

        A1(4,3) = -(ModelData.C_a(2)*ModelData.MassDistLength(1))/u(i); 

        for k = 6:2:(2*2*ModelData.N) 

            A1(k, 2) = -ModelData.C_a(round(k/2))/u(i); 

            if sum(ModelData.AxleLength(1:ceil((k-4)/4))) < L_mid - ModelData.L_CoG 

                A1(k, 3) = -(ModelData.C_a(ceil(k/2))*ModelData.MassDistLength(ceil(k/4)))/u(i); 

            else 

                A1(k, 3) = (ModelData.C_a(ceil(k/2))*ModelData.MassDistLength(ceil(k/4)))/u(i); 

            end 

        end 

        B1 = zeros(2*2*ModelData.N); 

        for k = 2:2:(2*2*ModelData.N) 

            B1(k,k) = ModelData.C_a(k/2); 

        end 

        Lc = zeros(3,2*2*ModelData.N); 

        switcher = -1; 

        Lc(1,1) = 1; 

        Lc(2,2) = 1; 

        Lc(3,1) = -ModelData.VehicleWidth/2; 

        Lc(3,2) = ModelData.MassDistLength(1); 

        Lc(1,3) = 1; 

        Lc(2,4) = 1; 

        Lc(3,3) = ModelData.VehicleWidth/2; 

        Lc(3,4) = ModelData.MassDistLength(1); 

        for k = 5:2:(2*2*ModelData.N) 

            Lc(1,k) = 1; 

            Lc(2,k+1) = 1; 

            Lc(3,k) = switcher*ModelData.VehicleWidth/2; 

            switcher = switcher*-1; 

            if sum(ModelData.AxleLength(1:ceil((k-4)/4))) < L_mid - ModelData.L_CoG 

                Lc(3, k+1) = ModelData.MassDistLength(ceil(k/4)); 

            else 

                Lc(3, k+1) = -ModelData.MassDistLength(ceil(k/4)); 

            end 

        end 

        Tc = zeros(2*2*ModelData.N); 

        for k = 1:4:(2*2*ModelData.N) 

           if ModelData.Drive(ceil(k/4)) == 1 

               Tc(k,k) = 1; 

               Tc(k+2, k+2) = 1; 

           end 

           Tc(k+1,k+1) = 1; 

           Tc(k+3,k+3) = 1; 

        end 

        Lw = zeros(2*2*ModelData.N); 

        for k = 1:2:(2*2*ModelData.N) 

            Lw(k,k)     = cos(delta(ceil(k/2))); 

            Lw(k,k+1)   = -sin(delta(ceil(k/2))); 

            Lw(k+1,k)   = sin(delta(ceil(k/2))); 

            Lw(k+1,k+1) = cos(delta(ceil(k/2))); 

%                 Lw(k,k)     = 1-delta(ceil(k/2))^2; 

%                 Lw(k,k+1)   = -delta(ceil(k/2)); 

%                 Lw(k+1,k)   = delta(ceil(k/2)); 

%                 Lw(k+1,k+1) = 1-delta(ceil(k/2))^2; 

        end 

        Dd = zeros(2*2*ModelData.N,1); 

        for k = 2:2:(2*2*ModelData.N) 
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            Dd(k) = delta(k/2); 

        end 

        global A B C D; 

        A = (Ad+Bd*Lc*Tc*Lw*A1); 

        B = (Bd*Lc*Tc*Lw*B1)*Dd; 

        C = [0 1 0 0 0; 0 0 1 0 0]; 

        D = [0;0]; 

 

        A=1.0*A; 

        B(2) = 1.0*B(2); 

        B(3) = 1.0*B(3); 

 

        global v V X Y Xrear Yrear YawAngle gamma; 

 

        sim truckSimulations 

%             figure('Name',strcat('4x2, ', strcat(num2str(u(i)),strcat(' m/s, 

',strcat(num2str(delta_front(i)/2/pi*360),' deg'))))) 

%             plot(X.data, Y.data) 

%             hold on 

%             plot(Xrear.data, Yrear.data) 

%             %R = u(i)/mean(gamma.data(end-30:end)); 

%              R_CoG = (max(X.data)-min(X.data))/2; 

%              R = (max(Xrear.data)-min(Xrear.data))/2; 

%              Rall(Rindex) = R; 

%              Rall_CoG(Rindex) = R_CoG; 

%             title(strcat('4x2, ', strcat(num2str(u(i)),strcat(' m/s, 

',strcat(num2str(delta_front(i)/2/pi*360),strcat(' deg, R=',num2str(R))))))); 

%             hold off 

        R = (max(Xrear.data)-min(Xrear.data))/2; 

        Rall(i) = R; 

    end 

 

    ModelData.Radius = Rall; 

end 

 

SimAll.m 

 

clc; close all; clear all; 

global A B C D l_startX l_startY l_change delta u_curr v V X Y Xrear Yrear YawAngle gamma; 

 

% 4x2 

fourByTwo_ModelData = initiateModelData(2); 

fourByTwo_ModelData.VehicleWidth = 2.55; 

fourByTwo_ModelData.H_CoG = 1; 

fourByTwo_ModelData.PI_Speed = 5; 

fourByTwo_ModelData.Steering = [1 0]; 

fourByTwo_ModelData.Drive = [0 1]; 

fourByTwo_ModelData.Mass = [5540 5120]; 

fourByTwo_ModelData.AxleLength = [4.55]; 

fourByTwo_ModelData.MeasuredRadius = [4.8644 6.8964 12.2461 4.9657 6.9147 13.0642 12.8367]; 

fourByTwo_ModelData = calculateModelData(fourByTwo_ModelData); 

fourByTwo_ModelData = generateAndSimModel(fourByTwo_ModelData); 

fourByTwo_ModelData.ErrorRatio = 1-

((fourByTwo_ModelData.MeasuredRadius)./fourByTwo_ModelData.Radius); 
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fourByTwo_ModelData.AvgErrRatio = mean(abs(fourByTwo_ModelData.ErrorRatio)); 

% disp(fourByTwo_ModelData.ErrorRatio); 

disp(strcat('Avg Err 4x2: ',num2str(fourByTwo_ModelData.AvgErrRatio))); 

[fourByTwo_scaledModelData, fourByTwo_ModelData] = scalePIparams(fourByTwo_ModelData); 

 

TestCase = {}; 

TestCase.u = [0.4892; 0.5255; 0.5375]; 

TestCase.delta_front = [-44.25; -35.00; -19.9]; 

TestCase.delta_EST = [0;0;0;0;0]; 

TestCase.delta_ESTA = [0;0;0]; 

TestCase.delta_ESTA_twin = [0;0;0]; 

fourByTwo_scaledModelData.MeasuredRadius = [0.39625 0.6282 0.90496]; 

fourByTwo_scaledModelData = generateAndSimModelScaled(fourByTwo_scaledModelData, TestCase); 

fourByTwo_scaledModelData.ErrorRatio = 1-

((fourByTwo_scaledModelData.MeasuredRadius)./fourByTwo_scaledModelData.Radius); 

fourByTwo_scaledModelData.AvgErrRatio = mean(abs(fourByTwo_scaledModelData.ErrorRatio)); 

 

% 6x2*4 

sixByTwoStarFour_ModelData = initiateModelData(3); 

sixByTwoStarFour_ModelData.VehicleWidth = 2.55; 

sixByTwoStarFour_ModelData.H_CoG = 1; 

sixByTwoStarFour_ModelData.PI_Speed = 5; 

sixByTwoStarFour_ModelData.Steering = [1 0 1]; 

sixByTwoStarFour_ModelData.Drive = [0 1 0]; 

sixByTwoStarFour_ModelData.Mass = [5590 2960 1750]; 

sixByTwoStarFour_ModelData.AxleLength = [4.55 1.35]; 

sixByTwoStarFour_ModelData.MeasuredRadius = [4.6539 6.37 12.4452 4.8658 6.3948 12.6614 13.46653]; 

sixByTwoStarFour_ModelData = calculateModelData(sixByTwoStarFour_ModelData); 

sixByTwoStarFour_ModelData = generateAndSimModel(sixByTwoStarFour_ModelData); 

sixByTwoStarFour_ModelData.ErrorRatio = 1-

((sixByTwoStarFour_ModelData.MeasuredRadius)./sixByTwoStarFour_ModelData.Radius); 

sixByTwoStarFour_ModelData.AvgErrRatio = mean(abs(sixByTwoStarFour_ModelData.ErrorRatio)); 

% disp(sixByTwoStarFour_ModelData.ErrorRatio); 

disp(strcat('Avg Err 6x2*2: ',num2str(sixByTwoStarFour_ModelData.AvgErrRatio))) 

[sixByTwoStarFour_scaledModelData, sixByTwoStarFour_ModelData] = 

scalePIparams(sixByTwoStarFour_ModelData); 

 

TestCase = {}; 

TestCase.u = [0.4468; 0.5198; 0.5016]; 

TestCase.delta_front = [-44.25; -35.00; -19.9]; 

TestCase.delta_EST = [0;0;0]; 

TestCase.delta_ESTA = [19.5; 14.6; 6.55]; 

TestCase.delta_ESTA_twin = [0;0;0]; 

sixByTwoStarFour_scaledModelData.MeasuredRadius = [0.42985 0.61822 1.1773]; 

sixByTwoStarFour_scaledModelData = generateAndSimModelScaled(sixByTwoStarFour_scaledModelData, 

TestCase); 

sixByTwoStarFour_scaledModelData.ErrorRatio = 1-

((sixByTwoStarFour_scaledModelData.MeasuredRadius)./sixByTwoStarFour_scaledModelData.Radius); 

sixByTwoStarFour_scaledModelData.AvgErrRatio = 

mean(abs(sixByTwoStarFour_scaledModelData.ErrorRatio)); 

%disp(sixByTwoStarFour_scaledModelData.Radius); 

%disp(sixByTwoStarFour_scaledModelData.ErrorRatio); 

 

% 6x2/4 

sixByTwoSlashFour_ModelData = initiateModelData(3); 

sixByTwoSlashFour_ModelData.VehicleWidth = 2.55; 

sixByTwoSlashFour_ModelData.H_CoG = 1; 

sixByTwoSlashFour_ModelData.PI_Speed = 5; 

sixByTwoSlashFour_ModelData.Steering = [1 1 0]; 

sixByTwoSlashFour_ModelData.Drive = [0 0 1]; 
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sixByTwoSlashFour_ModelData.Mass = [4810 2060 3610]; 

sixByTwoSlashFour_ModelData.AxleLength = [3.20 1.35]; 

sixByTwoSlashFour_ModelData.MeasuredRadius = [4.8275 6.4844 12.9402 4.9777 7.105 13.1733 

14.1201]; 

sixByTwoSlashFour_ModelData = calculateModelData(sixByTwoSlashFour_ModelData); 

sixByTwoSlashFour_ModelData = generateAndSimModel(sixByTwoSlashFour_ModelData); 

sixByTwoSlashFour_ModelData.ErrorRatio = 1-

((sixByTwoSlashFour_ModelData.MeasuredRadius)./sixByTwoSlashFour_ModelData.Radius); 

sixByTwoSlashFour_ModelData.AvgErrRatio = mean(abs(sixByTwoSlashFour_ModelData.ErrorRatio)); 

% disp(sixByTwoSlashFour_ModelData.ErrorRatio); 

disp(strcat('Avg Err 6x2/4: ',num2str(sixByTwoSlashFour_ModelData.AvgErrRatio))) 

[sixByTwoSlashFour_scaledModelData, sixByTwoSlashFour_ModelData] = 

scalePIparams(sixByTwoSlashFour_ModelData); 

% sixByTwoSlashFour_scaledModelData = generateAndSimModel(sixByTwoSlashFour_scaledModelData); 

 

TestCase = {}; 

TestCase.u = [0.4231; 0.4755; 0.49]; 

TestCase.delta_front = [-44.25; -35.00; -19.9]; 

TestCase.delta_EST = [-18.65; -13.95; -6.85]; 

TestCase.delta_ESTA = [0;0;0]; 

TestCase.delta_ESTA_twin = [0;0;0]; 

sixByTwoSlashFour_scaledModelData.MeasuredRadius = [0.49163 0.6708 1.189]; 

sixByTwoSlashFour_scaledModelData = generateAndSimModelScaled(sixByTwoSlashFour_scaledModelData, 

TestCase); 

sixByTwoSlashFour_scaledModelData.ErrorRatio = 1-

((sixByTwoSlashFour_scaledModelData.MeasuredRadius)./sixByTwoSlashFour_scaledModelData.Radius); 

sixByTwoSlashFour_scaledModelData.AvgErrRatio = 

mean(abs(sixByTwoSlashFour_scaledModelData.ErrorRatio)); 

 

 

% 8x2*/6 

eightByTwoSlashStarSix_ModelData = initiateModelData(4); 

eightByTwoSlashStarSix_ModelData.VehicleWidth = 2.55; 

eightByTwoSlashStarSix_ModelData.H_CoG = 1; 

eightByTwoSlashStarSix_ModelData.PI_Speed = 5; 

eightByTwoSlashStarSix_ModelData.Steering = [1 1 0 1]; 

eightByTwoSlashStarSix_ModelData.Drive = [0 0 1 0]; 

eightByTwoSlashStarSix_ModelData.Mass = [5490 1330 2480 1420]; 

eightByTwoSlashStarSix_ModelData.AxleLength = [3.20 1.35 1.35]; 

eightByTwoSlashStarSix_ModelData.MeasuredRadius = [4.6696 6.337 12.5213 4.7884 6.7199 12.7208 

13.7422]; 

eightByTwoSlashStarSix_ModelData = calculateModelData(eightByTwoSlashStarSix_ModelData); 

eightByTwoSlashStarSix_ModelData = generateAndSimModel(eightByTwoSlashStarSix_ModelData); 

eightByTwoSlashStarSix_ModelData.ErrorRatio = 1-

((eightByTwoSlashStarSix_ModelData.MeasuredRadius)./eightByTwoSlashStarSix_ModelData.Radius); 

eightByTwoSlashStarSix_ModelData.AvgErrRatio = 

mean(abs(eightByTwoSlashStarSix_ModelData.ErrorRatio)); 

% disp(eightByTwoSlashStarSix_ModelData.ErrorRatio); 

disp(strcat('Avg Err 8x2/*6: ',num2str(eightByTwoSlashStarSix_ModelData.AvgErrRatio))) 

[eightByTwoSlashStarSix_scaledModelData, eightByTwoSlashStarSix_ModelData] = 

scalePIparams(eightByTwoSlashStarSix_ModelData); 

eightByTwoSlashStarSix_scaledModelData = 

generateAndSimModel(eightByTwoSlashStarSix_scaledModelData); 

 

TestCase = {}; 

TestCase.u = [0.5688; 0.5989; 0.564]; 

TestCase.delta_front = [-44.25; -35.00; -19.9]; 

TestCase.delta_EST = [-18.65; -13.95; -6.85]; 

TestCase.delta_ESTA = [19.5;14.6;8.6]; 

TestCase.delta_ESTA_twin = [0;0;0]; 
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eightByTwoSlashStarSix_scaledModelData.MeasuredRadius = [0.4108 0.59401 1.2141]; 

eightByTwoSlashStarSix_scaledModelData = 

generateAndSimModelScaled(eightByTwoSlashStarSix_scaledModelData, TestCase); 

eightByTwoSlashStarSix_scaledModelData.ErrorRatio = 1-

((eightByTwoSlashStarSix_scaledModelData.MeasuredRadius)./eightByTwoSlashStarSix_scaledModelData.

Radius); 

eightByTwoSlashStarSix_scaledModelData.AvgErrRatio = 

mean(abs(eightByTwoSlashStarSix_scaledModelData.ErrorRatio)); 

 

 

% 10x4*6 

tenByFourStarSix_ModelData = initiateModelData(5); 

tenByFourStarSix_ModelData.VehicleWidth = 2.55; 

tenByFourStarSix_ModelData.H_CoG = 1; 

tenByFourStarSix_ModelData.PI_Speed = 5; 

tenByFourStarSix_ModelData.Steering = [1 1 0 0 1]; 

tenByFourStarSix_ModelData.Drive = [0 0 1 1 0]; 

tenByFourStarSix_ModelData.Mass = [3200 3680 5280 5220 3650]; 

tenByFourStarSix_ModelData.AxleLength = [2.00 2.60 1.35 1.35]; 

tenByFourStarSix_ModelData.MeasuredRadius = [6.3758 7.8736 14.6594 6.3398 7.7643 14.8141 

15.0508]; 

tenByFourStarSix_ModelData = calculateModelData(tenByFourStarSix_ModelData); 

tenByFourStarSix_ModelData = generateAndSimModel(tenByFourStarSix_ModelData); 

tenByFourStarSix_ModelData.ErrorRatio = 1-

((tenByFourStarSix_ModelData.MeasuredRadius)./tenByFourStarSix_ModelData.Radius); 

tenByFourStarSix_ModelData.AvgErrRatio = mean(abs(tenByFourStarSix_ModelData.ErrorRatio)); 

% disp(tenByFourStarSix_ModelData.ErrorRatio); 

disp(strcat('Avg Err 10x4*6: ',num2str(tenByFourStarSix_ModelData.AvgErrRatio))) 

[tenByFourStarSix_scaledModelData, tenByFourStarSix_ModelData] = 

scalePIparams(tenByFourStarSix_ModelData); 

tenByFourStarSix_scaledModelData = generateAndSimModel(tenByFourStarSix_scaledModelData); 

 

TestCase = {}; 

TestCase.u = [0.4168; 0.3946; 0.4975]; 

TestCase.delta_front = [-44.25; -35.00; -19.9]; 

TestCase.delta_EST = [0;0;0;0;0]; 

TestCase.delta_ESTA = [0;0;0]; 

TestCase.delta_ESTA_twin = [19.5;14.6;8.6]; 

tenByFourStarSix_scaledModelData.MeasuredRadius = [0.57806 0.81799 1.3761]; 

tenByFourStarSix_scaledModelData = generateAndSimModelScaled(tenByFourStarSix_scaledModelData, 

TestCase); 

tenByFourStarSix_scaledModelData.ErrorRatio = 1-

((tenByFourStarSix_scaledModelData.MeasuredRadius)./tenByFourStarSix_scaledModelData.Radius); 

tenByFourStarSix_scaledModelData.AvgErrRatio = 

mean(abs(tenByFourStarSix_scaledModelData.ErrorRatio)); 

 

AvgErr = mean([fourByTwo_ModelData.AvgErrRatio, sixByTwoStarFour_ModelData.AvgErrRatio, 

sixByTwoSlashFour_ModelData.AvgErrRatio, eightByTwoSlashStarSix_ModelData.AvgErrRatio, 

tenByFourStarSix_ModelData.AvgErrRatio]) 

 

%disp(fourByTwo_scaledModelData.ErrorRatio); 

disp(strcat('Avg Err Scaled 4x2: ',num2str(fourByTwo_scaledModelData.AvgErrRatio))) 

%disp(sixByTwoStarFour_scaledModelData.ErrorRatio); 

disp(strcat('Avg Err Scaled 6x2*4: ',num2str(sixByTwoStarFour_scaledModelData.AvgErrRatio))) 

%disp(sixByTwoSlashFour_scaledModelData.ErrorRatio); 

disp(strcat('Avg Err Scaled 6x2/4: ',num2str(sixByTwoSlashFour_scaledModelData.AvgErrRatio))) 

%disp(eightByTwoSlashStarSix_scaledModelData.ErrorRatio); 

disp(strcat('Avg Err Scaled 8x2*/6: 

',num2str(eightByTwoSlashStarSix_scaledModelData.AvgErrRatio))) 

%disp(tenByFourStarSix_scaledModelData.ErrorRatio); 
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disp(strcat('Avg Err Scaled 10x4*6: ',num2str(tenByFourStarSix_scaledModelData.AvgErrRatio))) 

 

AvgErrScaled = mean([fourByTwo_scaledModelData.AvgErrRatio, 

sixByTwoStarFour_scaledModelData.AvgErrRatio, sixByTwoSlashFour_scaledModelData.AvgErrRatio, 

eightByTwoSlashStarSix_scaledModelData.AvgErrRatio, 

tenByFourStarSix_scaledModelData.AvgErrRatio]) 

 

createFigures.m 

 

% clc; clear; close all; 

% 4x2 configuration, data sets for speeds and angles 

Lengths = [1.84 4.65 7.80 9.05 9.59 8.90 6.17 2.80; 

           4.92 9.85 11.70 13.18 13.04 9.55 7.18 3.55; 

           10.83 15.38 22.30 24.94 25.26 21.81 18.08 11.41; 

           4.08 9.05 9.30 8.68 5.44 0 0 0; 

           6.09 9.12 13.32 13.65 13.30 7.62 0 0; 

           10.00 19.50 25.74 26.02 23.80 14.76 4.98 0; 

           10.40 18.90 24.64 25.18 18.48 10.87 0 0]; 

Angles = [15.94 17.354 8.13 19.652 29.057 33.691 23.2; 

          28.546 14.74 26.565 17.817 33.691 11.31 20.556; 

          8.133 16.699 18.433 19.855 26.565 7.593 19.29; 

          23.63 10.62 51.34 21.8 0 0 0; 

          19.44 28.3 15.255 22.62 34.806 0 0; 

          26.565 30.964 15.152 21.037 31.182 15.254 0; 

          25.018 14.537 42.88 23.807 14.036 0 0]/360*2*pi; 

sizes = [8 8 8 5 6 7 6]; 

% Generate Test cases X and Y points 

TC_X = zeros(length(sizes),max(sizes)); 

TC_Y = zeros(length(sizes),max(sizes)); 

for i = 1:length(sizes) 

   angle = (2*pi-sum(Angles(i,:)))/2; 

   for j = 1:sizes(i) 

      TC_X(i,j) = Lengths(i,j)*cos(angle); 

      TC_Y(i,j) = Lengths(i,j)*sin(angle); 

      if j ~= sizes(i) 

          angle = angle + Angles(i,j); 

      end 

   end 

end 

 

%Plot TCs with interpolated circle 

for i = 1:size(TC_X, 1) 

    % Fit circle with lowest RMSE (c)Bucher 

    [xc,yc,R,a]=circfit(TC_X(i,:), TC_Y(i,:)); 

    name = strcat('4x2 TC ', num2str(i)); 

    % Plot points 

    figure('Name', strcat('Measured Data for ',name)); 

    plot(TC_X(i,:), TC_Y(i,:), 'o'); 

    hold on; 

    % Plot fitted circle 

    t = 0:0.1:(2*pi); 

    X = xc+R*cos(t); 

    Y = yc+R*sin(t); 

    plot(X,Y); 
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    % Design plot 

    xlabel('Position [m]'); 

    ylabel('Position [m]'); 

    title(strcat('Radius R=',num2str(R))); 

    legend(name,'Location','best') 

    filename = strcat('4x2TC', num2str(i)); 

    filename = strcat(filename,'.png'); 

    saveas(gcf,filename); 

end 

 

% 4x2 Scaled Model configuration, data sets for different angles and speeds 

% Measured data Concrete 

Measurements_4x2_45deg.Lengths = [0.38; 0.70; 0.79; 0.69; 0.37]; 

Measurements_4x2_45deg.Angles = [31.4; 59.3; 89.0; 119.2; 152.7]; 

Measurements_4x2_35deg.Lengths = [0.60; 1.05; 1.23; 0.74]; 

Measurements_4x2_35deg.Angles = [27.5; 56.8; 100.4; 144.0]; 

Measurements_4x2_20deg.Lengths = [1.04; 1.77; 1.58; 0.80]; 

Measurements_4x2_20deg.Angles = [27.6; 69.1; 111.4; 145.6]; 

 

% Plot figures for each measurement 

createFigure(Measurements_4x2_45deg, '4x2 Scaled Model, 0.4892 m/s, 45 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'4x2Scaled45deg.png') 

createFigure(Measurements_4x2_35deg, '4x2 Scaled Model, 0.5255 m/s, 35 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'4x2Scaled35deg.png') 

createFigure(Measurements_4x2_20deg, '4x2 Scaled Model, 0.5375 m/s, 20 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'4x2Scaled20deg.png') 

 

% 6x2*4 configuration, data sets for different angles and speeds 

% 2.5 m/s [9 km/h] measured data 

Measurements_6by2star4_9kmph_45deg.Lengths = [4.95; 8.53; 9.33; 7.53; 4.93]; 

Measurements_6by2star4_9kmph_45deg.Angles = [36.7; 73.3; 107.3; 130.3; 151.6]; 

Measurements_6by2star4_9kmph_35deg.Lengths = [4.76; 9.55; 12.28; 12.66; 9.90; 6.07]; 

Measurements_6by2star4_9kmph_35deg.Angles = [29.3; 61.4; 87.7; 103.5; 140.2; 163.3]; 

Measurements_6by2star4_9kmph_20deg.Lengths = [8.81; 15.67; 20.40; 24.78; 24.63]; 

Measurements_6by2star4_9kmph_20deg.Angles = [38.2; 56.7; 75.1; 103.1; 115.4]; 

% 5 m/s [18 km/h] measured data 

Measurements_6by2star4_18kmph_45deg.Lengths = [5.55; 7.35; 9.40; 7.68; 2.45]; 

Measurements_6by2star4_18kmph_45deg.Angles = [27.0; 47.2; 88.5; 127.8; 159.9]; 

Measurements_6by2star4_18kmph_35deg.Lengths = [8.10; 11.70; 12.64; 12.07; 11.16; 7.92]; 

Measurements_6by2star4_18kmph_35deg.Angles = [37.4; 63.5; 81.3; 103.0; 119.2; 140.0]; 

Measurements_6by2star4_18kmph_20deg.Lengths = [12.09; 18.62; 23.41; 25.10; 24.42; 17.95; 8.82]; 

Measurements_6by2star4_18kmph_20deg.Angles = [39.5; 57.0; 77.3; 101.5; 117.8; 145.1; 169.1]; 

% 7.5 m/s [27 km/h] measured data 

Measurements_6by2star4_27kmph_20deg.Lengths = [12.80; 22.55; 25.94; 26.85; 21.74; 11.58]; 

Measurements_6by2star4_27kmph_20deg.Angles = [45.2; 68.4; 81.4; 108.2; 136.4; 169.0]; 

 

% Plot figures for each measurement 

createFigure(Measurements_6by2star4_9kmph_45deg, '6x2*4, 2.5m/s, 45 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'6x2StarFour45deg25.png'); 

createFigure(Measurements_6by2star4_9kmph_35deg, '6x2*4, 2.5m/s, 35 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'6x2StarFour35deg25.png'); 

createFigure(Measurements_6by2star4_9kmph_20deg, '6x2*4, 2.5m/s, 20 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'6x2StarFour20deg25.png'); 

createFigure(Measurements_6by2star4_18kmph_45deg, '6x2*4, 5m/s, 45 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'6x2StarFour45deg5.png'); 

createFigure(Measurements_6by2star4_18kmph_35deg, '6x2*4, 5m/s, 35 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'6x2StarFour35deg5.png'); 

createFigure(Measurements_6by2star4_18kmph_20deg, '6x2*4, 5m/s, 20 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'6x2StarFour20deg5.png'); 

createFigure(Measurements_6by2star4_27kmph_20deg, '6x2*4, 7.5m/s, 20 deg frontwheel angle'); 
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saveas(gcf,'6x2StarFour20deg75.png'); 

 

% 6x2*4 Scaled Model configuration, data sets for different angles and speeds 

% Measured data Concrete 

Measurements_6by2star4_45deg.Lengths = [0.56; 0.81; 0.865; 0.57]; 

Measurements_6by2star4_45deg.Angles = [27.7; 54.2; 82.9; 123.1]; 

Measurements_6by2star4_35deg.Lengths = [0.6; 1.115; 1.25; 0.73]; 

Measurements_6by2star4_35deg.Angles = [20.5; 53.0; 88.2; 131.2]; 

Measurements_6by2star4_20deg.Lengths = [1.47; 2.125; 2.375; 2.11; 1.22]; 

Measurements_6by2star4_20deg.Angles = [37.1; 62.8; 87.7; 113.6; 147.2]; 

 

% Plot figures for each measurement 

createFigure(Measurements_6by2star4_45deg, '6x2*4 Scaled Model Concrete, 0.4468 m/s, 45 deg 

frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'6x2Star4Scaled45deg.png') 

createFigure(Measurements_6by2star4_35deg, '6x2*4 Scaled Model Concrete, 0.5198 m/s, 35 deg 

frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'6x2Star4Scaled35deg.png') 

createFigure(Measurements_6by2star4_20deg, '6x2*4 Scaled Model Concrete, 0.5016 m/s, 20 deg 

frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'6x2Star4Scaled20deg.png') 

 

% 6x2\4 configuration, data sets for different angles and speeds 

% 2.5 m/s [9 km/h] measured data 

Measurements_6by2slash4_9kmph_45deg.Lengths = [4.37; 6.90; 8.98; 9.75; 7.61; 5.95]; 

Measurements_6by2slash4_9kmph_45deg.Angles = [42.5; 61.5; 86.5; 111.3; 144.9; 156.3]; 

Measurements_6by2slash4_9kmph_35deg.Lengths = [5.55; 9.46; 12.54; 13.00; 9.30; 5.44]; 

Measurements_6by2slash4_9kmph_35deg.Angles = [53.3; 72.8; 96.3; 127.0; 158.2; 178]; 

Measurements_6by2slash4_9kmph_20deg.Lengths = [8.5; 15.30; 22.60; 21.06; 10.25]; 

Measurements_6by2slash4_9kmph_20deg.Angles = [30.3; 45.8; 71.7; 135.9; 167.5]; 

% 5 m/s [18 km/h] measured data 

Measurements_6by2slash4_18kmph_45deg.Lengths = [8.44; 9.05; 9.97; 8.68; 6.80]; 

Measurements_6by2slash4_18kmph_45deg.Angles = [70.7; 86.5; 106.9; 135.8; 152.0]; 

Measurements_6by2slash4_18kmph_35deg.Lengths = [4.55; 9.40; 13.05; 13.98; 13.28; 9.32; 4.35]; 

Measurements_6by2slash4_18kmph_35deg.Angles = [33.9; 58.2; 83.6; 100.2; 122.8; 157.4; 182.3]; 

Measurements_6by2slash4_18kmph_20deg.Lengths = [14.92; 22.76; 26.49; 25.89; 22.20; 13.04]; 

Measurements_6by2slash4_18kmph_20deg.Angles = [42.3; 64; 95.3; 105.7; 128.8; 156.4]; 

% 7.5 m/s [27 km/h] measured data 

Measurements_6by2slash4_27kmph_20deg.Lengths = [10.68; 19.10; 25.08; 27.31; 24.20; 15.46]; 

Measurements_6by2slash4_27kmph_20deg.Angles = [17.4; 43.7; 71.6; 95.2; 122.7; 152]; 

 

% Plot figures for each measurement 

createFigure(Measurements_6by2slash4_9kmph_45deg, '6x2/4, 2.5m/s, 45 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'6x2SlashFour45deg25.png'); 

createFigure(Measurements_6by2slash4_9kmph_35deg, '6x2/4, 2.5m/s, 35 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'6x2SlashFour35deg25.png'); 

createFigure(Measurements_6by2slash4_9kmph_20deg, '6x2/4, 2.5m/s, 20 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'6x2SlashFour20deg25.png'); 

createFigure(Measurements_6by2slash4_18kmph_45deg, '6x2/4, 5m/s, 45 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'6x2SlashFour45deg5.png'); 

createFigure(Measurements_6by2slash4_18kmph_35deg, '6x2/4, 5m/s, 35 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'6x2SlashFour35deg5.png'); 

createFigure(Measurements_6by2slash4_18kmph_20deg, '6x2/4, 5m/s, 20 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'6x2SlashFour20deg5.png'); 

createFigure(Measurements_6by2slash4_27kmph_20deg, '6x2/4, 7.5m/s, 20 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'6x2SlashFour20deg75.png'); 

 

% 6x2\4 Scaled Model configuration, data sets for different angles and speeds 

% Measured data Concrete 

Measurements_6by2slash4_45deg.Lengths = [0.66; 0.91; 0.87; 0.73]; 
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Measurements_6by2slash4_45deg.Angles = [37.4; 89.0; 110.2; 137.6]; 

Measurements_6by2slash4_35deg.Lengths = [0.82; 1.21; 1.27; 0.82]; 

Measurements_6by2slash4_35deg.Angles = [31.8; 63.1; 102.0; 140.1]; 

Measurements_6by2slash4_20deg.Lengths = [0.94; 1.84; 2.35; 2.29; 1.85; 1.03]; 

Measurements_6by2slash4_20deg.Angles = [23.5; 52.2; 78.7; 106.5; 129.4; 154.2]; 

 

% Plot figures for each measurement 

createFigure(Measurements_6by2slash4_45deg, '6x2\4 Scaled Model, 0.4231 m/s, 45 deg frontwheel 

angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'6x2Slash4Scaled45deg.png') 

createFigure(Measurements_6by2slash4_35deg, '6x2\4 Scaled Model, 0.4755 m/s, 35 deg frontwheel 

angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'6x2Slash4Scaled45deg.png') 

createFigure(Measurements_6by2slash4_20deg, '6x2\4 Scaled Model, 0.4900 m/s, 20 deg frontwheel 

angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'6x2Slash4Scaled45deg.png') 

 

 

% 8x2*/6 configuration, data sets for different angles and speeds 

% 2.5 m/s [9 km/h] measured data 

Measurements_8by2slashstar6_9kmph_45deg.Lengths = [6.02; 9.20; 9.03; 7.54; 4.54]; 

Measurements_8by2slashstar6_9kmph_45deg.Angles = [40.8; 82.9; 104.8; 128; 151.8]; 

Measurements_8by2slashstar6_9kmph_35deg.Lengths = [7.49; 12.25; 12.34; 9.90; 6.88]; 

Measurements_8by2slashstar6_9kmph_35deg.Angles = [38.6; 78.7; 110; 130.3; 148.5;]; 

Measurements_8by2slashstar6_9kmph_20deg.Lengths = [9.54; 18.25; 23.14; 25.00; 23.17; 17.78; 

9.12]; 

Measurements_8by2slashstar6_9kmph_20deg.Angles = [20.3; 42.7; 64.5; 81.7; 110.0; 131.6; 154.1]; 

% 5 m/s [18 km/h] measured data 

Measurements_8by2slashstar6_18kmph_45deg.Lengths = [4.29; 8.00; 9.09; 9.42; 8.20; 5.21]; 

Measurements_8by2slashstar6_18kmph_45deg.Angles = [26.3; 56.7; 82.2; 102.2; 121.8; 149.6]; 

Measurements_8by2slashstar6_18kmph_35deg.Lengths = [4.66; 8.60; 11.28; 13.10; 12.90; 11.72; 

10.10; 5.68]; 

Measurements_8by2slashstar6_18kmph_35deg.Angles = [26.4; 49.4; 72.2; 89; 111; 127; 148; 163.5]; 

Measurements_8by2slashstar6_18kmph_20deg.Lengths = [10.12; 19.18; 23.90; 25.52; 23.41; 17.34; 

9.11]; 

Measurements_8by2slashstar6_18kmph_20deg.Angles = [16.4; 43.3; 65; 83.2; 111.2; 128.9; 151.2]; 

% 7.5 m/s [27 km/h] measured data 

Measurements_8by2slashstar6_27kmph_20deg.Lengths = [10.56; 21.69; 27.57; 27.32; 22.54; 15.77; 

8.5]; 

Measurements_8by2slashstar6_27kmph_20deg.Angles = [10.6; 39.8; 70.3; 93; 111.6; 129.1; 146.7]; 

 

% Plot figures for each measurement 

createFigure(Measurements_8by2slashstar6_9kmph_45deg, '8x2/*6, 2.5m/s, 45 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'8x2SlashStarFour45deg25.png'); 

createFigure(Measurements_8by2slashstar6_9kmph_35deg, '8x2/*6, 2.5m/s, 35 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'8x2SlashStarFour35deg25.png'); 

createFigure(Measurements_8by2slashstar6_9kmph_20deg, '8x2/*6, 2.5m/s, 20 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'8x2SlashStarFour20deg25.png'); 

createFigure(Measurements_8by2slashstar6_18kmph_45deg, '8x2/*6, 5m/s, 45 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'8x2SlashStarFour45deg5.png'); 

createFigure(Measurements_8by2slashstar6_18kmph_35deg, '8x2/*6, 5m/s, 35 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'8x2SlashStarFour35deg5.png'); 

createFigure(Measurements_8by2slashstar6_18kmph_20deg, '8x2/*6, 5m/s, 20 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'8x2SlashStarFour20deg5.png'); 

createFigure(Measurements_8by2slashstar6_27kmph_20deg, '8x2/*6, 7.5m/s, 20 deg frontwheel 

angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'8x2SlashStarFour20deg75.png'); 

 

% 8x2\*6 Scaled Model configuration, data sets for different angles and speeds 

% Measured data Concrete 
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Measurements_8by2slashStar6_45deg.Lengths = [0.43; 0.64; 0.81; 0.595]; 

Measurements_8by2slashStar6_45deg.Angles = [31.0; 50.6; 83.8; 133.8]; 

Measurements_8by2slashStar6_35deg.Lengths = [0.79; 1.18; 1.13; 0.78]; 

Measurements_8by2slashStar6_35deg.Angles = [42.1; 76.1; 108.4; 136.9]; 

Measurements_8by2slashStar6_20deg.Lengths = [1.06; 1.89; 2.35; 2.40; 1.90; 1.06]; 

Measurements_8by2slashStar6_20deg.Angles = [18.0; 42.6; 64.8; 89.6; 120.0; 145.1]; 

 

% Plot figures for each measurement 

createFigure(Measurements_8by2slashStar6_45deg, '8x2\*6 Scaled Model, 0.5688 m/s, 45 deg 

frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'8x2SlashStar4Scaled45deg.png') 

createFigure(Measurements_8by2slashStar6_35deg, '8x2\*6 Scaled Model, 0.5989 m/s, 35 deg 

frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'8x2SlashStar4Scaled35deg.png') 

createFigure(Measurements_8by2slashStar6_20deg, '8x2\*6 Scaled Model, 0.5640 m/s, 20 deg 

frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'8x2SlashStar4Scaled20deg.png') 

 

% 10x4*6 configuration, data sets for different angles and speeds 

% 2.5 m/s [9 km/h] measured data 

Measurements_10by4star6_9kmph_45deg.Lengths = [6.35; 11.55; 12.66; 11.08; 6.26]; 

Measurements_10by4star6_9kmph_45deg.Angles = [31.7; 68.5; 98; 124; 151.9]; 

Measurements_10by4star6_9kmph_35deg.Lengths = [6.49; 13.38; 15.54; 13.46; 7.19]; 

Measurements_10by4star6_9kmph_35deg.Angles = [20.7; 57.3; 88.5; 120; 152]; 

Measurements_10by4star6_9kmph_20deg.Lengths = [19.36; 28.82; 25.57; 14.51]; 

Measurements_10by4star6_9kmph_20deg.Angles = [47.7; 85.8; 125.4; 157]; 

% 5 m/s [18 km/h] measured data 

Measurements_10by4star6_18kmph_45deg.Lengths = [6.42; 11.44; 12.86; 11.41; 6.52]; 

Measurements_10by4star6_18kmph_45deg.Angles = [38; 71.8; 99; 123.7; 154.5]; 

Measurements_10by4star6_18kmph_35deg.Lengths = [6.37; 13.14; 15.31; 13.81; 7.41]; 

Measurements_10by4star6_18kmph_35deg.Angles = [25; 58.9; 89.4; 118.9; 153.7]; 

Measurements_10by4star6_18kmph_20deg.Lengths = [19.39; 29.00; 25.94; 14.72]; 

Measurements_10by4star6_18kmph_20deg.Angles = [49.2; 85.4; 127.8; 157.2]; 

% 7.5 m/s [27 km/h] measured data 

Measurements_10by4star6_27kmph_20deg.Lengths = [19.04; 29.01; 26.48; 15.53]; 

Measurements_10by4star6_27kmph_20deg.Angles = [47.5; 85; 125.4; 160]; 

 

% Plot figures for each measurement 

createFigure(Measurements_10by4star6_9kmph_45deg, '10x4*6, 2.5m/s, 45 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'10x4StarSix45deg25.png'); 

createFigure(Measurements_10by4star6_9kmph_35deg, '10x4*6, 2.5m/s, 35 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'10x4StarSix35deg25.png'); 

createFigure(Measurements_10by4star6_9kmph_20deg, '10x4*6, 2.5m/s, 20 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'10x4StarSix20deg25.png'); 

createFigure(Measurements_10by4star6_18kmph_45deg, '10x4*6, 5m/s, 45 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'10x4StarSix45deg5.png'); 

createFigure(Measurements_10by4star6_18kmph_35deg, '10x4*6, 5m/s, 35 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'10x4StarSix35deg5.png'); 

createFigure(Measurements_10by4star6_18kmph_20deg, '10x4*6, 5m/s, 20 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'10x4StarSix20deg5.png'); 

createFigure(Measurements_10by4star6_27kmph_20deg, '10x4*6, 7.5m/s, 20 deg frontwheel angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'10x4StarSix20deg75.png'); 

 

% 10x4*6 Scaled Model configuration, data sets for different angles and speeds 

% Measured data Concrete 

Measurements_10by4star6_45deg.Lengths = [0.60; 1.14; 1.11; 0.71]; 

Measurements_10by4star6_45deg.Angles = [28.2; 75.9; 104.5; 137.6]; 

Measurements_10by4star6_35deg.Lengths = [0.73; 1.37; 1.64; 0.96]; 

Measurements_10by4star6_35deg.Angles = [19.2; 50.7; 84.9; 137.1]; 

Measurements_10by4star6_20deg.Lengths = [1.18; 2.17; 2.70; 2.70; 2.04; 1.17]; 
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Measurements_10by4star6_20deg.Angles = [25.9; 52.1; 80.9; 104.6; 132.5; 154.0]; 

 

% Plot figures for each measurement 

createFigure(Measurements_10by4star6_45deg, '10x4*6 Scaled Model, 0.4168 m/s, 45 deg frontwheel 

angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'10x4Star6Scaled45deg.png') 

createFigure(Measurements_10by4star6_35deg, '10x4*6 Scaled Model, 0.3946 m/s, 35 deg frontwheel 

angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'10x4Star6Scaled35deg.png') 

createFigure(Measurements_10by4star6_20deg, '10x4*6 Scaled Model, 0.4975 m/s, 20 deg frontwheel 

angle'); 

saveas(gcf,'10x4Star6Scaled20deg.png') 
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APPENDIX B: COMPONENT DATA 
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APPENDIX C: MEASUREMENT DATA 

 

4x2 Full-size 

 

 

6x2*4 Full-size 
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6x2/4 Full-size 

 

8x2/*6 Full-size 

 

10x4*6 Full-size 
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4x2 Scaled 

 

6x2*4 Scaled 
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6x2/4 Scaled 

 

8x2/*6 Scaled 
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10x4*6 Scaled 

 

Vehicle Model Mass 1 0,5587 Mass 2 0,6425 L1 0,2 L2 0,264 L3 0,136

Mass 3 0,9218 Mass 4 0,9113 Mass 5 0,6372 L4 0,136

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

TC1 TC2 TC3 TC4 TC5 TC6 TC7

L1 1 0,6 0,73 1,18

angle L1 2 28,2 19,2 25,9

L2 3 1,14 1,37 2,17

angle L2 4 75,9 50,7 52,1

L3 5 1,11 1,64 2,7

angle L3 6 104,5 84,9 80,9

L4 7 0,71 0,96 2,7

angle L4 8 137,6 137,1 104,6

L5 9 2,04

angle L5 10 132,5

L6 11 1,17

angle L6 12 154

L7 13

angle L7 14

L8 15

angle L8 16

Tot Rotations 4423 7310 3302

Count 52 72 41

RPM 85,057 101,527 80,53

u 0,4168 0,4975 0,3946

Configuration 10x4*6

Datapoint\Steering angle [*]
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APPENDIX D: MEASUREMENT GRAPHS 

4x2 
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6x2*4 
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6x2/4 
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8x2/*6 
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10x4*6 
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4x2 Scaled 
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6x2*2 Scaled 
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6x2/4 Scaled 
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8x2/*6 Scaled 
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10x4*6 Scaled 
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